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FOREWORD
This is the final report for the program "Repair Techniques for
Graphite/Epoxy Structures for Commercial Transport Applications". This
program was administered by the Langley Research Center, National Aeronautics
and Space Administration with J, W. Deaton, the Technical Monitor. The
contract number is NASI-15269.
The program has been performed by the Lockheed-California Company with
R. H. Stone, the Program Manager. Northrop Corporation has been a major
subcontractor to this program, and J. D. Labor was the Northrop Program
Manager.
Lockheed-California Company activities included the Phase I airline
survey, fabrication of parent laminates and external patch repairs for the
Phase 2 specimens, design of the Phase 3 subelement repairs, and all Phase 4
activities on large-area repair. Northrop activities included the Phase 1
damage tolerance survey and defect categorization matrix, fabrication of
flush repairs and testing of the Phase 2 specimens, and repair and testing of
the Phase 3 subelement specimens. Lockheed-Georgia Company also participated
in the program by fabrication of the stiffened wing cover specimen used in
the Phase 3 tests.
Lockheed-California Company personnel who contributed to the program
include F. H. Strunk who assisted in the airline survey; R. C. Young who
fabricated parent laminates, external repairs, and the large area repair;
A. C. Jackson who designed the subelement repairs and the large-area repair;
and F. Dorward who was responsible for fatigue cycling and static testing of
the large-area repair. At Lockheed-Georgia Company, R. H. Kilpatrick was
responsible for fabrication of the wing cover component.
Northro p personnel contributing to the program include N. M. Bhatia who
assisted in the damage tolerance survey and defect categorization; A. Hall
and T. Ishimine who were responsible for specimen fabrication and testing
respectively; and J. F. Knauss who assisted the Northrop Program Manager in
the Phase 2 tests and directed the Phase 3 subelement repair activities,
Use of commercial products or names of manufacturers in this report does
not constitute official endorsement of such products or manufacturers, either
expressed or implied, by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
REPAIR TECHNIQUES FOR GRAPHITE/EPOXY
STRUCTURES FOR COMMERCIAL TRANSPORT APPLICATIONS
Robert H. Stone
Lockheed-Callfornla Company
Burbank, California
SUMMARY
This program was performed in four phases. Phase 1 consisted of three
separate tasks: Task A- survey of theoretical and experimental work on
composite defect sensitivity; Task B- survey of airline damage experience and
airline repair and maintenance procedures; and Task C- preparation of a
matrix defining and categorizing flaws and damage. Task A was performed by
Northrop Corporation Aircraft Group, which is a major participant in this
program with Lockheed. Task B was performed by Lockheed, while Task C was
performed primarily by Northrop using Lockheed inputs from the Task B survey.
In the Task A survey, documents and reports on composite defect studies
were obtained through a literature search and industry contacts. These
documents were reviewed for analytical and experimental data showing the
effects of various defects on composite laminate properties. The data
primarily were based on idealized flaws, such as holes and slots, and
included both analytical treatments of the defects and experimental data
which were correlated in some cases with analytical techniques. Some data
were found relating to realistic flaws resulting from impact damage.
The available experimental test data were then organized to show
strength reduction as a function of flaw size for various defect types
including holes, slots, and impact damage. The data were compared with
predicted strength curves obtained from the analytical techniques, and are
presented in this manner.
In the Task B survey, a questionnaire was prepared and submitted to
eleven participating airlines. The airlines were asked to provide a listing
of typical defect types and sizes encountered in service on various
categories of parts. These parts included fiberglass and advanced composite
parts, as well as metal parts considered likely candidates for composites
usage. Responses were, as expected, based primarily on experience with metal
components which comprise most current aircraft structure.
Another part of the questionnaire dealt with airline maintenance and
repair procedures, and airline facilities and equipment available for repair
operations. The airlines were asked about defect detection and NDI
procedures; the types of equipment available at llne stations and the major
maintenance bases, as well as the percentage of repairs performed at each
type of facility; airline background and experience with the structural
bonded repairs considered optimum for composite repairs; maintenance down
times and inspection intervals; and the policy on flush aerodynamic repairs
as opposed to external patches. These are all factors determining the type
of repair procedures which need to be developed for airline maintenance of
composite structures.
Submittal of the questionnaire was followed by visits to the airline
maintenance bases by a Lockheed survey team. Discussions were held with
airline engineering and maintenance personnel and the questionnaire responses
were reviewed.
In Task C, a matrix table was prepared defining and categorizing defects
by part category, size, and origin using the airline damage experience data
which had been organized bydefect type within each part category. This
compilation of damage types, based primarily on metallic components, was used
for estimations of damage size for comparable composite components.
Estimates were also made on composite strength reduction, flaw growth
potential, and the type of maintenance action required for the composite
parts. These data were organized into the table presented herein. This was
done for impact damage only. It was assumed no comparable damage to corrosion
effects would occur in composites, and for fatigue damage it was assumed
(based on considerable available data) that the type of crack growth
occurring in metals would not occur in composites.
Phase 2 of this program consisted of a single task identified as
Task D, "Development and Verification of Repair Methods". The objective of
this task was to provide a comparative evaluation of various composite repair
techniques suitable for use in airline maintenance operations. This task
involved fabrication and testing of coupon type specimens incorporating the
various repair techniques and processes selected for evaluation.
The repairs evaluated in Phase 2 were selected based on results of the
Phase 1 surveys on defect sensitivity of composites and on airline damage
experience and maintenance/repair capabilities. The results of these surveys
indicated a need for a wide range of repair procedures suitable for both
maintenance base (depot level) and line station (field level) operations, and
providing a wide choice of simplicity and ease of processing versus
structural efficiency. The results indicated the need for both flush,
aerodynamic and external patch repairs, and the need for structural bonded,
cold bonded, and bolted repairs.
These repairs were accomplished using parent laminates fabricated with
the Narmco 5208/T300 graphite/epoxy system currently used in the NASA ACEE
programs. These laminates included 50 ply lay-ups representative of a highly
loaded structure such as a wing cover and 16 ply lay-ups representative of a
lightly loaded structure such as a stabilizer or control surface. Most of
the tests were performed using sandwich beam specimens incorporating the
repaired laminates on one face of the sandwich. A few tabbed laminate coupon
specimens were included for comparison, All repairs were performed after
moisture conditioning of the parent laminates to simulate the typical
in-service condition of composite parts.
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The repair specimenswere tested for static tensionand compressionat room
temperature,-54°C (-67°F)and 82°C (180°F). Some fatiguetests were also _
run on both the 16 ply and 50 ply specimensusing fatiguespectra
representativeof a verticalstabilizerand wing cover respectively.
The test results indicatedthat flush,aerodynamicgraphiterepairswith
taperedbond lines and incorporatingstructuralgrade adhesivesand
pre-pregs,provided the greateststructuralefficiencyand strengthrecovery;
and restoreddesign strengthfor both lightlyloaded and highly loaded
structures. These repairsare the most complexand expensiveand are limited
to use by properlyequippedmaintenancebase operations. Externalgraphite
patch repairs incorporatingstructuralgrade systemsare less complexand
expensive,and providean adequaterestorationof design strengthfor lightly
loaded components. Cold-bondedand wet lay-uprepairsand bolted repairs
with blind fastenersare well adaptedto the limitationsof line station
operations,but provide limitedstrengthrecovery. This limitedrecoveryis
adequate,however, for many lightlyloaded components.
Phase 3 of this program, "SmallArea Repair,"consistedof a single task
identifiedas Task E, "Demonstrationof Repairabilityand Repair Qualityon
StructuralComponentSubelements." This activityinvolvedsimulateddamage
and repair of three subelementspecimens: I) an L-IOll compositevertical
fin cover segment (Type I) representativeof a lightlyloaded hat-stiffened
skin cover, 2) a stiffenedcover segmenttaken from a compositewing design
concept (Type II) representativeof a highly loadedhat-stiffenedskin cover,
and 3) an L-1011 verticalfin spar segment (Type III) representativeof a
substructurefor a lightlyloaded component. These subelementspecimens
consistedof a single stiffenerelementin the instanceof the two
hat-stiffenedcovers and a cap and partialweb sectionin the case of the
spar segment.
The damage consistedof a completecut throughthe stiffenerelementand
adjacent skin for Type I and II and throughthe cap and web segmentfor Type
III. These cuts simulatedsmall area damage extendingacross a single
stiffeneror structuralelement. The damagewas then repairedusing the
followingconceptsdevelopedand evaluatedin the Phase 2 coupon tests:
• Type I, fin cover - An externalcure-in-placegraphitepatch skin
repair and a precuredbonded graphitehat splice
• Type II, wing cover - A flush cure-in-placegraphitepatch skin
repair and a precuredbonded graphitehat splice
• Type III, fin spar - A bolted repairwith aluminumsplice plates
mechanicallyattached to the cap and web sections.
The two repairedskin segmentswere tested to failurein compressionalong
with undamagedcontrol specimens. The repairedspar segmentwas tested to
failurein tension,also with an undamagedcontrolspecimen. The controland
repairedspecimenswere conditionedto one percentmoisture contentprior to
repair,and the bonded repairswere moisture conditionedprior to test.
The test resultson the controlspecimenscorrelatedwith predicted
unflawed strengths,and the three repairedspecimensachievedfrom 79 percent
to 92 percentof unflawed strength,which in all cases was well above design
strength levels.
Phase 4 of this program,"LargeArea Repair" consistedof a singleTask
identifiedas Task F, "Repairabilityand Repair Qualityof Large-AreaRepairs
on StructuralComponents." This Task utilized the full-scaleground test
article (GTA) of the L-1011 advancedcompositeverticalfin (ACVF)developed
under ContractNASI-14000.
Large area damage,representativeof lightningstrikedamage,was
inflictedon the ACVF cover and adjacenthat stiffenersfollowingtwo
lifetimesof fatiguecycling. A bonded externalprecuredgraphitepatch was
applied to the skin, followedby mechanicalattachmentof the disbonded
stiffenersto the repairedskin. After repair,the fin GTA was subjectedto
one additionallifetimeof fatiguecycling,followedby loadingto ultimate
strengthand failure.
The fin GTA failed at 120% of designultimateload. The repair patch
remained intact and unaffectedby the fatiguecyclingand testingto failure.
Strainmeasurementsindicatedno effect of the patch on far-fleldstrainsin
the fin component.
The ACVF programunder ContractNASI-14000coveredapplicationof
damage,repair design and fabrication,and testingto ultimatestrengthand
failure. Phase 4 of this program supplementedthe ACVF ground test program
by providingfor the post-repairfatiguecyclingfor one lifetime.
INTRODUCTION
Background
The introduction of graphite/epoxy structural components into commercial
aircraft service will require development of structural repair procedures
adapted to the needs and requirements of commercial airlines, while still
meeting the structural requirements of the components. All repairs on
commercial aircraft structures must be permanent repairs approved by the FAA.
These repairs must restore the capability of the component to carry design
ultimate loads, and must not adversely affect fail-safe characteristics of
the part. It is also desirable to restore the fatigue llfe of the component
to the remaining useful service llfe on the aircraft.
The maximum tensile design strength for a critical composite structure
is typically about 50 percent of unnotched material strength to account for
holes and stress concentrators. Repairs for this type of composite part must
restore the design strength at least and preferably should demonstrate by
test an ultimate strength greater than 50 percent of unnotched strength. ,,
Composite components designed for stiffness, sonic fatigue, or other factors
may have a design strength requirement less than 50 percent of unnotched
strength. The repairs on these parts may therefore be less critical, and a
less complex and costly repair approach may beposslble. In addition to
restoring strength and fatigue life, repairs must not adversely affect such
factors as environmental durability, damage propagation rate, damage
tolerance, and part function; and must not introduce unacceptable stress
concentrations in the patch area.
Components which are critical in compression also have an ultimate
design strength approximately 50% of unnotched strength to allow for fastener
holes, etc. However, compression loading appears to be more critical than
tension loadings. Available data indicate damage growth is more likely to
occur under compression dominated fatigue than in tensile loading conditions.
This damage growth is most often dominated by dlsbonding along inherent
planes of interlaminar weakness which under compressive loading can result in
buckling instability. Repairs of compression loaded parts must take this
factor into consideration.
Current structural repairs used by the airlines on conventional metal
structure consist primarily of mechanically fastened metal patches. Adhesive
bonded repairs are used to a lesser degree on bonded structures and
fiberglass components, and these are often nonstructural cold bonded repairs.
The conventional mechanically fastened patches may be adequate in some cases
for composite parts, and for many repair situations such as llne station
repairs performed away from the maintenance base, this may be the only repair
technique which can be accomplished within equipment, personnel, and
down-time limitations. The inherent nature of composites, however, indicates
that a structural bonded repair is more efficient, can more readily restore
full load carrying capability, and in some cases may be mandatory to effect
an adequate repair.
Other factors determining the type of repair include part removability,
accessability of the repair site, aerodynamic requirements at the damage
location, special environmental requirements, and complexity of the
surrounding structure. Repairs must often be performed under adverse
conditions, and the baseline laminate may be in a condition which adversely
affects repair integrity, for example having surface contamination or high
moisture content.
The types of damage encountered in service on commercial transports
result from such factors as manufacturing defects, fatigue wearout, stress,
corrosion, ground handling damage, in-flight foreign object damage from hall
or bird strikes, tire tread impact during takeoff and landings, etc. The
susceptability of composite structures to these causes of damage is different
than metallic parts. Composites obviously will not suffer corrosion damage,
and there is evidence that composites have excellent fatigue llfe and
resistance to damage propagation particularly for tensile loading conditions.
Graphite/epoxycompositesappear to have fairlygood impact resistance,but
impact may tend to producenonvisibledelaminationand matrix damage in
compositeswhich may not be visuallydetectable, This could increasethe
frequencyand level of effort requiredfor nondestructiveinspectionof
. compressivestrengthcriticalcompositeparts comparedto that now required
for metal components.
Objectives
The objective of the overall program was to develop and validate repair
procedures for composite structures, adapted to commercial airline
maintenance operations and meeting the basic criteria of restoring design
strength and service life capability to the components.
The objectives of Phase 1 were to determine the effects of various types
and sizes of flaws and damage on the structural properties of the composite;
the typical types and sizes of flaws and damage encountered by airlines in
commercial transport service; and definition and categorization of the flaws
and damage types by size, origin, part category, and type of repair required.
These data along with information from the airlines on their maintenance
procedures, facilities, and equipment, and the compatibility of various
composite repair techniques with these operations, provide a basis for
development of composite repair techniques for commercial transport
applications.
The objectives of Phase 2 were to screen and evaluate various types of
composite repairs, selected on the basis of the Phase I survey results to
meet both the structural requirements for composite repairs and airline
requirements and capabilities.
The objectives of Phases 3 and 4 were to evaluate respectively
small-area and large-area repairs which incorporate the repair concepts
determined most suitable based on the Phase 2 screening test results.
Approach
This program was divided into four phases as follows:
Phase 1 - Assessment of repair capabilities
Task A - Survey of theoretical and experimental work on composite defect
sensitivity
Task B - Survey of airline damage experience, repair and maintenance
procedures
Task C - Definition and categorization of flaws
Phase 2, Task D - DevelopmentRepair and Verificationof Repair Methods
Phase 3, Task E - Repair of CompositeSubelementSpecimens
Phase 4, Task F - Repair of Full Size CompositeStructure
The four Phases of this programwere performedsequentially,and the
resultsof each Phase were used to developthe detail test plans and repair
designsfor the next Phase. Phase I providedinformationon compositedefect
sensitivity,and also providedinformationon airlinedamage experience,
requirementsand capabilities.
This informationfrom the Phase 1 surveyswas used to select the repair
conceptsfor screeningin Phase 2. These repair conceptsare also based on
proceduresdevelopedby a number of military agency funded programs(refs. i,
2, 3, and 4), and also by Lockheed-CallfornlaCo. programs(refso 5 and 6).
The Navy and Air Force programsreferencedabove were based on militaryneeds
and requirementsand emphasizedthe more complexdepot level repairs. In
this program,an emphasiswas placedon simplerexternalpatch repairs,and
cold-bondedand metal patch repairswere includedto reflectthe limitations
and concernsof airlineoperations.
The results of the Phase 2 screeningtests indicatedthe effectiveness
of vacuum bonded graphite repairs,and this approachwas used for repair of
two types of hat-stiffenedcover sub-elementspecimensin Phase 3. Bolted
patcheswere evaluatedfor repairof a third sub-elementspecimen,a spar cap
and web segment. ?
The Phase 3 results further verified the effectiveness of graphite
externalrepairsbonded with vacuum pressure,and also indicatedthe
effectivenessof properly designed bolted repairs. A bonded graphite repair
was therefore used for the large-area repair of a full-slze component in
Phase 4. The component selected for use in the Phase 4 activities was the
L-1011 composite vertical fin ground test article (GTA). The GTA is a full-
size production component, and is a complete box structure approximately 25
by 9 feet in area with hat-stlffened covers and composite spars and ribs.
The Phase 4 activities were conducted in conjunction with ground tests
performed as part of the vertical fin program.
PHASE 1 - ASSESSMENT OF REPAIR CAPABILITIES
Phase I consisted of three Tasks: Task A - survey of theoretical and
experimental work on composite defect sensitivity; Task B - survey of airline
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damage experience and airline repair and maintenance procedures; and Task C -
preparation of a matrix defining and categorizing flaws and damage.
Task A - Survey Of Theoretical And Experimental Work On Composite
Defect Sensitivity And Fracture
The initial activity in the program was a survey of existing theoretical
and experimental data on the effects of flaws on the static strength,
stability, and fatigue life of composites.
Durability and safety-of-flight requirements for commercial aircraft
structures must be satisfied for areas of the aircraft that are susceptible
to the presence of flaws introduced during manufacturing and/or service
environment. Typical flaws that can occur are cracks initiating from
fastener holes, surface scratches, improper cure, edge delaminations and
impact damage. Since strength degradation occurs in the presence of flaws,
the objective of this survey was to review data supported by work on the
residual strength capability of composite structures in the presence of flaws
and subjected to service loads and environmental exposure. This information
can be used to establish B-allowable static strength values that will satisfy
life assurance requirements. This assessment will also allow repairability
judgments to be made regarding specific flaws or damage to specific aircraft
components relative to repair or replacement.
The documents listed in Table I were assembled through a library search
and industry contacts. All documents which dealt with the effects of defects
in advanced composite structures were reviewed to determine the type of
information contained. The total activity consisted of assembling and
screening of over 40 documents dealing with experimental or analytical effect
of defects on advanced composite materials.
Many of the documents dealt primarily with analytical treatments of
idealized defects such as through holes and slots, using fracture mechanics
theory, point and average stress failure criteria, and wearout models. In
some documents, the analytical treatments were substantiated with various
types of test data.
Several of the documents reported empirical data which in some cases
were correlated with one or more analytical techniques. Much of the test
data are based on idealized flaws such as holes and slots, although some data
are available on realistic flaws such as delaminations, scratches, low
velocity impact damage, higher velocity foreign object damage (FOD), and very
high velocity ballistic damage. The test data include both static and
fatigue data, and although more data are available for tensile loading, some
compressive data are also reported. The majority of data deal with small
specimens such as coupons, although limited data are available on larger
specimens more representative of real aircraft structure. A variety of
material systems and laminate orientations are represented.
The test data are presented in a variety of formats, i.e., tabular
values and curves plotted showing the effect of various parameters such as
defect size, energy level, strength loss, life under cyclic loading and
damage growth. The information contained in the documents which were
screened is summarized in Table I. r
Experimental data. - The documents (references 7-47) summarized in
Table I were reviewed and all available experimental data on strength
reduction as a function of flaw size were plotted. Very few of the documents
contained original experimental data. Furthermore, most of the data were for
tension loading conditions. Very limited amounts of data were found for the
compression loading conditions. Data were available for several material
systems including graphite/epoxy, boron/epoxy, and glass/epoxy systems. For
the present review, only the graphite/epoxY laminate data were considered.
Furthermore, the graphite/epoxy laminate orientations of specialized
applications to fan blades and filament wound pressure vessels were not
considered because they are not typical of the airframe structures being
considered under the present study.
The experimental data on static tensile strength of various laminates as
a function of flaw size for holes and slots are presented in Figures I and 2,
respectively. Also presented in these Figures are the limited amount of data
available for laminates with countersunk holes and half-through holes and
slots. Most of the data were generated for specimens that were relatively
wise as compared to the hole size so that the finite-width correction factor
was nearly unity. The only exception was in the case of the test data
obtained from reference I0 that had been previously adjusted by multiplying
the failure stress by the finite-width correction factor to obtain the
equivalent infinite width panel failure stress. The results show that, even
for relatively wide panels with negligible finite-width effect, strength is
reduced as the flaw size is increased. For both holes and slots,
approximately 50 percent strength loss is indicated for the laminate with the
1.0 cm flaw. For larger size flaws, further strength reduction at a more
gradual rate is indicated. The test data for laminates with countersunk
holes, tested with fasteners in place, show greater strength loss than with
non-counterslnk holes of the same size. This is due to the presence of the
countersink which results in increased effective hole size. The laminates
with half-through holes and slots show considerably higher strength than
those with through flaws of comparable size. The effect of tension dominated
fatigue loading was evaluated in references 7 and II, and it was determined
that the spectrum and the cyclic fatigue loads did not induce additional
degradation of laminates with holes and slots. However, compression
dominated fatigue loading does degrade strength of laminates containing holes
and slots as shown in references 7 and 46. Other data indicate that for low
velocity impact causing interlaminar damage and limited fiber fracture, the
damage does not propagate under either tensile or compression dominated
fatigue loading. The predicted strength curves based on the average stress
criterion and the fracture mechanics approach (described later in this
section) are also presented in Figures ! and 2 for comparison. _
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For laminates with holes, the correlation is reasonably good. However,
for laminates with through-slots, test data of reference 10 did not agree
with the data from references 7 and II, and the predicted curves showed fair
correlation with data from references 7,and 11. The lack of correlation
between data from various sources does not appear to be due to variations in
the slot shapes because the data of references I0 and 11 which show poor
correlation, had identical slot shapes, whereas data of references 7 and 11
showed good correlation even with different slot shapes.
The residual tensile strength data for impact damaged laminates, as a
function of the measured surface crack and C-scan detected width of the
damaged area; are presented in Figure 3. Results indicate that C-scan
observations show a larger area of damage than the size of the surface
cracks. This occurs because C-scan inspection detects internal delaminations
which typically cover a larger area than the visible fiber failures. To
compare strength reduction caused by impact damage and through slots, the
analytical curves based on the average stress criterion and the fracture
mechanics approach for laminates with through slots are also presented
in Figure 3. The same curves showed reasonable correlation withslot data
presented in Figure 2. Comparison of impact damage and slot data shows that
the measured surface cracks provide a better indication of strength loss than
the size of the C-scan observed damage. The effect of tension dominated
spectrum fatigue exposure was evaluated in reference 20 and it was shown that
fatigue loading did not cause additional tensile strength degradation.
C-scan inspection also showed that impact damage size did not grow due to
fatigue loading. The same residual tensile strength data for impact damaged
laminates are given in Figure 4, plotted against impact energy.
The strength degradation caused by other types of flaws including
surface scratches, edge delaminations, and low pressure cure, were evaluated
in reference 7 and the results are presented in Table II in the form of
residual strength of AS/3501-5 graphite/epoxy laminates with flaws as
percentages of unflawed strength. As shown in the table, residual strength
values vary considerably with the types and sizes of flaws.
The tension and compression strength retention data from Table II are
plotted as functions of flaw size in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. The
tension data presented in Figure 5 for 5.1 cm (2-in.)wide specimens show
that through slots and fastener holes cause the maximum strength reduction in
graphite/epoxy laminates. As compared to through flaws, scratches are
somewhat less severe and low pressure cure and edge delaminations are the
least severe. For laminates with design ultimate tension strength under 45
percent of unflawed strength, which is a typical design condition for current
composite applications, crack growth and catastrophic failure is not expected
to occur due to maximum service loads for all of the flaw types shown except
for through slots longer than 0.939 cm (0.370 in.). The compression data
presented in Figure 5 for 7.6 cm (3-in.) wide specimens show that low
pressure 206.8 KPa (30psi) cure causes the most strength reduction and edge
scratches (20 percent of laminate thickness) cause the least strength
¢ reduction. For laminates with design ultimate compression strength less than
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62 percent of unflawed strength, crack growth and catastrophic failure are
not expected to occur due to maximum service loads for all the flaw types
shown.
The data presented here are not intended to be universal nor complete as
they only pertain to a specific material, to specific specimen/flaw sizes,
and to specific fatigue exposures. The data are, however, an indication of
the susceptibility to flaws one may expect to encounter with conventional
graphite/epoxy tape material such as AS/3501-5 or T300/5208. The
significantly greater retention of compressive strength of laminates
containing scratches is a result of compressive loads causing the cracks to
close up resulting in improved load transfer. This effect does not occur in
tensile loading. There is a similar effect in laminates containing fastener
holes tested with fasteners in place, and compressive strength retentions for
these laminates is much higher than tensile strength retentions.
Analytical methods. - Several analytical approaches have been described
in the literature for predicting strength of laminates with various types of
flaws. For laminates with holes and slots, the use of the linear elastic
fracture mechanics approach and a characteristic flaw length was proposed in
reference 45. Using this approach, the residual strength of a laminated
composite panel with a through-slot of length 2c is expressed as
KQ (1)
o-R -
_/Iz(c + a) r
where KO is the fracturetoughnessof the material and a is the
charactegisticdimensionof the intenseenergy region that is assumedto
exist at the end of the slot. These two parametersare determinedfrom the
test data for failurestrengthof a controlspecimenwith no slot and a
specimenwith a centralslot. This approachcan also be used for other
shapes of cutoutsfor which stress-intensityfactorsare availablein the
literature.
Another approach proposed in the literature is the average stress
failure criterion described in reference I0. Under this criterion, failure
is assumed to occur when the average value of the stress over some fixed
distance from the edge of the hole or slot first reaches the unnotched
tensile strength of the material. For simple configurations such as a
through hole, closed form solutions can be used for obtaining the stress
distribution adjacent to the hole. For more complex flaws such as
countersunkholes or irregularshapes,a finiteelementanalysiscan be used.
Failureis predictedwhen the averagestress, _ , is equal to the failing
strengthof the unflawedmaterial. The averagestressis given by:
12
c + a
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in which a is the characteristic distance over whlch the stress _y is
averaged. _n advantage of this method is that the laminate strength can be
predicted directly from the calculated stress distribution for any shape of
flaw under any biaxial or shearing load conditions. The characteristic
length a must be known, and is assumed constant for a material.o
A model to predict the fatigue failure mode a_d strength of notched
composite laminates under uniaxial tensile loading, including interlaminar
effects, is presented in reference 13. The model divides the notched
laminate into: I) a central core region that is the projection of the notch
in the loading direction; 2) an adjacent over-stressed region of average
stress concentration; and 3) an average stress region. The interlaminar
effects are included by discretizing the core region further to the lamina
level. Consequently the following failure modes can be predicted by the
model: I) an axial inplane crack in any lamina between the core and the
stress concentration regions; 2) an interlaminar delamination between any two
laminae in the core region; and 3) a transverse crack, through the thickness,
across the laminate. A large number of inplane and interlaminar damages
could occur before the entire laminate fails, depending on the material
behavior. An elastic-perfectly plastic and an elastic, secant modulus
approximation of the nonlinear shear behavior were made in reference 13. The
numerical complexity associated with monitoring a large number of defects
restricts the capability of the model to predicting the growth of a limited
number (three) of defects.
An approach to predicting the uniaxial strength of laminates containing
a planar surface scratch normal to the load direction has been presented in
reference 47. In this strength of materials approach, the assumption is made
that the normal stress on the plane normal to the load direction and through
the scratch varies linearly in the thickness direction. This allows the
maximum stress on the scratched surface to be found from equilibrium.
Failure is predicted to occur when this maximum stress reaches the ultimate
tensile strength of the unnotched, unflawed laminate. Since the matrix
material of a laminate is so much weaker than the fibers, a scratch that
initially terminates at or within a 90 degree ply is considered to extend
completely through that ply for the purpose of strength prediction.
In this approach, no overt recognition is given to the localized stress
concentration that would be expected to occur along the crackperiphery.
Rather, a stress concentration occurs across the entire width of the specimen
at the scratched surface. Nor is any change in the bending moment on the
normal plane containing the scratch due to possible bending displacements
assumed to occur. In spite of the simplicityof the assumptions involved in
this approach, good comparisons to the test results given in Table II were
reported in reference 47 for both circular arc surface scratches in a
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(0/+45/0)_ laminate and for rectangular surface scratches in various
-- OS
laminates.
Numerous analytical approaches have been described in the literature for
predicting residual strength of impact-damaged laminates. In references 33
and 37, use of linear elastic fracture mechanics for predicting residual
tensile strength was considered using an idealized through-crack simulating
the impact damaged area. In reference 33, this approach was used to develop
an analytical model for predicting residual strength as a function of impact
energy represented by the following equation.
_R _ _Ws - KWke
where,
_R is the residual strength
is the unflawed laminate strengtho
W is the strain energy required to break the unflawed laminate under
s static load ( = • 2/2E. for linear stress-strain response), expressed
• in Newton-meters _N-m) b "
Wke is impact energy per unit laminate thickness imparted to the specimen
expressed in Newton-meters (N.m)
K is effective damage constant determined by fitting the test data to
the theory at one value of impact energy.
To evaluate the accuracy of this approach, analytical predictions were
compared with residual strength impact test results obtained for 12 ply
(0, 90) symmetric laminated composite specimens impacted with 0.45 cm (0.177
in.) and 0.635 cm (0.25 in.) diameter steel projectiles at several
velocities. Good correlation was shown between predicted and test results
for residual strength as a function of impact energy (see Figure 4).
However, the model was found to be accurate only for relatively low impact
energies that caused much less than through-penetration damage.
In reference 37, to predict the length of the crack, it was assumed that
a certain percentage of the impact energy was consumed in creating the
fracture surface in the laminate and a linear relationship between damage
size and impact energy per laminate thickness was proposed. The laminate
residual strength was then predicted by using a modified form of
equation (I).
A finite element analysis method was employed in reference 34 to
determine the impact response to multilayer, generally orthotropic solids and
multilayer orthotropic cylinders subjected to impact by an impacter in the
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form of a body of revolution. The quasi-dynamic approach employed in
studying the impact response of generally orthotropic plates involved: 1)
determination of the time-dependent surface pressure in the composite target
material caused by the impacter; 2) determination of the internal triaxial
stresses due to the surface pressure; 3) determination of failure modes due
to these stresses; and 4) determination of coupling between impact velocity,
properties of target and failure modes. To compare analytical predictions
with experimental data, a test program was conducted with all graphite and
hybrid graphite-glass and graphite-Kevlar laminates. Composite plates of
three different laminate thicknesses - 0.168 cm (0.066 in.), 0.353 cm
(0.139 in.), and 0.660 cm (0.260 in.) were considered. The important results
of this analysis and test program were: I) impact damage resistance of
composite materials increases as the strain to failure of the fibers and
matrix increases; 2) bidirectional (0/90), layups are more efficient in
resisting impact damage than tridirectional (0/+60) and unidirectional
layups; 3) uniform dispersion of layers (having different fiber orientations)
through the thickness provided better impact damage resistance than
nonuniformly dispersed layers; 4) effects of hybridization on impact damage
were inconclusive because of poor quality test specimens; and 5) theoretical
predictions of impact damage in composites showed fair correlation with test
results; however, further refinement of the theory appears desirable.
Task B - Survey Of Airline Damage Experience
Survey activities. - A survey was made of domestic airline operators to
determine the types and extent of damage most frequently encountered in
service. This survey covered damage experiences on fiberglass components,
current advanced composite components, and metal components considered likely
candidates for future composites use. The survey also covered the subjects
of airline repair facilities and maintenance practices, the effects on
airline maintenance operations of widespread composites usage on commercial
aircraft, and the types of composite repair procedures most compatible with
airline maintenance operations.
Letters were written to sixteen domestic airlines requesting their
participation in the survey, and eleven airlines agreed to participate. They
were American Airlines, Braniff International, Continental Airlines, Delta
Air Lines, Eastern Air Lines, Flying Tiger Line, Pan American World Airways,
Piedmont Airlines, Southern Airways, Trans International Airlines, and Trans
World Airlines.
The survey consisted of the following activities: I) preparation of a
questionnaire covering the survey subjects and submittal of the questionnaire
to airline engineering and maintenance personnel; 2) on-site discussions at
the airlines' major maintenance bases between a Lockheed engineering survey
team and airline engineering and maintenance personnel; 3) preparation of a
summary of the airline damage experience data organized by part category and
by defect type within each part category, and preparation of a summary of
airline responses to questions on their maintenance operations.
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The questionnaire was submitted to the participating airlines several
weeks before the on-site discussions, and the airlines were requested to
complete the questionnaire prior to the Lockheed visit so that the airline
responses could provide a basis and outline for the discussions. The
questionnaire is included as Appendix A to this report. 2
The first part of the questionnaire provided a format for listing the
types of damage typically encountered in service for the various categories
of aircraft parts, such as wing skins, wing substructure, control surface,
etc. The format, given as Table A1 of Appendix A, provided for listing of
typical defect sizes, location on the component, and type of maintenance
action required. A List of Codes was attached to the questionnaire to
expedite completion of this table by airline personnel. Codes were given for
component types, defect types, and type of maintenance action required. The
maintenance action categories included negligible damage requiring no repair;
damage repairable at line station where down-time, facilities, equipment and
specialized skills are severely limited; damage repairable only at the
maintenance base using standard procedures from the _alntenanee manual;
damage repairable only at the maintenance base using repairs developed by
engineering for the specific repair situation; and nonrepairable damage
requiring part replacement.
The remainder of the questionnaire covered the airlines maintenance
facilities, equipment, and procedures. The questions covered detection of
defects (whether at line stations or the maintenance base during a schedule
check) and type of inspection procedure used; relative frequency of the
maintenance action categories listed above; frequency of special repair
situations at line stations and under what circumstances each are used;
repair of removable components (whether removed for repairs or repaired
on-aircraft); elapsed time available during periodic maintenance checks for
repair; and availability of such equipment as autoclaves, ovens, vacuum
pumps, freezers, and portable repair kits. An additional question asked
verbally of the airlines was the relative frequency of damage caused by the
three principal causes of damage: impact, fatigue, and corrosion.
Submittal of the questionnaire was followed about two months later by
visits to the airline major maintenance bases by the Lockheed survey team.
This team consisted of the Engineering Program Manager and a Structures
Engineer with extensive experience in airline maintenance and repair. In all
cases, discussions were held with airline engineering personnel with
participation by maintenance personnel as well in some cases. Most of the
airlines had filled out the questionnaire prior to the visit, but in all
cases the questionnaire was reviewed item by item and provided an outline for
the discussions.
Results of airline survey. - The airline questionnaire responses were
summarized in two tables. Table III summarizes the airline damage experience
with the data organized by defect type within each part category. Table IV
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summarizesthe responsesto the questionson airlinemaintenanceprocedures
and facilities.
The discussionswith airlinepersonnelprovidedadditionalinformation
on airlinemaintenanceoperationsand facilities,damage experience,and
" airline concernsand needs for the introductionof advancedcompositesinto
commercialtransports. A summaryof this informationis given below:
• Aircraft damage and defectshave three basic causes- fatigue,stress
corrosion,and impact. The relativefrequencyOf damage from these
three causes varieswidely from one airlineand one aircrafttype to
another. The incidenceof fatiguecracks obviouslyis related to the
age and servicehistoryof aircraft,while corrosionis dependenton
materialsand design factors. A relativelynew aircraftsuch as the
L-1011 sees a relativelysmall proportionof fatigueand corrosion
damage becauseof its shorterservicelife and use of improved
alloys. Impact occurs to about the same degree on all aircraft,but
the proportionvarieswith the other two factors.
• Corrosiondamage typicallyoccurs in the lower fuselageareas where
water collects,while fatigueeffectsare not limited to any specific
areas. Impact damage occurs principallyin the lower fuselagearea,
flaps, and other areas subjectto ground handlingdamage,with
fuselageareas near cargo doors the most damage prone areas. The
inboard flaps and inboardlower wing surfacesare subject to tire
tread damage. In-flightdamage such as hail and bird strikesare
less significantcausesof damage,and occur primarilyon leading
edges. The engine cowl door receivesconsiderabledamage resulting
from its frequentremovalfor maintenance. Damage to wing skins and
substructureis from a combinationof fatigueand corrosioneffects.
The verticalstabilizeris a relativelydamage-freearea. Floor
beams are a highly corrosionprone area, while floor posts see very
littledamage.
• The airlineshad similarpoliciesregardingline stationrepairs.
These repairsare nearly always externalaluminumpatches,
mechanicallyattachedto the baselinepart. These repairsare
considered"airworthy"repairspermittingthe continuationof revenue
flightsaccordingto FAA requirements. The line stationrepairsare
frequentlybut not always, replacedat the next maintenancecheck
with an improvedmaintenancebase repair which is more suitablefrom
an aerodynamic,environmental,fatigue,or estheticviewpoint.
• The incidenceof llne stationdamage or repairsrequiringnonrevenue
ferry flightsis limitedto two or three times a year. The use of
crews flown in from the maintenancebase for llne stationrepairsis
more common,but still occurs only a few times a year. These are
both costly operations,and becauseof the need to minimize these
situations,compositerepair techniquessuitablefor line station
operationsare a necessarydevelopment.
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• For composites, the line repairs bring up two potential problems.
The drilling operations at line stations will always be made by
untrained personnel without specialized tools. Subsequent inspection
at the next maintenance check will be necessary to check for damage
caused by the drilling and trimming operations. Drilling and
trimming of composites will require training of maintenance base
personnel, and this will initially be a problem. The other problem
for line station repairs is the frequent omission of faying surface
sealing and wet installation of fasteners, and the resultant galvanic
problems when aluminum patches are attached to graphite structure.
• Airlines have widely differing attitudes on the issue of flush vs.
external patches. In some cases, flush repairs are used in all areas
except where back-side clearance or access problems prevent their
use. In other cases, flush repairs are limited to aerodynamically
critical areas such as leading edges, control surfaces, forward
fuselage areas, etc. The percentages given for flush patches (see
Table IV) vary from 10 percent to 80 percent.
• The airlines would prefer the use of metal patches and mechanical
attachments for both external and flush repairs, as this merely
extends their current practices to the new composite materi_is.
However, the use of bonded repairs incorporating 121VC (250VF) curing
adhesives with metal or precured graphite patches, or with
cure-in-place graphite pre-preg patches is recognized by most of the
airlines as a technique which will be required to a greater degree on
future advanced composite and bonded structures. The cold bonding
and wet layup techniques used on fiberglass repairs are generally
considered to have limited applicability for the more highly loaded
components on which graphite/epoxy will typically be used.
• Most of the airl_nes have some familiarity with the use of structural
grade 121vC (250 F) curing pre-pregs and adhesives. Three of the
airlines have autoclaves, and most of the others have ovens,
freezers, cleaning tanks, and vacuum equipment. The airlines having
less capability in this area frequently send components to outside
facilities for repairs of this type, and several fabricators
specialize in bonded repair for airlines. Some airlines with bonding
capabilities perform these repairs for other airlines.
• The airlines usually remove bonded or fiberglass structures (such as
control surfaces, fairings, and radomes) for repair, and replace with
a spare. Fairings and radomes are generally repaired with wet layup
fiberglass techniques, while control surfaces are usually given
structural repairs using 121°C (250°F) curing, structural grade
adhesives and pre-pregs cured under vacuum or autoclave pressure.
Rebalancing and maintaining aerodynamic contour is critical for
control surfaces, so these are usually given flush repairs. The
airlines with autoclaves and extensive experience with bonding
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operations make their own control surface repairs, while others send
these components out for repair.
• The use of composites in nonremovable parts such as wings and
stabilizers, and the need for on-aircraft structural bonded repairs
is a new situation for the airlines. This will be one area requiring
considerable development and training on their part.
• Maintenance down times are limited to a few hours, except for the "C"
checks which occur on a roughly annual basis, and the major overhauls
or "D" checks occurring at roughly 7 year intervals. Many airlines
have segmented "C" checks where the aircraft is in 3 or 4 times a
year and a certain percentage of the components are inspected in each
segment. In some of these situations, down-time at "C" check is only
a few hours, and bonded repairs could not be accomplished in that
time.
• All of the airlines had full NDI capabilities, including ultrasonic,
X-ray, and eddy current procedures. NDI in most cases is used to
verify damage or defects which are detected visually (or occasionally
by coin tapping). Components are generally not given periodic NDI
over their entire surface area even at major overhauls. This is done
only on certain specified critical areas, and generally on the basis
of FAA directives or manufacturer instructions. This presents a
potential problem with composites in that delamination initiated by
impact damage might not be detected under current inspection
procedures.
• Detection of nearly all defects resulting from fatigue and corrosion
occurs at the maintenance base during scheduled checks, and as
discussed above is mostly detected visually. Impact damage primarily
occurs and is observed at line stations.
Task C - Defect Categorization Matrix
In Task C, the data from the Task A survey on composite defect sensi-
tivity and the Task B survey of damage to existing aircraft were reviewed.
The list of damage types and sizes from the airline survey was re-organized
by defect type within each part category. The damage to existing metallic
structures taken from this listing has been used to estimate the type of
damage which would be expected to occur with comparable graphlte/epoxy
structure. The strength loss in the graphite/epoxy, the potential for growth
of the damage, and the requirements for maintenance action have been
estimated for generic types of components. In making these estimates, a
considerable amount of judgment had to be used since comparative damage data
for metallic and graphite structures are generally not available. In the
cases where damage to metallic structures was incomplete or not clearly
defined, estimates were not made for comparable graphite structures. The
completed table, listing the damage types for metallic structures and the
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comparable estimated composite damage is included herein as Table V, Defect
Categorization Matrix.
A considerable listing of damage due to corrosion was obtained from the
airline survey. Since this cause of damage is completely absent from
composites, these damage listings are not included in Table V. Damage to
metal structures caused by fatigue have been included, but since the growth
of damage in composites from subsequent fatigue cycling is significantly less
than metals, no attempt has been made to estimate composite damage size,
strength reduction, or maintenance action required. In fact, fatigue cycling
as the initiating cause of damage in composites appears to be a negligible
factor, as long as design stresses are at the level typical of most composite
applications (50% unnotched strength, 0.4% strain). Damage to honeycomb
structure was also listed, but composite damage levels are not expected to
differ significantly, as the bond llne is assumed to be the point of failure
rather than the adherend. Miscellaneous damage (lightning, fastener hole
wear, and surface wear) have been handled in a similar manner as the fatigue
listing, with composites assumed to react in a dissimilar manner to metal,
such that damage extent can not be estimated.
Certain assumptions have been made in making estimates of impact damage
to graphite structures. The first assumption, based on extensive test data
for graphite structures reported in the literature, is that fatigue crack
initiation and growth due to tension dominated spectrum load exposure
typically does not occur for graphite/epoxy materials. However, graphite
structures are more susceptible to delamlnations, matrix cracking, and fiber
failures due to foreign object impacts; and the damage typically spreads over
a larger area than for the comparable metallic structures. In the present
estimates it has been assumed that the damage from impact spreads an
additional 5.1 cm (2.0 in.) for the graphite structures as compared to the
metallic structures.
The estimates of the strength of impact damaged graphite/epoxy laminates
as a percentage of undamaged laminate ultimate strength are based on data
assembled during the Task A literature survey. In general, impact damage in
graphite laminates which is at the threshold of visibility reduces the
laminate strength to approximately 60-70% of the undamaged laminate strength.
When the visible surface fiber cracks exceed 1.27 cm (0.5 in.) the laminate
strength is reduced to 40% or less of the undamaged strength (see Figure 3)
and further increases in damage area do not significantly lower this residual
strength as long as the net area is not significantly reduced. In cases of
extensive damage covering a large area of a particular component, the net
area effect becomes significant and the damaged structure may be left with
considerably less than 40% of the undamaged strength.
Test have shown that visible surface damage does not provide a good -
indication of the extent of internal delaminations and cracks because of the
large variations in the size, shape and velocity of foreign objects causing
impact damage. Therefore, it may be desirable to conduct periodic ultrasonic ?
inspections of laminates which show indications of surface dents or damage,
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to establish the extent of internal damage and repair requirements In fact,
tests have shown that extensive internal damage may occur with no visible
surface damage or dents. In the present state-of-the-art, design ultimate
strength requirements will normally be low enough so the structure can
, sustain ultimate loads with damage below the visual threshold• This fact may
make it possible in some cases to operate without periodic ultrasonic
inspections•
The potential for damage growth has typically been indicated as "low."
Many tests have been made in which the size of internal delaminations and
matrix cracks were determined by ultrasonic C-scans which were made both
before and after spectrum load exposure. Little or no damage growth has been
found with tentle or no damage growth has been found with tension spectrum
strain levels in the range of 4000-4500 _m/m on room temperature specimens
with no moisture conditioning and these strain levels are typical of most
components for which composites are being considered• The effects of more
severe environments on damage growth have not been determined at this time.
Maintenance actions which are required have been indicated in a general
way. Where aerodynamic smoothness is important, requirements for a flush
surface repair have been noted• In cases where restoration of a significant
percentage of the strength would be required, the term "Structural Repair"
has been used. In other cases repairs which may be primarily cosmetic in
nature will frequently be adequate to provide the required smoothness,
sealing or appearance•
Conclusions
The Task A survey of theoretical and experimental work on composite
defect sensitivity provided significant information on the strength reduction
in composites resulting from various types and sizes of flaws• The following
significant conclusions were obtained from the survey results, and from the
organization of defect data in Task C:
• The defect sensitivity of composites is being accounted for in
current design practices by limiting design ultimate tensile and
compressive strengths and strains to a level such that open holes and
defects can be tolerated. This is typically 40-60% of unflawed
strength and strains to failure, so that repairs of damage need
restore only about 50% of unflawed tensile or compressive properties
in order to restore design strengths and strains. This reduction of
unflawed tensile and compression properties levels off in the 40-60%
range as damage size is increased to about 1.27 cm. (0.5 in.).
• Tension dominated fatigue cycling does not cause flaws to grow to
catastrophic sizes at the typical tensile strain levels (4000 -
4500 m/m) at which most composite components operate, nor does it
cause further reduction of residual strength at these strain levels.
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• The defect sensitivity of composites in compression loading is
comparable to that in tensile loading at the lower load levels
typical of most current composite applications. At higher •
compressive loads delamination growth can occur resulting in
substantial reductions in compressive strength due to buckling.
T
The Task B airline survey provided data on the types, sizes, and origins
of typical defects encountered by airlines on various categories of parts, as
well as the type of maintenance action required for these defects. The
survey results also provided information on airline repair and maintenance
procedures, facilities and equipment, and the adaptability of airline
operations to maintenance of composites. The following significant
conclusions are summarized below:
• Airline damage results primarily from impact, fatigue, and corrosion.
The introduction of composites can be expected to eliminate
corrosion, and greatly reduce fatigue as causes of damage.
• The lower fuselage is the most damage-prone area, subject to both
impact and corrosion, and most impact damage is from ground handling
rather than inflight damage.
• All repairs are considered permanent repairs and must, according to
FAA regulations, restore the full design strength of the component
and must not adversely affect fail safe characteristics of the part.
These criteria apply to repairs made at line stations as well as
major maintenance bases.
• The only type of repair which can currently be accomplished at line
staions is mechanically attached external patches. Potential
problems with line repairs are galvanic corrosion and damage caused
by drilling operations.
• Airlines use both flush, aerodynamic and external patch repairs, with
widely varying proportions of each.
• Some airlines have excellent capabilities for structural bonded
repairs, but others completely lack facilities and experience and
utilize outside vendors for bonded repairs.
• Airlines have virtually no experience or capabilities for
"on-aircraft" bonded repairs.
• Maintenance down times between major overhauls are too short in some
cases to accomplish bonded repairs.
• Airlines have full NDI capabilities, but use NDI only to determine
the extent of visually detected damage. Nonvisible delamination
damage in composites would not be detected under this approach.
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These results indicate a need for a variety of composite repair
approaches including bonded and bolted repairs, and both external and flush
patches.
PHASE 2 - DEVELOPMENT AND VERIFICATION OF REPAIR METHODS
Phase 2 consisted of a single Task in which selected repair concepts
were screened using sandwich beam and monolithic laminate test specimens.
Selection of Repair Concepts
The selection of repair procedures to be screened and evaluated in Phase
2 was based on results of the Phase 1 surveys as discussed in the
Introduction. The basic repair variables and the justifications for their
inclusion in the Test Plan are as follows:
• Flush graphite patch repairs: For areas where aerodynamic smoothness
is required; for critical structure requiring maximum joint
efficiency; for critical structures where load concentrations and
eccentricities must he avoided; for very thick structure where an
external patch would involve excessive out of mold line thickness.
• External graphite patch repairs: For less critical structure and
thinner laminates where the complexity of flush repairs is not
required; for areas where back-side access limitations or
sub-structure interference requires an external repair.
• Structural bonded repairs with heat-curing structural grade pre-pregs
and adhesives: For critical and highly loaded composite structure;
for maintenance base repairs where capability exists for a bonded
repair; for composites where repair durability is critical.
• Cold-bonded and wet lay-up repairs with room temperature contact
pressure curing systems: For non-critical, lightly loaded structure
where little strength recovery is required and where repair
durability is not a critical factor,
Q Bolted metal repairs: For repair of all types of composite structure
where limitations in facilities, personnel skills, down-time, or
access prevent the use of bonded repairs.
Other variables included in the program were the use of pre-cured,
bonded graphite patches and cure-in-place graphite patches. The
cure-in-place patches can easily conform to contoured surfaces, are readily
adapted to any size and shape of repair, and can be readily overlapped to
form a scarf joint or stepped patch configuration. An external cure-in-place
- patch permits overlapping each ply over the preceding ply thus providing more
effective bondline sealing. The pre-cured bonded graphite patch permits
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autoclave cure of the patch material thus providing improved patch structural
properties for a vacuum bonded repair. In a flush repair, the scarfed tapers
of the patch and parent laminate must be matched which adds to the difficulty
of a pre-cured bonded repair.
The bolted repairs included aluminum patches which are easier to drill
and trim and are more readily available at all types of maintenance
facilities, and titanium patches which provide a better match with the
graphite composites galvanically and in thermal coefficient of expansion,
For the limited number of bolted repairs included in this task, blind
fasteners were used. These would be required where back-side access is
unavailable, but standard fasteners provide improved pull-out strength and
would likely be used where access permits.
All of the structural bonded repairs in this task used unaugmented
vacuum pressure. This approach is feasible for on-aircraft repairs and for
repairs at facilities lacking autoclaves. Additional structural efficiency
can be achieved in bonded repairs through use of autoclave pressure or by
combining with mechanical attachments.
The various repair approaches are shown schematically in Figure 7.
Detailed descriptions of the repairs are given in the following paragraphs.
Test Plan
The Test Plan is outlined in Table VI for the sandwich beam test
specimens with 16 ply laminates, Table VII for the sandwich beam specimens
with 50 ply laminates, and Table VIII for the tabbed laminate specimens. The
tables describe each repair concept, and the various repair and control
specimens are assigned a code number. These tables also give the test
results and failure modes. Selection of the various methods is discussed in
the Introduction and in the preceding paragraph. The tests used to evaluate
the repair procedures include static tensile and compressive strength and
fatigue tests. These test procedures are discussed in the following
paragraphs. Fatigue spectra were selected to be representative of a
commercial transport wing cover component (for the 50 ply laminates) and the
L-1011 vertical fin (for the 16 ply laminates), and are also discussed in the
following paragraphs.
All parent laminate_ were _onditioned to I percent moisture content by
immersion in water at 82 C (180 F) prior to performing the repairs. This was
done to simulate the condition of a typical composite part being repaired in
service. This is significant for bonded repairs where entrapped moisture can
affect the bonding surface condition or can cause blistering during elevated
temperature cure. Laminates used for controls and for bolted repairs were
also conditioned to provide direct comparisons with the bonded repairs. The
repaired specimens were humidity conditioned for an additional 30 days at
o o
60 C (140 F), 95 perent relative humidity to evaluate durability of the
repair patch materials and adhesives.
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Tests were performed at room temperature, -54°C (-67°F), and 82°C
(180°F). The largest number of tests were performed at 82°C (180°F) since
the presence of moisture produces the greatest strength reduction at elevatd
temperature. This provides an evaluation of the durability of the graphite
repair patch material and the repair adhesives.
The sandwich beam specimens included undamaged controls for both the 16
ply and 50 ply parent laminates. The tabbed laminate specimens permitted
evaluation of a damaged, unrepaired control and this was included along with
an undamaged control.
Design of Repairs
Flush repairs. - The development of the flush repair concepts was based
on the scarf joint configuration studies done on the "Large Area Composite
Structure Repair" (LACOSR) program, (reference 43). The basic concept of the
scarf joint is simple; as the thickness of one side of the joint (for example
the parent laminate) is diminished, the thickness of the opposite side (the
patch) is increased. Load is transferred only through adhesive shear since
the scarf length is large compared to the laminate thickness.
An elementary procedure was used for load transfer analysis based on the
assumption that at any station the load in each adherend is proportional to
the extensional stiffness. This procedure accounts for the heterogeneous
nature of the laminate and gives a satisfactory description of the shear
distribution in the splice when applied at each ply end in the splice.
The full thickness flush scarf concepts used in this program have
identical parent and repair laminates with the same thickness and ply
orientations. The relative stiffness (Et) values of each adherend (where E =
Young's modulus and t = thickness) are determined by accumulating the
relative values at each station as thickness is increased by one ply per
station increment. Knowing the Et of each adherend, the total Et is found
and the relative load in one adherend determined from the assumption that the
load in each adherend is proportional to the adherend Et divided by the total
Et.
The difference in the load fraction at two adjacent stations is the
average relative shear (R.S.) loading for the increment, i.e.,
(R.S.)i,i_ 1 = (L/T)I - (L/T)i_I
where Li = Left Et of station i
Ti = Total Et of station i.
The strength of the splice is inversely proportional to the maximum
relative shear, i.e.,
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PULT = FSU (_x)/M.R.S-
where FSU = adhesive ultimate shear strength
_x = station increment
M.R.S. = Maximum Relative Shear
Calculations as described were made in the previous Air Force LACOSR
Program, and used to develop the basi_ joint configuration which has been
used in the current program. Based on the experimental findings of the
LACOSR program, a small number of cover plies have been added in most cases
to relieve the stress concentrations at the ends of the scarf.
External repairs. - The external patch repairs were reviewed by Lockheed
Structures Engineering prior to fabrication. While no formal analyses were
conducted, the bonded repair designs were checked for adequate bond-line area
so that the shear strength of the adhesive was not exceeded, and the bolted
repairs were evaluated to ensure that the thickness of the metal patch
provided adequate bearing strength for full laminate strength recovery. The
overlap configuration of the pre-preg layer and pre-cured graphite layers was
evaluated for effectiveness in reducing peak load concentrations at the patch
edges.
Test Specimen Design
Sandwich beams, - The test specimen used for most of the repair tests
was the honeycomb sandwich beam configuration shown in Figure 8. This
specimen configuration was used for Specimen Types C-16, C-50, and I-XII (as
identified in Tables Vl and VII) incorporating both the 16- and 50-ply
repaired laminates. This specimen was used because it provides a ready means
of applying loads into thick laminates, because it provides a means of
stabilizing the laminate during compression testing to prevent buckling, and
is adaptable without modification for tensile, compression, or fatigue
testing. This specimen configuration had been used successfully by Northrop
on its previous Air Force program on Large Area Repair (ref. 3).
The beam configuration was selected to force a failure in the graphite
face of the beam. This required careful design and selection of core
density, slave skin material and thickness, and beam dimensions. The core
splice configuration was used to allow heavy core outboard of the load
application points to withstand the shear loading and the stress
concentrations while supporting the test (repair) section with a core of
realistic density for aerospace applications.
Core selection also influenced the beam dimensions. Since core shear is
inversely proportional to the distance between load application and load
reaction, the beam had to be long enough not to exceed the core strength.
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This resulted in a considerable longer beam being required for the 50 ply
- laminates than for the 16 ply laminates. The adhesive bond strength was also
a factor.
Finally, the slave skin was selected so that the failure stress in the
slave skin would not be reached before the failure strain of the parent
laminate. The parent laminate strength provided an upper-bound estimate of
the predicted failure strain of a laminate in the repaired condition.
Tabbed laminates. - The Test Plan also includes several tabbed laminate
specimens (Types C-U, C-D, XIII, and XIV as identified in Table VIII). This
specimen configuration is shown in Figure 9, and was used for static tensile
tests of 16 plylaminates. This specimen type with a 1.9 cm. (0.75 inch)
hole in the center of the span, provides a more realistic geometric
representation of an actual repair than the sandwichbeam specimen in which
the damage is represented by a cut completely across the specimen width. The
tabbed laminate specimen also permits the testing of a damaged, unrepaired
control. The laminate specimen prior to repair has a reduced strength and
strain capability comparable to damaged components in service, and for
repairs which restore only a small percentage of unflawed strength is likely
to give more realistic values. Disadvantages are the greater difficulty in
: load introduction and stabilization against buckling. Two repairs, identical
to repairs evaluated with the sandwich beam, were evaluated: one flush
graphite repair and one external graphite patch repair.
Parent Laminate Fabrication
Two parent laminate lay-ups were used in the program as discussed
previously. The 50 ply lay-up representing a highly loaded wing cover design
had the following lay-up (+45, 902,+45 , +45, 04 +45, +45, 0_, +45, +45, 02) s.
This specific lay-up was d_veloped by Northrop as a p_elimi_ary design for
the B-I program. The 16 ply lay-up representing a lightly loaded cover was
taken from the L-I011 composite_vertical fin cover design and had the
following lay-up (+45, 0, +45, +45, 0)S. In addition 4 ply pre-cured patch
laminates were fabricated With a 0, 902, 0 orientation. This orientation was
selected as the thinnest possible unit which would be quasi-isotropic and
symmetrical. These laminates were fabricated using Narmco 5208/T300
graphite/epoxy pre-preg tape, 0.127 mm (5 mils) pre-cured ply, 34 +3 percent
resin content by weight conforming to a Lockheed Materials Specification.
The laminates were fabricated using the following cure cycle.
I) Apply full vacuum
2) Heat to 171°C +2.8°C (175 +5°F) at 1.1-1.7°C (2-3°F)/minute.
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3) Dwell at 171°C +2.8°C (275 +5°F) for 45 minutes.*
4) Apply 689.5 +34.5 kPa (I00 +5 psi), venting vacuum at 137.9 kPa
(20 psi).
5) Heat to 179 +2.8°C (355 +5°F) at I.I-2.2°C (2-4°F)/minute.
6) Cure for 120 + I0, -0 minutes at 179 +2.8°C (355 +5°F).
7) Cool to 79°C (175°F) under pressure.
An initial 50 ply trial laminate, 30.5 by 35.6 cm. (12 by 14 inches),
was fabricated using this cycle and was satisfactory and void-free as
determined by ultrasonic C-scan. Several subsequent 50 ply test laminates
which were larger in area, had unacceptable voids however. Several other
test laminates were satisfactory, and these were generally smaller and
narrower than the panels which were unacceptable, The conclusion from these
results was that when the transverse distance that the entrapped air and
volatiles had to be moved was increased, the probability of their being
entrapped was increased. The 50 ply lay-ups had been de-bulked prior to
lay-up in four 12 and 13 ply units by exposure to full vacuum for 30 minutes
at ambient temperature. Photomicrographic examination indicated most voids
were at or within one ply of the boundary between these de-bulked units.
Corrective action was therefore taken to eliminate the de-bulking operation,
to reduce the area and width of the 50 ply laminates as much as possible, and
to increase the vertical bleeding action by adding a breather ply between the
laminate and the tool surface. This bleeder arrangement is shown in Figure
I0.
The 16 ply parent laminates and the 4 ply pre-cured patch laminates were
cured using the cure cycle given above with no de-bulking prior to cure. The
bleeder arrangement consisted of one layer porous Teflon coated glass cloth
over each surface of the lay-up; one layer of 120 glass bleeder over the
lay-up followed by a caul plate covered with release film; a barrier film
over the caul sealed to a Corprene dam with slits in each corner to provide a
breather path; 2 layers polyester low absorption mat over the barrier film as
a breather; and the vacuum bag. These laminates were all satisfactory as
determined by ultrasonic C-scan, with no voids.
After fabrication and inspection, all parent laminates were conditioned
to I percent moisture content by immersion in water at 82°C (180°F).
Traveler coupons were used to monitor moisture pick-up of the laminates.
*Dwell time starts when temperature reaches 129°C (265°F).
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A list of all the parent laminates used in the repair tests is given in
Table IX, with resin content, density, calculated fiber volume and calculated
void content. A similar list of the pre-cured patch laminates is given in
Table X. The repair types for which each laminate was used is indicated by
reference to the code numbers given in Tables VI, VII, and VIII.
Study of Cure Cycle Variables and Moisture Effects
During the course of the program, investigations were conducted to
determine the cure cycle parameters that would be most suitable for the
T300/5208 repairs and to study a blistering phenomenon which had occurred
during the repair cure cycle of moisture conditioned laminates during a
previous repair program.
Cure cycle variables. - Seven process development panels were fabricated
to investigate cure cycle parameters for the T300/5208 material. The panels
and the cure cycles for each panel are described in Tables XI and XII.
Variables included (I) vacuum pressure versus 689.4 k_a (100^psi) autoclave
pressure, (2) dwell at temperature (45 minutes at 135-C [275VF]) versus no
dwell during temperature rise to the 177°C (350°F) cure temperature, (3) use
of bleeder ply versus no bleeder, and (4) vertical versus horizontal
orientation during cure. The panels were 7.8 inches (19.8 cm) wide, 16-ply
[(+45/0/90)9] S and hexagonally shaped with stepped ply patterns and
serratlons To simulate a repair patch.
Based on previous Lockheed experience, two cure cycles were used, each
with either vacuum pressure or with 689.4 kPa (100 psi) total pressure in an
autoclave cure. These cure cycles are listed in Table XII. Because Of
concern about the amount of resin flow, two panels were cured in a vertical
position. A single bleeder ply was used for one panel to compare with the
no-bleed arrangement which is preferred to simplify the repair procedure.
Completedpanelswere inspected,physicalpropertieswere determinedand
matrix propertieswere comparedusing short beam shear specimenscut from the
panels. Visual examinationafter cure showedno differencesamong the seven
panels. Tapered edges where plies were droppedoff appearedunaffectedby
the presenceof one bleederply of 120 glass cloth. No saggingoccurredfor
the panels cured vertically. The first two panelsmade under vacuum only
with no dwell delaminatedso that separationoccurredduringmachining. A
third panel cured in the samemanner, but with a ply of glass bleeder,was
free of delaminations. Two panels cured under vacuum only with a 45 minute
dwell at 135°C (275°F)had voids. The two panels cured under 689.4 kPa (i00
psi) autoclavepressurewere void-free.
The panel quality of the vacuum bag cured laminates in the original set
of seven panels was not satisfactory. Pre-preg quality was suspected as the
cause. Since a major premise of the program is the use of vacuum pressure,
two additional panels were fabricated from another pre-preg hatch with and
without dwell during temperature rise. Satisfactory test data were obtained
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indicating that vacuum pressure curing could be used for repairs made out of
T300/5208. Table XIII summarizes the results from the characterization of
these nine laminates. Since thevacuum-wlth dwell and vacuum-without dwell
cure cycles yielded satisfactory results, the latter was selected for use in
the program based on simplicity.
Moisture effects. - Based on the results of the Air Force Large Area
Composite Structure Repair Program (ref. 43), a concern existed that 50-ply
parent laminates which had been conditioned to 1.0 percent moisture content
might blister when exposed to the repair cure cycle. To address this issue,
simulated cure cycles at 177°C (350°F) were run on spare moisture conditioned
50-ply pieces and a reduced cure temperature investigation was conducted.
The blistering investigation used four 50-ply pieces each 10.2 x 20.3 cm
(4 x 8 inches). One wet (1.07 percent moisture content) and one dried (0.77
percent moisture content) piece were subjected to a simulated repair cure
cycle [177°C (350°[) for one hour] and a simulated repair cure cycle with
rapid heat-up [4.4VC (8°F) per minute]. None of the panels blistered.
The results suggested that blistering of parent laminates may not be as
serious a problem as had been expected from the Air Force program experience.
However, the small pieces used for this investigation may be less susceptible
to blistering than the larger panels which previously blistered. Panels up
to 35.6 x 127.0 cm (14 x 50 in.) did not blister when later repaired in the
test specimens with a 177°C (350°F) cure cycle.
A reduced temperature cure cycle program accompanied the dry/wet
blistering task. To evaluate the effects of a reduced temperature cure,o o
panels were fabricated under vacuum pressure only at 149 C (300 F) for one,o o
two, and three hours, and at 177 C (350 F) for one hour, which was the normal
repair cure cycle for this program. Tension and compression coupons cut from
the panels were tested at Northrop and results are tabulated in Table XIV.
The reduced temperature cure affects the matrix rather than the fibers,
so that strength properties dependent on the matrix are more significant for
evaluating the reduced temperature cure. The longitudinal compression
strength depends on the ability of the matrix to prevent microbuckling of
fibers and is therefore a better measure of cure cycle effects than the
tension strength. However, the failure of the tension specimens cured at
149°C (300°F) for one hour resulted in extensive delamination over the full
gage length, indicating very weak matrix strength. The specimens cured for
two and three hours at 149vC (300°F) did not delaminate as much; the failure
mode was the same as for the normal 177°C (350°F) cure. The strength values
for the tension coupons reflect the lack of influence of the matrix since
tensile load is largely carried by the fibers.
The compression data shows _ definite trend, with all 149°C (300°F)
cures weaker than the normal 177vC (350VF) cure. Failure modes for all
compression coupons were the same, involving delamination and local
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microbuckling of plies over a half-inch unsupported length at the mid-length
of the specimen.
There was no significant difference in physical properties found by acid
digestion. Values are shown in Table XV. Photomicrographs showed voids in
all four specimens, as is to be expected with the vacuum bag cure. The
appearance was the worst for the specimens cured at 149°C (300°F) for one
hour, and the appearance improved progressively for the two and three hour
cures.
Dynamic flexuretests (DMA) were also run on these four laminatesin
which the specimenswere cyclicallyloadedin beam bendingat 0.i and i.0 kHz
frequencyat various temperatures;and the dynamicmoduluswas determined.
Glass transitiontemperatures(Tg) were determinedas peaks in the phase
angle of the time dependentresponseof the specimento the inducedload.
The glass transitiontemperaturewas alternatelydeterminedby thermo-
mechanicalanalysis (TMA)where the laminatesresponseto a mechanicalprobe
was measured. The resultsare summarizedin Table XVI, and indicatethat a
149°C (300°F)cure temperatureis not adequatefor completecure of the 5208/
T300 patches.
The specimenscured at Northropwere post-curedand changesin Tg
determined. The changesobservedupon post-cureof the 149°C (300°F)cured
laminatesfurtherindicatedthe lack of completecure, and softeningof theO O O O
1 hour, 149 C (300 F) cure specimenoccurredupon 172 C (350 F) exposure.
Figure II shows dynamicmodulusversus temperatureas derivedfrom the
dynamic flexuretests, and illustratesthe variationwith cure conditionon
tlme-dependentmaterlal responseto the cyclicloads. The loss of spring
action indicatedon this curve occurs above the Tg, which as mentionedabove
is _aken a_ the phase an_le peak. Springaction loss did not occur on the
177vC (350VF)cured, 177_C (350VF)post-curedspecimen.
A decisionwas made to use a 177°C (350°F)cure temperaturefor the
moisture-condltloned50-ply laminatesbecause(I) the reducedcure
temperaturesresulted in poorer qualitymaterialwith reducedelevated
temperaturecapabilities,and (2) the blisteringinvestigationshowed n8
blisteringof moisture-conditlonedparent laminateswhen exposedto 177 C
(350°F).
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Flush Patch Repairs
Repair Types I-V and XIII (seeTables VI, VII, and VIII for definition
of repair codes)were all classifiedas flush repairsbecause the projection
beyond the inner and outer mold line of the parent laminatewas kept to a
minimum. Three differentclassificationsof flush repairsdiscussedbelow
are cocured,precured and limitedaccess. All repairswere performedon
parent laminatescontaining1.00 +0.05 percentmoistureby weight.
Conditionedlaminateswere stored in plasticbags betweenconditioning,
machiningand repair operations. Upon completionof the repair,the
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specimens were reconditioned by exposure to 95 percent relative humidity at
60°C (140°F) for 30 days for the parent/patch combination. P
The same general repair technique was used for all flush repairs• The
parent laminates were removed from initial moisture conditioning and
appropriate scarf surfaces were prepared using hand tools commonly found in
the field, e.g., sanding disks, belt sanders, etc. The cure-in-place repairs
(Types I, II, IV and XIII) were then lald-up onto the tapered bond llne
matching the orientation ply-by-ply of the removed parent material. These
repair patches utilized the same Narmco 5208/T300 pre-preg used in the
present laminates with the partial thickness repair (Type IV) matching the
orientation of the laminate segment removed. A s_pplemental ½ayer of Narmco
M329 177°C (350°F) curing film adhesive 0.49 kg/m (0.I Ib/ft ) supported was
used between the patch and the scarfed parent laminate surface. In every
case cover plies (inner mold line, IML, and outer mold llne, 0ML) extending
beyond the repair area were used to increase the strength of the repair
joint. The 0 degree OML plies were serrated at the edges by cutting with
pinking shears to reduce bond concentrations.
The entire assembly made up of the IML, OML and replacement plies and
adhesive was then oven cured using the following cycle without bleeding:
I. Apply full vacuum
2• Heat to 177°C (350°F) at 1.7-3.3°C/min (3-6°F/min)
3 Cure at 177 +5.6°C (350 +10°F) for 60 minutes after first
• m _ O
thermocouple reaches 171C (340 F) <
4. Cool to 65.6°C (150°F) under full vacuum.
One additional tabbed laminate specimen was made for comparison of the cure-
in-place graphite flush repairs (Type XIII) in which one layer of porous
Teflon coated glass cloth was added over the repair as a breather.
Two of the flush repairs used pre-cured bonded graphite patches which
were cured in the same manner and using the same 5208/T300 material as the
parent laminates. These were Types III and V. Type III was a scarf repair
with a precured patch. Scarfed surfaces with closely matched taper angles,
were prepared on both the parent and the patch using hand tools. The patch
was then bonded as the other specimens with IML and OML plies added before
cure. The same cure cycle was used as described above for the cure-in-place
repairs. Longitudinal movement was restrained during heat-up. Type V was a
blind repair in which a 5-ply precur_d doubler was adhesively bonded with the
M-329 adhesive for 60 minutes at 177vC (350°F) using pressure from Cleco
mechanical fasteners. The fasteners were removed and a cure-in-place
graphite repair assembled on the doubler and cured as in the other cure-in-
place repairs. This procedure simulated the repair of structure with only
one side accessible.
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An attempt was made to evaluate the quality of the flush bonded repairs
by NDI. Teflon disks had been placed in trim areas of the repair bond line
as NDI standards. The results were inconclusive due to the Complex geometry
and the problem with extensive cure-in-place and fine bond-line porosity
which masked any distinct voids. _ This fine,_ evenly dispersed porosity is the
result of the unaugmented vacuum cure.
The specific details of these flush repairs are shown in Figures 12
through 16.
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External Patch Repairs
Repair Types VI-T, VI-F, VII, VIII, IX, X, XI, XII, and XIV (as coded in
Tables Vl, VII, and VIII) are all external patch repairs in which the patch
is entirely on the external surface with no internaldoublers. The
fabrication of these patches was performed in all cases to simulate a single-
side access situation for repair. The types of external patch material used
include:
• A cure-in-place graphite patch (Type VI-T) utilizing the 5208/T300
tape pre-preg used in the parent laminates, cured at 177°C (350°F)
under vacuum pressure_with a supplemental layer of M-329 adhesive
0.49 kg/m _ (0. ! ib/ft _) supported;
• A comparable cure in-place graphite patch (Type VI-F) utilizing a
5208/T300 fabric pre-preg in place of the tape. The graphite fabric
is a 24 x 23 8-harness satin weave, 0.33 mm (13 mils) pre-cured ply
nominal, 41 +3% resin content pre-preg.
• A pre-cured bonded graphite external patch (Types VII and XIV) with
5208/T300 patch material autoclave cured in the same manner as the r
parent laminate, and bonded with vacuum pressure at 177°C (350°F)
using the M-329 adhesive;
• A similar pre-cured bonded external patch (Type IX) except bonded
with EA 9330 2-part adhesive at room temperature and contact
pressure;
• A wet lay-up graphite fabric patch (Type X) with EA 9313, a low
viscosity 2-part resin, impregnated onto dry graphite fabric (24 x 23
8-harness satin), and cured at room temperature and contact pressure;
• Bolted metal patches using both titanium (Type XI) and aluminum (Type
XII) and assembled with blind fasteners.
The cure cycles used for the bonded repairs described above are as
follows:
- Bonding of precured 5208 graphite patches with M-329 adhesive using
vacuum pressure:
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Apply full vacuum
Heat to 177°C (350°F) at 3.3°C (6°F) minute or greater
Cure at 177°C (350°F) for I hour
Cool to 82°C (180°F) under full vacuum
Bleeder: I layer porous Teflon-coated glass over lay-up
- Bonding of 5208 graphite cure-ln-place patches using vacuum pressure:
Apply full vacuum
Heat to 177°C (350°F) at 1.1 - 3.3°C (2-6°F)/mlnute
Cure at 177°C (350°F) for I hour
Cool to 82°C (180°F) under full vacuum
Bleeder: Same as for the pre-cured graphite patch
- Bonding of precured 5208 graphite patches with EA 9330 room
temperature adhesive and EA 9313 wet lay-up patches:
24 hours at ambient temperature with weight used to apply
contact pressure.
The graphite parent laminates and pre-cured patches were prepared for
bonding by sanding lightly with 180-grit abrasive paper and wiping clean with
a rag soaked with MEK. The surfaces were then air dried for 15 minutes.
The bolted metal patches were mechanically attached using MS21140 Huck
stainless steel blind fasteners assuming slngle-side access. The fastener
holes were drilled without back-up, supported only on honeycomb core, using
high speed steel drills at low speeds (approximately 400 rpm). The blind
fasteners were wet installed with sealant, and faying surface sealant was
applied to patch and laminate surfaces prior to attachment of the patch.
These measures were taken to prevent galvanic corrosion between the metal and
graphite.
Each of the external patch repairs was used to rejoin two separate
parent laminate separates. To simulate a cleaned-out damage area, the repair
patch was centered over a 2.5 cm (I inch) length of filler separating the two
laminate segments. The filler was the EA9330 adhesive described above and ?
was cured at room temperature as described. This material is thlxotroplc and
could be used to fill a damage area in service prior to bonding of an
external patch.
Detail configuration of each of the external patch concepts discussed
above are given in Figures 17 through 21. The graphite repairs were all
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applied in stepped layers with increments of two or four plies tape, one ply
fabric, or one 4 ply pre-cured patch laminate as indicated in the figures.
The pre.preg layers and pre-cured patches were cut with pinking shears to
produce a serrated edge thus reducing load concentration at the patch edges.
This has proven very effective in preventing premature peel failures. Each
cure-in-place patch layer was draped over the layer beneath it to provide
improved sealing of the bond line edges. Repaired laminates are shown in •
Figure 22 prior to bonding to the core material. Figure 23 shows a bolted•
repair with the back-side splitting resulting from drilling without back-up,
and also shows the filler used between the parent laminatesegments.
Specimen Fabrication and Machining
Two specimen configurations were used to evaluate the repair concepts as
discussed previously. These are the sandwich beam specimen shown in Figure 8
and the tabbed laminate specimen shown in Figure 9.
Each individual•sandwich beam test speciman is 2.54-(I inch) or 5.08 cm
(2 inches) wide as shown in Figure 8 with the repair in the center of the
span extending across the full specimen width. The approach used in
fabricating these specimens was to make a single repair rejoining two parent
laminate segments Of the proper length to obtain a 66 cm (26 inch) or 127 cm
(50 inch) repaired specimen length as required. The width of the repair was
made sufficient to obtain all the required replicate specimens plus a spare
by subsequent machining. The repaired laminate specimen was bonded to the
honeycomb core and slave skin in one piece to form a full width sandwich beam
from which the 2.54 cm (1 inch) or 5.08 cm (2 inch) wide individual specimens
were then cut. The steel and titanium slave skins were bonded as individual
strips so that no cutting of the steel or titanium was required when the
individual specimens were cut from the bonded sandwich panel.
The repaired laminates and slave skins were bonded to t_e honeycomb^core
using FM-400, a 177°C (350°F) curing film adhesive 0.29 kg/m (.06 Ib/ft z)
supported selected for its excellent hot/wet durability. The cure cycle was
as follows:
- Apply full vacuum, then apply 241.3 kPa (35 Ib/sq. in.) autoclave
pressure venting the vacuum
- Heat to 177°C (350°F) at 3.3°C (6°F) minute or greater
- Cure at 177°C (350°F) for I hour
- Cool to 82°C (180°F) under full pressure
Bleeder: I layer porous Teflon coated glass over lay-up
The graphite parent laminates were surface treated for bonding by light
sanding with 180 grit paper followed by an MEK wipe. The core was cleaned by
carefully blowing clean, dry compressed air over the surface. The steel and
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titanium were cleaned by Lockheed production processes defined in a Lockheed
Process Specification for the steel and the titanium. The steel process
involved degreaslng, alkaline cleaning, followed by surface conditioning with
Prebond 700 alkaline etch. The titanium process involved degreasing, alkaline
cleaning, followed by a phosphate-fluoride conversion coat.
Northrop used comparable surface treatments for graphite, core, and steel
surfaces but used the following surface treatment for the titanium.
- Mix 480-720 kg/m 3 (4-6 ib gallon) of TURCO 5578 alkaline etch powder
into solution
- Heat to 93°C + 2.4°C (200°F + 5F)
- Immerse part 5-7 minutes
- Rinse in cold delonlzed water for 5 mln with spray or agitation
- Immerse the part in 10% HNO 3 (volume) for 2-3 mlns at RT
- Rinse in delonlzed H20 for 5 mins
- Dry in an air circulating oven for 30 mlns 52-57°C (125-135°F)
- Prime coat within 2 hours.
All of _he repaired specimens were conditioned for an additional 30 days
at 60°C (140VF), 95% relative humidity to condition the patches, and this was
done after bonding the beams. The bond lines were protected by sealing with
lead tape. This proved to be inadequate for protection of the titanium bond
line treated with the phosphate conversion coat (which is known to be highly
moisturesensitlve), and upon testing the first two or three of the Lockheed
fabricated 16 ply beam specimens it was found that premature failures occurred
at the titanium bond surface.
The affected specimens were returned to Lockheed, and the titanium skins
were removed by immersion in a dry ice/acetone mixture. This was accomplished
without damage to the core, repaired graphite skin, or graphlte/core bond.
The FM-400 adhesive was left on the core as the titanium pulled away clean,
and this left an excellent surface for subsequent rebondlng. Each titanium
skin was recleaned and treated for bonding Using the Northrop procedure
described above, and was then rebonded as before to the same specimen from
which it was removed. The repaired graphlte/core segments were kept in sealed
bars at all times except during cure to retain the moisture they had picked up
during the 30 day conditioning of the beams. Monitoring of the traveler
coupons indicated no significant loss of moisture, and so the re-bonded
specimens were not given any further moisture condltionlngl The rebonded
specimens were subsequently tested without difficulty.
The tabbed laminate specimens shown in Figure 9 were machined to net size
and a 1.9 cm (0.75 in.) hole was cut in the exact center of the span to
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simulate a cleaned-out damage area. Fiberglass tabs 0.36 cm (0.14 in.) thick
were fabricated using 6 plies ofoHexceloFl61/1581 or Narmco 8517/1581
fiberglass pre-preg cured at 177 C (350 F) for 1 hour. The 8517 tabs were
o
used for the 180 F wet specimens because of its superior hot, wet properties.
The tabs were bonded to the laminates using the same cure cycle given above
for skin-core bonding of the sandwich beams. Surface treatment of tabs and
laminate was by sanding and MEK wipe. The repair patches (Type XIII and XIV)
as described previously were then applied to the specimens.
The completed sandwich beam with slave skin is shown in Figures 24 and
25. A tabbed laminate specimen with a repair patch is shown in Figure 26 and
a typical individual sandwich beam specimen after trimming to net size is
shown in Figure 27.
Static and Fatigue Testing
All mechanical testing for this program was conducted by the Engineering
Test Laboratory of Northrop Corporation. The testing program basically
consisted of three portions: static tensile tests of solid laminate
specimens, and static and spectrum fatigue tests of honeycomb sandwich beam
specimens. Elevated and reduced temperature cabinets were affixed to the test
apparatus and the temperature monitored throughout the test where necessary.
Static tests. - The 16-ply solid laminate specimens, Types C-U, C-D, XIII
and XIV, were monotonically loaded to tensile failure in a 2.76HN (600 kip)
capacity Baldwin test machine as shown in Figure 28. Load was introduced
through friction grips by means of glass loading tabs bonded to the test
laminate. Strain measurements were taken at load increments such that at
least ten data points were recorded during the test; the load increments
varied between 8.9 and 22.2 kN (2000 and 5000 pounds) depending on the type of
specimen being tested. Strain was measured on the quarter-length longitudinal
centerline.
Both tensile and compressive static as well as spectrum fatiguetests
were conducted on the honeycomb sandwich beam specimens. Load introduction
was accomplished by four-point bending using a test fixture assembled
specifically for that purpose (see Figure 29). The fixture was designed with
freedom of rotation of all reaction points so that the test section was
subjected to a constant bending moment, The beams were supported on the two
ends and load applied by a load cell through a "T" fixture mounted on the
center section of the specimen. Tensile or compressive static load was
applied to the gage section of the beam depending upon whether the composite
skin was the bottom or top surface of the beam when mounted in the fixture,
respectively. Both 16-ply and 50-ply beams were tested in the same fixture by
adjusting the span and using 44.48 kN (I0 kip) and 111.2 kN (25 kip) capacity
load cells, respectively. Strain gages were mounted within the
constant-moment center portion of the beam; readings were taken at discrete
intervals during the test with the failure strain linearly extrapolated to the
failure load from the last strain measurement recorded.
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Fatigue tests. - Fatigue test loads were appled to the specimen through a
closed loop electro-hydraullc servo system actuated by the Northrop Fatigue
Laboratory Control System. Load scaling and measurement were accomplished •
with a BA-13 bridge amplifier, load cell, and oscilloscope. The fatigue load
spectra, taken from magnetic tapes, were stored on a disc extension memory of
the control system. The maximum load for each specimen was determined by
initially loading the specimens to half of the limit load design strain; the
corresponding load level was then recorded and doubled to incorporate it into
the control system. After two lifetimes had been applied to the beams, a
standard beam static test was conducted on each specimen to measure residual
strength.
Fatigue loading spectra. - Two random spectra were used for fatigue
loading of sandwich beam specimens. The 50-ply specimens were exposed to two
lifetimes of the "minitwlst" spectrum, which was developed to represent the
wing loading for typical commercial aircraft. The 16-ply specimens were
exposed to two lifetimes of the fully-reversed L-1011 fin spectrum.
The definition of flight types and load cycles within each flight for the
minitwist spectrum are shown in Table XVII. In addition to the loads shown,
one ground-air-ground cycle per flight, equal to -0.5 S , was added. The
block of 4,000 flights shown in Table XVll was repeatedm20 times to represent
two lifetimes resulting in application of 1,208,400 cycles of loading to each
50-ply specimen. The L-1011 fin spectrum is defined for a 36,000 flight
lifetime in Table XVIII. For two lifetimes, a total of 660,000 load cycles
were applied to each 16-ply specimen.
Using the data in Table XVII and XVIII as supplied by Lockheed, Northrop
generated random loads on magnetic tape for each of the spectra, which were
then used to control test equipment. All loads were expressed as a percentage
of the maximum load in the spectrum. A table of these loads was prepared, and
a random number generator used to select individual load values sequentially
which were then written on the tapes. Maximum loads in the spectra were set
to cause maximum tensile strains of 2,000 _€ for the L-1011 fin spectrum and
3,000 _€ for the minitwist spectrum. These values, supplied by Lockheed,
represent limit load design strains for the type of structure represented,
e.g., fin and wing skins, respectively.
Discussion of Results
The test results are given in Table VI for the sandwich beam specimens
with 16 ply laminates, Table VII for the sandwich beam specimens with 50 ply
laminates, and Table VIII for the 16 ply tabbed laminate specimens. These
tables also provide descriptions and code number for each repair concept.
As discussed previously, the primary test specimen used to evaluate and
compare repair techniques was the sandwich beam specimen shown in Figure 8.
The repair joint in the beam specimens extends across the complete width of
the test laminate 2.54 cm (I inch) for the 16 ply laminates; 5.08 cm
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(2 inches) for the 50 ply laminates, and is joining two completely discon-
tinuous adherends. Thus, the repair is providing recovery from zero strength
as opposed to an actual component repair situation in which the damaged
strength is typically 40 - 50% of unflawed strength. Joint efficiencies given
in Tables VI and VII represent a comparison of the shear or bearing strength
of the various repair techniques as compared to the unflawed tensile or
compression strength of the parent laminate,
Flush repairs-sandwich beam specimens. - The flush bonded repairs
incorporating structural grade graphite prepregs and adhesives bonded with
tapered scarf joints represent the most complex, expensive, and time-consuming
repair approach evaluated in this Task, and would be limited to properly
equipped maintenance bases. They are also anticipated to be the most
structurally efficient repairs. For these reasons, the flush repairs were
used primarily for the 50 ply parent laminates which represent more highly
loaded critical sructure. One specimen (Type I) was a flush repair of a 16
ply laminate. The results indicate that the flush, repairs provide the most
effective restoration of unflawed strength. The joint efficiencies, which are
the percentage of unflawed strength based on control specimen results, range
from .647 to .897 in the static tests for the 80 ply laminate flush repairs
(see Table VII). This recovery of 60% or more of unflawed strength is well
above the typical design ultimate range of 40 - 60% unflawed strength and
these results can be achieved for thick laminates representative of highly
loaded components such as wing covers. This repair approach, while expensive
and restricted to depot level facilities, does provide a means of restoring
design strengths to highly loaded critical composite parts. These results
were achieved using vacuum cure pressure only, indicating further improvements
in strength recovery are possible when autoclaves are available for repair.
The lower strengths achieved with the partial thickness repair and the flush
repair with an internal doubler, as compared to the full thickness flush
patches, is probably related to the greater complexity of these repairs. The
unaugmented vacuum cure pressure may have been less effectively transmitted to
the patch and bond line in these cases. For the partial thickness repair,
another factor may have been eccentricity caused by the presence of both
vacuum cured patch material and parent laminate across the repair section.
One flush, aerodynamic cure-in-place graphite repair was evaluated with
the 16 ply laminate, (Type I) and joint efficiency was much lower than the
other flush repairs and was lower in compression than the external patch
repairs. A careful micrographic examination of the failure showed that the
taper had not been machined properly. (Figure 30). The taper angle was too
steep in some areas resulting in a high tensile load component which caused
premature failure.
Fatigue tests as described previously were run on the undamaged controls,
the full thickness pre-cured bonded patch (Type III) and the partial thickness
cure-in-place repair (Type IV). Joint efficiency of the Type III repair
determined by the residual tensile strength was over 70 percent, but the
partial thickness fell below 50 percent. The factors discussed above which
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caused the partial thickness repairs to have lower joint efficiencies based on
static tests were the probable cause of the lower fatigue properties as well.
The failure modes for the flush repairs are given in Tables VI and VII
and are described more fully in Appendix B. As expected the cure-in-place
repairs with vacuum cured patches failed primarily by delaminations in the
patch, whereas the pre-cured bonded repairs failed principally in the
patch-parent bond line. It is significant, that despite the differences in
failure modes, the two directly comparable full thickness repairs with •
cure-in-place and pre-cured patches (Types II and III) had comparable joint
efficiencies. Figures 31 through 35 show typical flush repair specimens after
testing.
External repairs-sandwich beam specimens. - The external repairs
consisted of three basic concepts: I) bonded or cure-in-place graphite
repairs using structural grade pre-pregs and adhesives, 2) cold-bonded and
wet-layup graphite patch repairs using room-temperature curing, two-part
resins; 3) bolted metal repairs. These represent to varying degrees less
complex, less costly, and less time-consuming repairs than the flush repairs
discussed in the previous sections, and are more adaptable to maintenance base
operations with limited facilities and to line station repairs. These repairs
were all made to simulate a repair situation where no back-side access is
available.
These repairs were used principally on the 16 ply laminates representing
lightly loaded, less critical structure. One specimen type was included to
represent an external bonded graphite repair of a 50 ply laminate. (Type
viii).
The external bonded and cured-in-place graphite patch repairs of the 16
ply laminates, utilizing structural pre-pregs and adhesives and cured under
vacuum at 177°C (350°F), represent an intermediate level of complexity in the
repair concepts being evaluated. This approach would be feasible for
on-aircraft repairs where access is restricted and for airline maintenance
operations where autoclaves are not available. The external repairs provided
strength recoveries for the 16 ply laminates varying from 29 - 60 percent (see
Table VI). This represents recovery from zero strength as the repair was used
to rejoin two completely severed laminate segments. These results therefore
indicate that in actual repairs where the unrepaired strength typically is
40 percent of unflawed strength, a partial recovery of unflawed strength could
be achieved such that design strength (typically 40 - 60 percent of unflawed
strength in the lightly loaded laminates represented by these specimens) is
fully recovered. It appears therefore that a structurally bonded or
cure-in-place graphite repair can restore design Strength to lightly loaded
components represented by the 16 ply laminates.
There was considerable variability in results with the external bonded
specimens as compared to the flush repairs. This is likely the result of
variability in the quality of the vacuum cured patches and bond lines
accentuated by the inherent eccentricity and load concentrations of the
external patch configuration.
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Failure modes in the external bonded repairs were primarily delamination
in the vacuum cured cure-in-place graphite tape patch (Type VI-T), but was
primarily patch-parent laminate disbond for the cure-in-place fabric patch
(Type VI-F). The pre-cured bonded graphite patch (Type VII) failed in a
combined disbond - patch delamination mode. There were no significant
differences in joint efficiencies for the three types of bonded external
o o
patches. A comparison of room temperature -54 C (-67 F) and 82°C (180°F)
strengths on the structural bonded repairs indicated no significant
temperature effects.
The external cold-bonded and wet lay-up graphite repairs, both incorpor-
ating two-part room temperature/contact pressure curing epoxy systems,
achieved a significantly lower joint strength than the bonded patches which
utilized structural _rade systems. The failures were 100 percent patch
disbond, and it appears that the very low peel strength of these resins made
the joints particularly sensitive to the concentrated loads at the patch edges
despite the measures taken to reduce edge load concentrations. These systems
are very compatible with field repair capabilities, but it appears that their
use is limited to repairs of small area non-critical damage where little or no
strength restoration is required.
The results of the external mechanically attached metal doubler repairs
were very low due to premature pull-out of the blind fasteners. There is
considerable data from other programs at Lockheed and other companies showing
that a bolted metal patch repair can provide significant strength recovery.
(references 3 and 48). These other results, however, were obtained with
standard titanium screws installed with nut plates. The results obtained in
this program provide some indication of limitations in the use of blind
fasteners for repair due to their low pull-out strengths. The higher results
with the aluminum patches may be due to the greater flexibility and ductility
of the aluminum patch material. The low joint efficiencies of the bolted
repairs obtained with the sandwich beam specimens may be due in part to the
beam specimens configuration, where only four-in-line fasteners are installed
in the center line of the specimen to rejoin the two parent laminate segments.
The lack of geometric representation of an actual repair and the absence of an
alternate load path may have been particularly significant for these
specimens.
The one specimen with an external patch repair of a 50 ply laminate
(Type VIII) produced low joint efficiencies with bond line failure propagating
at the patch edges. It appears that the excessive patch thickness required
for the 50 ply laminates caused load concentrations at the patch edge
resulting in premature failures. It appears that an external bonded patch,
even with supplemental fasteners (titanium Hi-Loks) is not feasible for the
thicker laminates, although a more geometrically representative bolted/bonded
repair may have been more effective for the reasons discussed above.
Figures 36 through 44 show representative external patch repair specimens
after testing.
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Tabbed laminate specimens. - The program included a few laminate coupon
type specimens, 15.2 cm (6 inches) by 50.8 cm (20 inches), with a center 3/4
inch hole representing cleaned-up damage, and with fiberglass tabs for load
introduction. (See Figure 9). This type of specimen has the advantage of
providing a geometric representation of actual damage and an actual repair
patch, with unrepaired strength at the 40 - 60 percent level of unflawed
strength typical of notched components; and permitting the testing of damaged,
unrepaired controls. The introduction of loads, particularly in compression,
is more difficult with this type of specimen, which is the principal reason
the beam specimens were used. Results of these tests are given in Table VIII.
A comparison of two flush repair concepts evaluated with each specimen type
(Type I and XIII) indicates higher repaired strength with the laminate
specimens but as discussed previously the Type I specimens had a badly
machined scarf. Joint efficiencies of the Type XIII flush repair were
comparable to joint efficiencies of comparable 50 ply flush repairs. A
comparison of joint efficiencies for the external bonded repairs (Type VII vs
Type XIV) show higher retentions (52 - 75 percent) were achieved with the
laminate specimen. The most reasonable explanation is that the flush repair
provided a very high restoration of unflawed strength, so that the initial
unrepaired specimen condition (whether cut completely across the test section
or with a hole in the center of the specimen) did not affect repaired
strength. For the external bonded repairs, a lower percentage of unflawed
strength is restored so that the initial unrepaired condition and the presence
or absence of an alternate load path was significant.
An additional Type XIII cure-in-place repair was re-made by Northrop in
an identical manner except that one layer of porous teflon coated glass cloth
was added as a bleeder, as discussed in Section 2.7. Improved joint
efficiencies were obtained indicating that a higher quality, more void-free
vacuum and patch laminate was achieved. Despite the added cost and complexity
of applying bleeder in a repair situation, it appears to provide a significant
benefit to the repair.
Conclusions
The results of the Phase 2 coupon tests indicated the following primary
conclusions: I) the most effective repair was the flush, aerodynamic bonded
graphite patch which restored design ultimate strength even for the thicker
laminates representative of highly loaded structure; 2) unaugmented vacuum
cure pressure proved satisfactory for both pre-cured bonded and cure-in-place
graphite repairs using the structural grade systems; 3) the external bonded
repairs utilizing vacuum cured structural grade pre-pregs and adhesives were
adequate for restoration of design strengths in the thin laminates representa-
tive of lightly loaded structure; 4) the cold-bonded and wet lay-up external
graphite repairs provided very little effective restoration of unflawed
strength; 5) blind fasteners appear to have limited effectiveness for repairs,
due to their reduced pull-out strength; and 6) the laminate coupon specimen,
which geometrically represents an actual repair, is more suitable for evalua-
tion of external bonded and bolted repairs than the sandwich beam specimen.
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In summary, the various repairs evaluated are adequate for the typical
lightly loaded composite components now being used. These parts are designed
to account for the presence of fastener holes and undetectable internal
delamlnations, and for a typical flaw very little strength restoratlon is
required for the repair. The airlines thus have the option for a very wide
range of repair concepts for these components, and can select a repair pro-
cedure based on considerations of cost, down-tlme, access, facilities, and
aerodynamic requirements. The flush, bonded graphite repairs are capable of
providing a significant restoration of strength in the more highly loaded
components being considered for future composite applications.
PHASE 3 - REPAIR OF COMPOSITE SUBELEMENT SPECIMENS
Selection and Fabrication of Test Components
The objective of the Phase 3 task was to validate selected repair con-
cepts evaluated in Phase 2 by repairing Structural element specimens repre-
sentative of actual composite structure. The repair technology developed in
Phase 2 was thus extended to geometrically representative components. In
addition, these components provided an opportunity to evaluate repairs of
stiffener elements and substructure, which have been evaluated much less
frequently than skin cover repairs. Phase 2 evaluated repairs of two laminate
thicknesses, 0.635 cm (0.25 in.) and 0.20 cm (0.08 in.), representative of
highl_ loaded and lightly loaded structures, respectively. Structural ele-
ments were therefore selected to provide both highly loaded and lightly loaded
structures in the Phase 3 tests as well.
Based on the above considerations, three components were selected: I) an
L-1011 composite vertical fin hat-stiffened cover (Type I), 2) a hat-stiffened
wing cover (Type II), and 3) an L-1011 composite vertical fin spar segment
(Type III). The two hat-stiffened cover components consisted of a single
stiffener element with adjacent skin, while the spar specimen consisted of a
cap segment (which is the most likely area to be damaged) along with a partial
web segment. These are shown respectively in Figures 45 and 46.
The L-1011 vertical fin components were obtained from existing test
segments fabricated under the advanced composite vertical fin (ACVF) program
(NASI-14000). Three segments were obtained for use as a repair article, a
control specimen, and a spare. The cover segments were fabricated at
Lockheed-Callfornla Company in accordance with the cover production procedures
established for the ACVF program. The material used was the standard Narmco
5208/T300 pre-preg tape, 0.13 mm (5 mils) per ply, used in the fin program and
also used for the Phase 2 coupon specimens in this program. These components
(Figure 47) were free of voids as determined by ultrasonic inspection, but
because of dimensional errors they were not acceptable for use as vertical fin
test components. The parts were therefore made available to this program.
The spar segments (Figure 48) were fabricated by Lockheed-Georgla Company
in accordance with the spar production procedures established for the ACVF
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program, and also use the 5208/T300 pre-preg. The segments were part of a
series of static test specimens. After static tests were completed, the
failed spar specimens were inspected. Three components were selected in which
the failure did not involve the test section shown in Figure 46. This
provided the three specimens required for repair, control, and a spare. No
untested spar segments were available for this program.
The use of existing L-1011 vertical fin components provided several
advantages to this program. The principal advantage was eliminating the costs
of fabricating a structural element specifically for the purpose of repairing
it. In addition, components were obtained for which considerable background
data and structural analyses were available.
The third component was the hat-stiffened wing cover. This was based
upon a composite wing design developed by Lockheed-Georgia for another
program. A bonding tool was developed, and several test components were
fabricated under this program. None of the test parts were available,
however, and it was necessary to fabricate a component from which the three
test segments could be obtained (Figure 49). It was also necessary to modify
the tool to eliminate two cocured rib segments that would have complicated the
repair and testing of the part. The tool modification and part fabrication was
performed at Lockheed-Georgia. The material was 5208/T300 pre-preg tape as
for the other two components. The cure cycles for the three test components
were based upon procedures developed under the ACVF program (NAS 1-14000)
mentioned above. These cycles are detailed in the ACVF Phase II Final Report
(Reference 49).
Test Plan
The Phase 3 Test Plan is defined in Table XIX. This activity consisted
of static testing of one damaged/repalred and one undamaged control of each
specimen type. The two test articles, along with a spare, were cut to net
size from the components described in the previous paragraph, 2.1. The test
segments were ultrasonically inspected for voids, damage, or other defects to
ensure that no condition existed that would affect the test results. The
components were then immersed in water at 82°C (180°F) until a weight gain of
at least one percent was attained as determined by weighing traveler coupons.
This brought the test segments to a condition typical of composite parts in
service in which one percent equilibrium moisture content is typically
attained. This is particularly significant for heat-cured bonded repairs
where blistering of the parent laminate can be caused by application of heat
or where moisture diffusion through the bond line can occur resulting in
porosity.
After moisture conditioning, the repairs were accomplished as described
in the following paragraphs.
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Design of Repairs
The three structural subelements repaired and tested in Phase 3 represent
the spectrum of bolted, bonded, and combined bolted/bonded approaches to
substructure repair. The repair procedures selected were required to meet FAA
guidelines for repair of structural components, which state that the design
ultimate strength and remaining service life capability of the part must be
restored. The procedures developed were designed to be compatible with the
facilities and capabilities available at airline maintenance depots andwere
based on the repair concepts evaluated in Phase 2. These included cure-in.
place and precured bonded graphite patches and bolted aluminum patches, and
included both flush and external patch concepts. The specific repair configu-
rations for each of the three specimens are as follows:
• Type I, hat-stiffened vertical fin cover (Figure 50) - A cure-ln-
place graphite external patch (Figure 51) for repair of the skin and
a precured bonded graphite hat-section splice for repair of the hat
(Figure 52)
• Type II, hat-stiffened wing cover (Figure 53) - A cure-in-place
graphite flush patch for repair of the skin (Figure 54) and a
precured bonded graphite hat-sectlon splice for repair of the hat
(Figure 55)
• Type III, vertical fin spar - A bolted aluminum splice patch repair
with multiple splice plates for repair of the cap and a single splice
plate for repair of the web (Figure 56).
Design criteria for each of the repairs is given in the following
subparagraphs.
Fin cover specimen.- The skin for the fin cover specimenis 16 plies
thick, so an externalpatch was consideredto be the most feasibleapproach
and would be within typicalaerodynamicsmoothnesscriteria. The
cure-in-placepatch selectedwas a 20-ply lay-up (Figure51) that was tested
in the Phase 2 coupon tests.
The hat stiffenerwas repairedwith a precuredhat bonded to the basic
stiffener. It was consideredthat precuredhat sectionscould be readily
stored by the airlinesand cut to lengthas required. For this repair to work
well the basic hat outer surfaceand the repair hat inner surfacemust be
accuratelytooled. The precuredhat patch is shown in Figure 52, The overall
repair is shown in Figure 50.
Wing cover specimen.- This repair conceptis similarto the fin cover
repair. The differenceis that the skin repair has to be flush becauseof the
increasedskin thickness. An externalpatch would exceedaerodynamiclimits
and would also result in excessiveload concentrationsand eccentrlclty. The
lay-up of the skin repair is identicalto the basic skin except for the added
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0/+45 outer mold line plies shown in Figure 54; each ply in the flush patch
matches a corresponding ply in the parent. The hat stiffener was repaired
using a precured hat bonded to the basic stiffener, the same concept used for
the fin cover specimen. The precured hat patch is shown in Figure 55. The
overall repair is shown in Figure 53.
Spar cap specimen. - The spar cap repair (Figure 56) was designed to
match the EA of the severed Gr/Ep component. The modulus (E) of the cap is
approximately that of aluminum, so 2024-T3 was selected as the repair
material. The repair to the cap required approximately 0.51 cm (0.20-in.)
thick aluminum and the repair to the web approximately 0.36 cm (.14 in.) thick
aluminum. In order to introduce the load to the repair, the 0.51 cm patch had
to be stepped so as to eliminate machining and forming. The repair was built
up from 0.18 cm (0.07 in.) thick plate stock as shown on Figure 56. The
fastener loads were determined by using a strain compatability analysis, and a
factor of two was applied to account for bolt bending.
Fabrication of Repairs
Each of the subelement specimens was trimmed to net size from the larger
components as described previously and was then ultrasonically and/or radio-
graphically inspected prior to repair to ascertain the prerepair condition of
the article. All specimens including the control were then moisture condi-
tioned by immersion in 82°C (180°F) deionized water to saturation. Initial
moisture content was determined by back-drying travelers of the specimens
under vacuum at 88°C (190°F). Average final moisture content is reported ,
herein for each specimen type. Repairs were then accomplished as described
below.
Vertical fin cover panel, Type I. - The repair of the vertical fin cover
panel element consisted of precuring a graphite/epoxy hat-section patch and
vacuum curing repairs to the hat section and skin of the specimen in a single
operation.
A 96.52 by 17.78 cm (38.0 x 7.0 in.) hat section was removed from a
larger multistlffened cover panel as shown in Figure 57 and moisture
conditioned to 1.45 percent by weight. Included was one control specimen
in addition to the specimen being repaired. This section was subsequently cut
in half laterally to provide two stiffened segments, 48.26 by 17.78 cm (19.0
by 7.0 in.), for the purpose of rejoining to simulate repair of a hat section
of zero bypass load capability. The two 48.26 cm (19.0 in.) segments were
then ultrasonically inspected, which revealed resin-rich regions at the flange
ply drop-offs and minor delaminations extending from 3.81 to 10.16 cm (1.5 to
4.0 in.) from one end along one edge of the flange on one segment. The
inspection of the hat portion of the plan view of the specimen was indistinct
because of the limitations of the inspection technique. These anomalies were
not adequate to prevent repair and test of the article.
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A 22.86 cm (9.0 in.) hat-section patch was laid up out of T300/5208
pre-preg tape and cured using another graphite/epoxy hat section as the tool.
The patch section duplicated the ply orientation of the original hat as shown
in Figure 52. Ply lengths at the ends of the patch were staggered 0.25 cm
(0.10 in.) per ply to provide a taper to each end of the patch. The cure
cycle and cure configuration used for the patch are shown in Figure 58. After
cure, the width of the patch was machined to match that of the parent hat
section, approximately 11.68 cm (4.6 in.).
The hat section patch was assembled by placing the parent halves skin
side down end to end with a 2.54 cm (1.0 in.) separation between them. A
layer of M-329 supported film adhesive was applied to the parent hat cap and
flanges over which the precured hat-section patch was placed. The assembly
was inverted (i.e., skin side up), and a precured plug of glass/epoxy was
placed in the gap in the skin to support the lay-up of the full width external
skin patch as shown in Figure 51. The external plies were assembled on a
layer of M-329 adhesive as shown in Figure 51.
The entire assembly was envelope bagged and vacuum cured to the following
cycle:
• Apply full vacuum.
• Heat to 177°C (350°F) at 3.3°C (6°F) per minute.
• Cure at 177 ° (350°F) for one hour.
• Cool to 82°C (180°F) under full vacuum.
• Apply one layer of porous Teflon-coated glass bleeder over lay-up.
Figure 50 shows the complete assembled repair schematically.
Postrepair radiographic inspection showed lengthwise disbonds in the
radius regions of the hat. This was probably caused by a mismatch of radii
between the parent and the patch resulting from bridging of the patch plies
during precure and by normal variations in dimensions between the hat section
used for the lay-up tool and the hat section being repaired. The bond in the
flat area was judged adequate for testing. The article was moisture recondi-
tioned at 60°C (140°F) and 95 percent relative humidity for 30 days to simu-
late additional service exposure after repair.
Figures 59 and 60 are photographs of the finished hat-section and
external skin patch repairs.
Wing cover panel, Type II. - The repair of the wing panel element
consisted of precuring a graphite/epoxy hat-section patch and bonding it to
the parent hat section under vacuum pressure while cocuring a flush skin patch
in the same operation. Fasteners were installed in the flange to supplement
shear transfer into the repair.
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Two 96.52 x 17.78 cm (38.0 x 7.0 in.) hat-stiffened wing cover specimens
were removed from a larger, multistiffened panel as shown in Figure 61 and
were moisture conditioned to 1.41 percent by weight. These included one
control specimen and one repair specimen. The repair specimen was then cut in
half laterally to provide two stiffened segments 48.26 by 17.78 cm (19.0 by
7.0 in.) for the purposes of rejoining to simulate repair of a hat section
with zero bypass load capability. Radiographic inspection of the multistiff-
ened panel was performed by Lockheed-Georgia Company before delivery to
Northrop. The x-rays showed no significant internal anomalies.
A 35,56 cm (14.0 in.) hat section patch was lald up and cured using a
section of another hat stiffener as the tool (See Figure 55). The orientation
was the same as the parent hat and the patch material was unidirectional
T300/5208 pre-preg tape. Special effort was made to ensure that ply bridging
in the radii was avoided. The same cure configuration and cure cycle was used
as with the fin cover panel (Figure 58). The cured hat section was machined
to match the width of the parent sections, and a 2.54 cm (I.0 in.) taper was
machined to each end.
A 19 to 1 slope was machined on one end of the skin side of each parent
half to facilitate the flush skin patch. A silicone rubber plug was cast
inside the hat section and removed and machined to be used to support the skin
repair and to seal the hat section for vacuum bagging.
The precured hat-section patch was lined with one layer of M-329 film
adhesive, as shown in Figure 62, extending 0.51 cm (0.2 in.) beyond the ends
of precured hat. The parent halves, skin side up, were then fitted into the
hat patch cavity and clamped in place using a hot air gun to aid assembly
(Figure 63). The gap between the scarved ends of the parent halves was 4.06
cm (1.6 in.) A bead of ECN 1299 room-temperature curing adhesive paste
thickened with Cab-0-Sil powder was placed around the ends of the parent hat
sections and cured overnight to provide a seal at the bondline during cure
(Figure 64). The rubber plug was inserted (Figure 65) and the skin patch
replacement plies laid up matching the parent skin orientation (Figure 66).
The replacement plies, along with film adhesive and cover plies, as shown in
Figure 54, were assembled, clamped together, and vacuum cured as described in
Section 2.4.1 for the Type I repair.
Initially, attempts were made to vacuum bag the circumference of the
repairs since this most closely resembles the in situ repair situation (i.e.,
air was allowed to remain inside the hat section). Because of cracking of the
adhesive seal around the rubber plug and other flt-up problems, however,
adequate vacuum pressure could not be applied with this approach, so the
entire assembly was evelope bagged for cure, as was done for the Type I
repair.
After cure, 0.483 cm (0.19 in.) diameter holes were drilled at 1.91 cm
(0.75 in.) intervals along the flanges and lO0-degree countersunk on the skin
surface to accommodate a reduced shear head bolt. Flush shear head bolts,
washers, and steel nuts were installed dry in the holes to enhance the shear
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transfer from parent to patch to parent as shown in Figure 53, which illus-
trates the entire repair assembly schematically.
Postrepairnondestructiveinspectionwas not performedbecause of the
difficultyin interpretingthe NDT resultsof such a complexinternalcon-
figuration. The completedrepairwas moisture reconditionedfor a period of
30 days in 82°C (140_F)/95percentrelativehumidityair to simulateaddi-
tional serviceexposure after repair,
Vertical fin spar segment, Type III.- The purpose of the vertical fin
spar repair effort was to demonstrate the feasibility of mechanically fastened
metal repairs to a graphite/epoxy sub-structure. Depot-level repair
facilities were assumed and 2024-T3 aluminum sheet selected as the repair
material because of its wide availability. The substructure selected for
repair was a 96.52 cm (38.0 in.) long portion of the L-lOll vertical fin spar
cap as shown in Figure 67.
The specimuns used for the Type III repair were segments taken from
static test specimens in Lockheed's advanced composite vertical fin program
(NAS 1-14000). To verify that failure occurred away from the segment to be
used in the repair test program, radiographic inspection was performed on the
selected 'T" sections. The results of this inspection showed no internal
damage to the spar cap segments other than minor delaminations around the cap
fastener holes, which could have resulted from manufacture as easily from the
previous static test of the spar.
The control and repair specimens were cut from the spar "T" sections as
shown in Figure 67. The repair specimen was cut into two equal segments by
making two lateral cuts; the web stiffener was removed at that location pro-
viding room for the aluminum splice plates. These segments were then moisture
conditioned to 1.34 percent by weight along with the control specimen.
The design philosophy of the repair was to use the existing fastener
holes in the cap and to use a fastener spacing of 4D in the web section. The
existing holes in the cap were not equally spaced, so the cap splice plates on
either side of the web were made different lengths in order to provide the
required number of fasteners for shear transfer. The repair configuration is
shown in Figure 56. The aluminum plates were cut to size, clamped in place on
the spar segment, and match drilled using hand-held equipment. The repair was
assembled using MIL-8802-B2 polysulfide faying surface sealant for corrosion
protection. Forty-eight fasteners were installed as detailed in Figure 56.
Because of the nature of the repair, no postrepair moisture reconditioning was
performed on the specimen. Figure 68 shows the completed repair.
Testing Procedure
The vertical fin and wing cover specimens, Types I and II, respectively,
were tested in static compression, and the vertical fin spar segment, Type
III, was tested in static tension. Strain gages were used in all tests to
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monitor strain response both in the patch and parent portions of the
specimens. One repaired and one control specimen of each type was tested in
order to generate repair efficiency data in terms of percent strength
restoration.
The compression tests were conducted in a 889.68 kN (200,000 pound)
capacity Tinius-Olsen test machine. Stabilization was supplied by a fixture
that provided support only to the flanges as shown in Figure 69. Teflon tape
was placed between the specimen and fixture at the points of contact to mini-
mize friction loading of the fixture during specimen shortening. Lateral
support for the fixture was provided by three sets of lateral rollers. The
ends of the specimens were potted in TE4351 aluminum-filled epoxy tooling
compound to prevent end crushing during load application. Longitudinal strain
gages were placed back-to-back at the midlength of all compression specimens
as shown in Figure 70. In the repaired specimens, these gages were placed on
the hat section and skin repairs; an additional gage was placed on the hat
crown at quarter length to measure the far field, parent strain. As indicated
in Figure 70, some gages in the repaired specimens were located away from the
centerline by mistake. Figure 69 shows a compression specimen mounted in the
fixture ready for load application. The potted ends of the specimen can be
seen protruding from either end of the fixture. Specimens were sealed in
plastic bags until mounted in the test fixture to retain the moisture
conditioning.
The static tension tests of the vertical fin spar segment wre conducted
on a 222.42 kN (50,000 pound) capacity Baldwin-Emery test machine. Hardened
steel test fixtures were fabricated to introduce tension load through the
centroid of the 'T" section. These fixtures were compatible with the existing
fastener hole pattern of the spar segments. Strain was measured at midlength
on the web and flange on the control specimen (Figure 71); on the repaired
specimen, strain was measured in three locations on the repair patch (gages
1,2,3) and one far-field location (gage 4) as shown in Figure 72. The
specimen mounted in the test machine ready for load application is shown in
Figure 73.
Discussion of Results
Test Results - One control (unrepaired) and one repaired specimen of each
of the Types I, II, and III were tested to failure under axial load. The
strain gage locations for Type I and II specimens are shown in Figure 70; the
locations of gages for the Type III control and repaired specimens are shown
in Figures 71 and 72, respectively. Each failure will be briefly described
below; the failure measurements taken for all substructure tests are
summarized in Table XX.
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The Type I, vertical fin cover panel segment, control specimen failed at
a load of -160.1 kN (-36,000 pounds). The strain differential measured by the
back-to-back gages was not considered to be indicative of out-of-plane bending
since a small differential existed from the onset of load application and
since the stiffnesses of the hat and skin sections differ. Figure 74 shows
the failure location in the hat section of the control specimen. The absence
of hat/skln interfacial shear failure implies that failure occurred
simultaneously in both sections.
The Type I repaired specimen failed at a load of -146.3 kN (-32,900
pounds). The primary failure occurred in adhesive shear between the parent
and precured patch hat sections. This failure allowed the parent sections to
displace resulting in a butt compression failure of the parent skin against
the plug used to support the cocured skin patch. Figure 75 shows the minor
external signs of falure in the skin patch.
The Type II, wing cover panel segment control specimen failed at a load
of -398.5 kN (-89,600 pounds). The resulting failure surface displayed severe
skin/stiffener separation terminating in coincident compression failure of
both the skin and hat section as shown in the lower portion of Figure 76.
There was also severe midplane delamination in the skin at the location of the
compression failure. Since the graphite/epoxy failures in Figures 74 and 76
did not occur in the vicinity of the potting compound failures, it was assumed
that the potting failures did not precipitate structural failure.
The Type II repaired specimen failed at a load of -314.9 kN (-70,800
pounds). Postfailure examination of the specimen provided evidence that the
sequence of failure may have been failure of the cocured flush skin repair in
interlaminar tension resulting in load eccentricity and redistribution through
the precured hat-sectlon patch causing subsequent adhesive shear and fastener
bearing failures. The failed specimen is shown in Figures 77 and 78.
The Type III, vertical tail spar segment specimens were tested to failure
in tension. The Type III control specimen failed at a load of +182.4 kN
(+41,000 pounds) and strain magnitudes of 5215 and 6415 _m/m in the cap and
web, respectively. Failure occurred in net tension through the row of
fasteners in the loading fixture closest to the center of the specimen. This
was at strain levels corresponding to that of flat panels containing unloaded
circular holes, so the influence of the loading fixture was judged to be
minimal, i.e., failure was expected to occur at this strain magnitude because
of the existing holes in the structure.
The Type III repaired specimen failed at a load of +168.1 kN (+37,800
pounds). A net tension failure through the first row of fasteners in the web
repair and subsequent web/cap separation resulted as is shown in Figure 79.
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Analysis of Results - The most significant test results were the strength
resolution percentages, which showed that all three of the repairs achieved
values well above design strength levels. Percentages ranged from 79 percent
of unflawed strength on the highly loaded Type II wing cover specimen to over
90 percent unflawed strength for the two vertical fin components. Design
ultimate strengths in composites are typically around 50 percent of unflawed
strength to account for notch effects. Since the three specimens were taken
from actual hardware components, it was possible to compare results against
design strength as determined analytically and verified by structural tests.
The repair, in fact, did exceed these established design strengths in all
cases. The control unflawed specimen results also conformed closely to
predicted values.
Failure modes in all cases were typical for these types of components.
The two undamaged Type I fin cover and Type II wing cover controls showed
typical compression failures. As mentioned previously, the failures did not
appear to have intiated from potting compound failure at the specimen ends.
Type III spar control failed in the grip area in net tension, but this
occurred at predicted load levels.
The failures in all three repaired specimens initiated through the patch
areas, as would be expected. It is interesting that failure in the repaired
fin cover initiated in the precured hat-splice-to-parent-hat bondline, while
the repaired wing cover failure initiated in the cocured skin splice. The
initiation of the wing cover failure at less that full unflawed strength (79
percent) in the cure-in-place skin patch may indicate some limitations in the
use of vacuum-cured graphite patches at high loads levels. The initiation of
failure in patch interlaminar tension may have been related to the less than
optimum quality of the vacuum-cured composite patch. The net tension failure
of the Type III spar component across the bolted web repair was the expected
mode of failure.
The strain measurements show a reasonable correlation between gages on
the control specimens and far-field gages (located away from patch effects) on
the repaired Type I fin cover and Type II wing cover specimens. These
comparative values of the Type I fin cover specimens are -5272_m/m control and
-5058_m/m repaired. These gages were both on the hat crown. For the
Type II wing cover specimen, comparative strains on gages located on the hat
crown are -4334_m/m control and -3258Nm/m repaired. These values give strain
recovery percentages comparable to the strength recovery percentages given in
Table II. The correlation between far-field strains and control strains is
not as good for the Type III spar specimen. The response of the far-fleld
gage in this specimen may have been influenced by some patch effects due to
its location (see Figure 72).
Strain measurements taken from gages located on the patches show signi-
ficant reductions compared to control and far-field gages. On the Type I and
Type II specimens, some gages were located directly over the filled gap
between the parent skin and hat sections (see Figure 70). These gages were
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thereforenot in the area of increasedcross-sectlonwhere external skin
and/or hat patchesare bonded to the parent laminates. Other gages on the
Type I and Type IIl specimen (Figures70 and 72) were locatedin areas where
the cross-sectionconsistedof combinedexternalpatch plus parent laminate
thickness. The same degree of strain reductionoccurredin both cases,
however, indicatingthat strain readingsfor gages locatedover the gap were
affectedby the proximityof the increasedsections.
Conclusions
The test results indicated the following basic conclusions:
I) The use of graphite patch repairs, either precured bonded or cure-
in-place, is satisfactory for the repair of lightly loaded and highly
loaded parts. These repairs can be satisfactorily accomplished using
unaugmented vacuum pressure, although there may be some limitations
on use of vacuum cure-in-place graphite patches for very high load
levels.
2) The use of bolted repairs is satisfactory for lightly loaded structu-
ral components.
3) The repair of composite substructures can be accomplished using
comparable approaches to those evaluated for skin cover repairs in
many previous programs.
4) Repair of composite structures can be accomplished under the limita-
tions of field repair facilities or on-alrcraft repairs, where either
vacuum bonded or bolted repair approaches will be required.
PHASE 4 - REPAIR OF FULL-SIZE COMPOSITE STRUCTURE
Phase 4 Activitiesin Relationto L-1011 Vertical Fin Ground Tests
The objective of Phase 4 is to extend the repair technology developed in
the Phase 2 coupon tests and the Phase 3 subelement tests to repair of
large-area damage on full-slze structure. As discussed in the Introduction,
the vertical fin ground test article (GTA) was selected as the test component,
and the Phase 4 activities consisted of post-repalr fatigue cycling which
supplemented the repair activities planned as part of the vertical fin ground
tests (Reference 50). Table XXI summarizes the fin ground test activities,
and indicates how the Phase 4 activity is incorporated into the ground test
plan.
Application of Large-Area Damage
The fin ground test plan called for a damage area, 12 inches by 4 inches,
to be representative of lightning strike damage. The location of this damage
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on the vertical fin is indicated in Figure 80. The location and orientation
of the damage in relation to the adjacent hat stiffeners is shown in Figure
81. The damage extends nearly across the full width of the two adjacent hat
stiffeners, thus fulfilling one of the requirements specified by NASA for the
large-area damage in Phase 4 that it extend across two adjacent elements Of a
stiffened cover.
Simulated lightning strike damage was inflicted to the fin cover at an
area selected as the most critical for large area damage. This was on the
left hand cover between VSS 97.19 and VSS 121.1 (see Figure 80) approximately
12 by 4 in. and at a 45° angle to the rear spar. The cover was first damaged
by impacting at 13.3 ft-lbs to obtain delaminations. A hole was then burned
through the skin using an electric arc from a 3/16 in. diameter welding rod.
The area of delamination was determined by ultrasonic inspection, and was then
burned with an oxygen/acetylene flame torch to char the outer plies.
Figure 82 shows the 3/16 inch hole produced by the welding rod and shows
the marked delamination area. Figure 83 shows the 12 inch by 4 inch charred
area which was slightly larger than the delamination.
Repair Patch Design and Fabrication
The repair concept used for the damaged skin was a precured bonded
external graphite patch similar to the configuration evaluated in the Phase 2
coupon tests. This repair concept is shown in Figure 81. The edges are step
tapered for aerodynamic considerations as well as to reduce peel loads at the
patch edges. The patch dimensions, thickness and ply orientations ware
developed using the following analytical procedure. The patch was sized to
approximately match the EA of the skin and the stiffener flanges. No 90°
plies were included because this would give a large difference in Poisson's
ratio between the patch and the fin cover.
The length of the patch was sized on the conservative assumption that the
maximum average shear stress in the bond must not exceed 500 psi. This
assumption was made because the fin cover contained an unknown moisture
content which combined with the vacuum-only cure at 350°F would cause porosity
in the bondline. The repair was sized to carry 150% of design ultimate load
for the fin cover to ensure that it would not fail during the residual
strength.
The 4 ply (45, -45, -45, 45) precured patch layers were obtained from
patch stock fabricated for the Phase 2 precured bonded graphite repairs and
were made from the Narmco 5208/T300 pre-preg material which has been used in
the first three program phases as well as in the vertical fin program. The
three ply (03 ) patch layers were fabricated specifically for the Phase 4
repair. There was no suitable 5208/T300 pre-preg available at Lockheed at
that time, and the (03 ) patch stock was therefore fabricated from Hercules
3502/AS4 pre-preg. The Hercules pre-preg has been qualified to a Lockheed
Materials Specification used to procure the 5208/T300 pre-preg used in this
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program and the vertical fin program, and was thereforeacceptable for use in
combination with the 5208 material.
Cure cycles used for fabrication of the precured patches are given in
Appendix C. The patches were autoclave cured, and were ultrasonically
inspected and found void-free. After inspection the patch layers were trimmed
to net size as shown in Figure 81. The 4 ply patches were trimmed with
pinking shears to produce a serrated edge which assists in reducing peel loads
at the patch edges. The three.ply unidirectional patches were cut with a band
saw, as they were too sensitive to edge delamination for use of the pinking
shears.
Bonding of Graphite Patch to Fin Surface
The damage area on the fin surface was prepared for bonding using the
procedure outlined in Appendix C. This basically involved cleaning of the
bonding surface on the fin; cleaning out the hole with a sander; filling the
hole with a precured graphite disc, bonded in place with Hysol EA 9330 which
is a two-part room temperature curing epoxy resin; and final sanding and
cleaning.
A layer of Narmco Metlbond 329 adhesive was then applied to one surface
of each of the five precured patch layers as shown in Figure 81. The patch
layers were laid-up maintaining the I/4 inch step dimensions and the location
in relation to the damaged fin area as indicated in Figure 81.
The patch was then bagged and cured under vacuum at 350°F using a heater
blanket for application of heat. The bagged patch is shown in Figure 84 prior
to application of the heater blanket. The bleeder arrangement and cure cycle
are described in Appendix C. A leak check was performed prior to start of
cure. Vacuum was monitored throughout the cure, and patch temperature was
monitored by thermocouples at the patch edges.
Upon removal of the heating blanket and vacuum bag it was apparent that
the center area of the patch had overheated. The vacuum bag had melted onto
the silicone rubber heating blankets. The vacuum had only dropped to 18 in.
of Hg as a result. The top stack was bulged upwards from the skin contour
indicating it had expanded away from the stack below it. The edges allO
appeared well bonded as they were only heated to 355 F as indicated by the two
edge thermocouples. This0_°Pv stack of 4 plies was scraped off and a bulgedarea with a split in the direction was found on the fourth stack. The area
was approximately i by I-I/2 inches. This stack of three 0° plies was also
scraped off. In the process a gouge was made in the third stack so it also
was removed. It appeared to be of the proper contour and was tightly adhering
to the second stack.
Three new patches were cut to size to replace the three top patch layers
which had been removed. These patches were bonded in place using the proce-
dure described above. An additional thermocouple was placed over the nylon
bag under the heating blanket. The two edge thermocouples were located in the
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adhesive at the bottom of the stack no. 3. This bonding operation was done at
a slower heat-up rate to avoid an excessive temperature. Theoheating was very
uniform edge to edge but the center top thermocouple read 355 F when the edges
read 273-276°F. Narmco indicated that Metlbond 329 would cure in 90 minutes
at 275, so the heat on the patch was held for 2 hours to ensure a full cure.
The vacuum held at 28 Hg throughout the bonding cycle. After cooldown and
removal of the bag the surface of the top stack was in good condition with no
discoloration and an acceptable contour. The two edges which were not
thermocoupled appeared slightly soft as the heating blankets were elevated
slightly in these edges to prevent bag sealant burn through. It was felt
these edges were not fully cured and they were heated with a heat gun at
approximately 350°F for 15 minutes to obtain fully cured adhesive.
The cured patch was ultrasonically inspected, and bondline porosity was
detected. This condition was expected with an unaugmented vacuum cure. The
analysis described previously used data obtained on vacuum cured adhesive
specimens, and thus accounted for the reduced p_operties resulting from this
condition.
The two damaged and disbonded hat stiffeners were repaired by mechan-
ically attaching the hat flanges to the repaired skin after inspection of the
graphite patch. NAS 4502U flush head stainless steel screws and HL94 stain-
less steel collars were installed at 1 inch intervals as shown in Figure 80,
with the countersink in the graphite patch. Fastener holes were drilled with
back-up using standard carbide twist drills, and the fasteners were wet
installed with sealant. The completed repair patch is shown in Figure 85.
Post-Repair Fatigue Cycling
After completion of the repair, the vertical fin GTA was subjected to one
lifetime of fatigue cycling using the same spectra (see Table XXII) as in the
two lifetimes of cycling which preceded the damage. Strain gage locations on
the lefthand cover during this cycling are indicated on Figure 80. As noted
previously, this was the supplemental activity covered by this program.
Static Testing to Failure
After completion of fatigue cycling, the fin GTA was loaded to failure as
described in the vertical fin Ground Test Plan (Reference 50). Strain gages
were retained at the same locations as for the fatigue cycling as indicated in
Figure 80.
Discussion Of Results And Conclusions
The post-repair lifetime of fatigue cycling was accomplished with no
detectable effect on the patch. The patch remained intact and fully bonded.
The gages indicated no anomalous readings or any significant variations from
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readings at comparable loads in the pre-repair cycling. There were no adverse
effects on the fin component resulting from the presence of the patch.
The final static loading of the fin produced a failure at 120% of design
ultimate load. The failure occurred in the front spar-cover area indicated on
Figure 80, which was well away from the repair. The repair patch remained
intact and fully bonded after failure, and did not in any way contribute to
the failure mode. Strain measurements were in accord with predicted values,
and no anomalous strain readings were noted.
The tests verified that the patch met and exceeded the design require-
ments of restoring the capability of the damaged area to withstand design
loads for the fin. The results also validated the concept of repairing
lightly loaded components such as the vertical fin using vacuum cured,
external bonded patches. This approach is relatively simple to accomplish in
any type of repair situation likely to be encountered in commercial aircraft
service.
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APPENDIX A
AIRLINE SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
i. Using the attached Table A-I, please indicate the types of damage or
defects typically encountered in service for the various part categories
listed. Indicate typical defect sizes and the frequency of occurrence of
each type of defect to the best of your knowledge. Where applicable,
define locations on the part where defects are most frequently noted.
Define the defect and component types using the codes given in the
attached Code List. Indicate the probable cause of damage to the best of
your knowledge.
For the various damage situations indicated on the table, please
categorize defects according to the maintenance action required using the
codes given in the attached Code List. Indicate the effect of slzeand
location of the defect on categorization of the defect and action
required.
Completion of this table may be based on personal knowledge and judgment
of Engineering and Shop personnel, but where possible answers based on
documented service data are preferred.
Other codes may be added as necessary. If information in certain
categories is unavailable, or if not applicable please indicate.
Priority should be given to wing and empennage skins, stlffeners,i and
substructure; control surfaces; and fairings, since these are the most
likely candidates for composite applications.
2. Indicate for each of the damage and defect typesllstedin the Code List,
whether visual inspection, NDI, or a combination of the two is used for
detection; and indicate the percentage of each defect type that is
detected in-service at llne station and at the major maintenance base
during scheduled checks.
% %
Detected at Detected at
Defect Type Line Station Maintenance Base
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TABLE A-I. - DAMAGE AND DEFECTS NOTED IN SERVICE /_
Component Type of Typical Defect Location of Maintenance
Type Defects Noted Size or Range Defect on Probable Cause Action Required
(Code No.) (Code Nos.) of Sizes Noted Component of Damage (Code No.) Remarks
0%
/_ See pg. for list of Codes
APPENDIXA. - Continued
3. Indicatethe relative frequencyof occurrenceof each of the maintenance
action categoriesgiven in the Code List.
Also indicate the relative frequency of occurrence of the following
situations:
I) Temporary repair of defects at llne stations followed bY a ferry
flight to the maintenance base for permanent repairs.
2) Repair of defects at a llne station using personnel and/or
equipment flown in from the maintenance base.
4. Are external patches considered acceptable as permanent repairs?
Indicate in which areas and component types external patches are
acceptable, and where flush aerodynamic repairs are required.
What percentage of repairs are aerodynamic repairs?
5. Are removable components, such as control surfaces and falrlngs generally
removed for repair or are repairs made on the aircraft?
6. Which of the following equipment are available?
MajorMaintenance Line
Base Station
Autoclave
Large Ovens
Vacuum Pumps
Heat lamps, heater blankets
Freezers
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7. Are your maintenance people familiar and proficient with standard wet
layup patch fiberglass repair techniques?
Adhesive bonded repairs of metal structure, both hot bond and cold bond?
8. Would you consider the use of portable repair kits (vacuum pump, heater
blanket, rheostat, along with patch material, adhesives, bagging and
bleeder material), for composite repair, when there is widespread usage
on aircraft?
Would you foresee their use at line stations as well as maintenance
bases?
9. What is the maximum feasible elapsed time for completion of a repair
during maintenance checks?
LIST OF CODES
DAMAGE AND DEFECT TYPES
a) Cracks
b) Delaminations
c) Disbonds
d) Impact damage
e) Corrosion effects
f) Wear
g) Lightning strike
h) Elongated fastener holes
COMPONENT TYPES
Wing Horiz. Stab. Vert. Stab. Item
W1 HSl VSl Skins, doublers
W2 HS2 VS2 Skin stiffener elements
W3 HS3 VS3 Leading edge members
W4 HS4 VS4 Trailing edge members
W5 HS5 VS5 Control surfaces
W6 HS6 VS6 Substructure (spars, ribs)
W7 HS7 VS7 Fairings
W8 HS8 VS8 Fuselage Joint
W9 HS9 VS9 Other joints (hinges,
actuators, etc.)
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T
Fuselage Ite_____m Other Items
F1 Skins M1 Engine Cowling, Support Str.
F2 Frames M2 Langlng Gear Members
F3 Stringers MS Pylon
F4 Bulkheads
F5 Doors
F6 Floor Beams & Posts
F7 Floor Panels
F8 Fairlngs
F9 Radomes
MAINTENANCE ACTION CATEGORIES
I. Negligible damage. Repair not required.
2. Can be permanently repaired in line stations.
3. Can be permanently repaired at maintenance base only using standard
repair.
4. Can be permanently repaired at maintenance base only and requires
Engineering disposition.
5. Not repairable. Part replacement required.
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_ FAILURE MODES - PHASE 2
STATIC TESTS
C-50 RT Tension -1, -2
-I Interlaminar shear failure near the core side (0.13 cm [.05 in.]
from core) at one end of the laminate at 0 degree ply in both
specimens. Failure of core splice and partial disbond of steel
(non-critical).
-2 top 3 plies separated from rest of laminate at 90 degree ply
RT Compression -5, -6
-5 interlaminar shear failure near center on core side. Core dlsbond
on end probable cause.
-6 good failure - center section, multiple ISF* fiber failure of
outermost plies.
ET tension -3, -8
-3 ISF near core side on one edge (at 0 degree ply); splice failure,
partial core/composite and core/steel disbond in center.
-8 fiber crushing through entire thickness at one core splice. Four
separate pieces after failure. Top 3 plies separated from rest of
laminate at 90 degree ply.
ET Compression -4, -7
-4 steel disbond on one end, composite disbond in center and ISF of 1
or 2 plies nearest core.
-7 failure identical to -6
C-16 RT Tension -I, -2
Fiber splitting and breakage primarily along +45 degree plies. Core
splitting and separation from Ti after failure
*ISF = Interlaminar Shear Failure
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ET Tension -3, -8
..
Same as RT Tension.
beam.
Failure occurred more toward the center of the
RT Compression -5, -6
Severe delamination, fiber crushing through entire thickness. Many
fiber fragments.
-5 delamination and local buckling away from primary failure location
but still in test section.
ET Compression -4, -7
-7 same as RT Compression. More buckling after delamination.
-4 fiber failure through 1/3 to 1/2 of thickness on core side in two
places in test section. Remainder failed between these locations in
fiber crushing and breakage along +45 degree plies.
CU Fiber breakage across specimen center section
Fiber splitting in +45 degree laminate
CD +45 degree fiber splitting
-45 degree fiber breakage
Failure surface began at edge of hole and progressed at a +45 degree
angle to the sides of the coupon
I The failure of these laminates both in tension and compression was
due primarily to extensive delamination in the cocured patch. The
adhesive was left intact with no evidence of bondline failure. The
failed surface in the joint region showed longitudinal fiber
splitting in the +45 degree plies with no apparent fiber failure.
II Both tension and compression failure surfaces showed cohesive
bondline failure becoming patch material delamination toward the
honeycomb core end of the scarf joint. Slightly more evidence of
delamination existed in compression than in tension.
III Both specimens showed evidence of a core bond failure with no
delamination in ~he precured patch. Failure initiated near the
outside edge of the scarf joint within the adhesive and propagated as
delamination into the parent laminate. Severe fiber breakages
occurred in the cover plies at the location of bondline failure.
Compression - Again the bondline failure occurred near the outside
tip of the scarf resulting in delamination of both parent and patch.
Failed material was confined to the outermost 1/3 of the laminate
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thickness with the core-side 2/3 still apparently intact. Fiber
breakage again occurred in cover plies.
IV Tension - Cohesive failure of one scarfed edge of the patch was
followed by severe delamlnation of the parent material at the depth
to which damage was removed. Portions of 90 degree plies remained
attached to the adhesive surface while all other plies separated at
the adhesive.
Compression - Intrapatch delamination caused sub-surface fiber
failure (crushing) within the patch resulting in parent laminate
delamination. There was no bondline failure.
V ET Tension -i, -2
-I shear failure of scarf joint terminating at fracture of the cover
plies at top end of the bondline. Core separation of composite and
steel at center portion of beam.
-2 ISF at end on core side at 0 degree location through thickness as
did C-50-I, -2, -3.
ET Compression -3, -4
-3 shear failure of bondline resulting in fiber breakage through the
thickness of patch near core end of bondline and moderate patch
delamination.
-4 Severe waviness of plies near core end of bondline possibly
causingpoor alignment with parent. Failure started at this location
(end of bond) and progressed as ISF through patch and to a lesser
degree through parent. Waviness caused severe thickness variation
near bondline.
Waviness true for all Type V specimens.
VI-T ET Tension -I, -2
Primarily interlaminar shear failure in patch beginning at the end of
patch and propagating through patch - not through adhesive. Ply
breakage in each near bondline.
RT Compression -5, -6
Complete patch separation and disintegration with remnants of patch
ply tips remaining on parent. Combination of adhesive and composite
interlaminar shear separation primarily at the +45 degree plies.
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ET Compression -7, -8
Composite/core separation in center and cohesive bondline failure.
Reduced Temperature -3, -4
Cohesive bondline failure at tips of patch becoming core/composite
separation at plug. Parent delamination away from ply beginning on
core side.
VI-F ET Tension -I, -2
Interlaminar tensile failure of surface plies of parent directly
under bondline in what appears to be +45 degree plies. No bondline
failure. Ply breakage of separated plies at end of patch. Plug
fractured.
ET Compression -3, -4
same failure as ET Tension tests.
VII ET Tension -I, -2
Shear separation through book of plies closest to parent. No
bondline failure. Plug fractured and honeycomb core failure in
center section. •
RT Compression -5, -6, -7
-5 composite/core separation caused parent bondline failure
-6 discrete sections of bondline throughout patch failed adhesively
as though there was a poor bond or poor surface wetting of the
composite by the adhesive.
-7 no parent bond failure. Failed same as ET Tension with a massive
single delamination in parent through a 0 degree ply.
ET Compression -8, -9
-8 failed through the first book as did ET Tension.
Composite/honeycomb separation
-9 top plies of parent delaminated under patch. Composite/core
separation
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Reduced Temperature -3, -4
-3 interlamlnar shear failure through first book of plies -across
total section.
-4 shear failure in first book beginning at tip of external patch but
propagating into parent on way to plug. At plug, failure becomes
core/composite separation and more parent delamination further from
plug.
VIII ET Tension -I, -2
Identical shear failures beginning at the bondline near the tip of
patch, progressing along bond then progressing into parent laminate
where thickness of patch steps up. Failure progressed to plug then
through thickness at plug interface.
ET Compression -3, -4
Identical failures - shear initiates at patch tip, jumps into patch
between first and second plies and proceeds to plug, then propagates
through thickness.
IX ET Compression -I, -2
Identical failures - shear failure between patch and parent -
cohesive bondline failure and plug pull-out. Large voids in
bondlines. Interleaflng (domino) effect in adhesive common in shear
failures.
-2 had less voids and went to a 30 percent higher load so the voids
could have caused failure in -I.
X ET Compression -I, -2
Identical failures - cohesive shear failure between patch and parent.
Failure surface very topographic due to internal ply terminations -
some ply tip breakage. Plug pulled out.
XI ET Tension -I, -2
Combination bearing and fastener pull-through in composite. -2 had
fastener separation.
ET Compression -3, -4
Subtle bearing failure in composite and faylng surface sealant
fracture.
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XII ET Tension -I, -2
Separation at faying surface sealant. Fastener pull-through of the
composite at one end of the metal patch. Combination pull-through
and bearing failure in composite.
ET Compression -3, -4
-3 very subtle bearing failure in composite. Almost no visible sign
of failure. Plug buckling (slight).
-4 stability failure of metal plate. Out of plane deformation of
metal caused composite/core separation and parent delamination on
bothsides of patch.
XIII Failure occurred cohesively through one of the scarfed longitudinal
surfaces. Adhesive failure.
XIV Corner delamination in patch becoming adhesive failure in bondline.
Failure of composite progressed laterally from side of hole after
patch disbond (at half length of patch).
FATIGUE TESTS
C-16-9 In both specimens a through the thickness fiber splitting type
-I0 failure resulting in ply separation, composite/core and tltanium/core
separation. Failure progresses through gage section honeycomb to
titanium face sheet dlsbond.
VI-T-9 Failure progressed through first patch ply to plug fracture. Very
similar to static tension failures. Both sides of external patch
failed.
VI-F-5 Failure progressed through top ply of parent to plug fracture. Only
one side of external patch failed.
C-50-9 Failure occurred as through the thickness fiber splitting (as C-16)
at the location of core splice. Scattered delamination close to top
and bottom of composite in various locations along laminate.
IV-5 Parent interlaminar tensile failure at maximum depth of part-through
repair. Failure of one patch scarfed surface.
111-5 Adhesive bondline failure resulting in cover ply fracture at top of
scarf.
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CURING AND BONDING PROCEDURES FOR
GRAPHITE SKIN PATCH - PHASE 4
A. Cure Cycle and Bleeder Arrangement for Precured Patch Laminates
CURE:
I. Apply full vacuum. Heat to 275°F at 2-3°F/minute.
2. Dwell at 275 ° +5°/minute for 45 minutes starting dwell time when
-- O
part reaches 270 F.
3. Apply I00 +_5, -I0 psi, venting vacuum when pressure reaches 20 psi.
4. Heat to 355°F at 2-4°F/minute, start cure timing when part reaches
350°F.
5. Cure at 355 ° +10, -5°F for 120 +5 minutes.
6. Cool to 175°F or below under full pressure at 3°F/minute maximum.
BLEEDER ARRANGEMENT:
CAUL.
VACUUMBAGNEXUSBREATHER
..... A 4000RELEASEFILM
POROUSARMALONBLEEDER
//////_L//////////"r'r/I LAY-UP
POROUSARMALONBLEEDER
EDGE / DAM
BREATHER"
B. Cure Cycle and Bleeder Arrangement for Patch Bonding with M329 Adhesive
CURE CYCLE - M329 Adhesive
I. Apply full vacuum (20 in. Hg minimum)
2. Heat to 350°F +5°F at 6°F/minute or greater.
3. Cure at 350°F +5°F for 60-65 minutes.
4. Cool to 180°F under full vacuum.
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BLEEDER ARRANGEMENT:
A4000 "
OREQUIV.
/ HEATER
FILM _ p" /POROUS TEFLON
/ COATEDGLASSCLOTH
',7\ /VACUUM BAG
THERMOCOUPLE SOURCE
LEADS(2EDGES) 181GLASSCLOTHEDGEBREATHER
C. Fin Surface Preparation Procedures
I. Clean ultrasonic couplant off surface.
2. Scotchbrite surface in damage area.
3. Clean out hole wlth small drum sander.
4. MEK wipe damage area. Cut G/E disc to plug hole.
5. Apply teflon tape to inside skin over hole.
6. Cast EA 9330 epoxy around G/E disc to seal hole.
7. After RT cure, sand or file smooth.
8. Layout white pencil lines for positioning the repair stack patches.
9. Clean surface wlth MEK.
I0. Apply teflon tape edge protection and 181 edge breather. Tape in
place.
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Figure 8. - Sandwich beam specimen.
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Figure i0. - Modified bleeder arrangement for 50 ply laminates.
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Figure ii. - Dynamic modulus vs. temperature.
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Figure 12. - Flush cure-in-place graphite repairs - 16 ply
parent laminate (Types I and XIII)
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Figure 13. - Flush cure-in place graphite repair -
50 ply parent laminate - (Type II).
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Figure 14. - Flush pre-cured bonded graphite repair -
50 ply laminate (Type If).
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Figure 15. - Flush cure-in-place partial thickness graphite
repair - 50 ply laminate (Type IV).
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Figure 16. - Flush cure-in-place graphite repair with pre-cured
internal doubler 50 ply laminate (Type V).
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Figure 17. - Patch configuration - specimen VI-T.
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Figure 18. - Patch configuration - specimens VI-F and X.
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Figure 19. - Patch configurations - specimens VII, IX, and XIV.
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Figure 20. - Patch configuration - specimens XI and XII.
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Figure 21. - Patch configuration - specimen VIII.
Figure 22. - Repaired parent laminates prior to bonding
To core (Types VI-F, VII, XI, XII).
Figure 23. - Back-face of bolted repair (Type XI) showing splitting
from single-side drilling and showing filler.
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Figure 24. - Sandwich beam specimen with
slave skins (type VI-T).
Figure 25. - Sandwich beam specimens with
Slave skins (types VI-F, XI)
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Figure 26. - Tabbed laminate specimen with
Repair patch (lype XIV).
Figure 27. - Individual sandwich beam specimens
With repair patches.
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Figure 28. - Test set-up for tabbed laminate specimen.
Figure 29. - Test set-up for sandwich beam specimen.
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Figure 30. - Type I specimen after test showing poorly machined scarf taper.
Figure 31. - Type C-50 specimens after testing.
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Figure 32. - Type II specimens after testing.
!iii
Figure 33. - Type III specimens after testing.
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Figure 34. - Type IV specimens after testing.
Figure 35. - Type V specimens after testing.
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Figure 36. - Types C-16 specimens after testing.
Figure 37. - Type VI-T specimens after testing.
i00
Figure 38. - Type VI-F specimens after testing.
Figure 39. - Type VII specimens after testing.
i01
Figure 40. - Type VIII specimens after testing.
!
Figure 41. - Type IX specimens after testing.
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Figure 42. - Type X specimens after testing.
Figure 43. - Type XI specimens after testing.
103
Figure 44. - Type XII specimen after testing.
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Figure 45. - Structural element configurations - hat-stiffened
vertical fin and wing covers.
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Figure 46. - Structural element configuration - vertical fin spar.
Figure 47. - L-1011 vertical fin curve segment.
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Figure 48. - L-1011 vertical fin spar test segment.
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Figure 49. - Hat stiffened wing cover panel.
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Figure 50. - Repair configuration - Type I fin cover.
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Figure 51. - Skin patch lay-up.
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Figure 52. - Fin cover repair configuration showing tool and patch ply orientation.
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Figure 53. - Hat-section repair assembly - Type II wing cover.
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Figure 54. - Flush patch repair of skin - Type II wing cover.
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Figure 55. - Configuration of precured hat-section splice - Type II wing cover.
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Figure 56. - Spar cap repair configuration.
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Figure 57. - Sectioning diagram for L-1011 fin cover panel.
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Figure 58. - Cure configuration and cure cycle.
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Figure 59. - Completed hat-section repair for the vertical fin cover panel
specimen (Type I).
i
........ ........................................
Figure 60. - Completed external skin repair of the vertical fin cover
panel specimen (Type I).
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Figure 61. - Sectioning diagram for Type II specimens.
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Figure 62. - Application of adhesive film to hat section.
Figure 63. - Fitting of parent segments to hat splice plate.
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Figure 64. - Application of adhesive paste to seal hat segment ends.
Figure 65. - Placement of silicone plug into hat cavity.
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Figure 66. - Skin patch replacement plies.
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Figure 67. - Vertical fin spar sectioning diagram.
i
!iil¸!i::i,ii
Figure 68. - Completed vertical fin spar segment repair (Type III).
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Figure 69. - Compression specimen in stabilization fixture ready for testing.
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Figure 70. - Strain gage locations for Type I and II cover specimens.
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Figure 71. - Strain gage locations for Type III control specimens.
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_ Figure 72. - Strain gage locations for Type III spar specimen.
Figure 73. - Type III, vertical fin spar segment specimen ready for testing.
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Figure 74. - Failure of the Type I control specimen.
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Figure 75. - Failed Type I repaired specimen.
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Skin/stiffener
Skin/stiffenercompressionfailure
Figure 76. - Failure of the Type II control specimen.
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Figure 77. - Skin patch side of Type II repaired specimen failure.
130
Fastenerbearingfailure
Figure 78. - Hat side of Type II repair specimen failure.
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Figure 79. - Type III repaired specimen failure.
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Figure 80. - Large area damage location on vertical fin GTA.
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Figure 81. - Repair patch and damage area on fin component.
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Figure 82. - Through penetration damage and marked area of delamination
(before charring).
Figure 83. _oThrough penetration damage surrounded by charred area.
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Figure 84. - Bonded patch lay-up with vacuum bag°
Figure 85. - Repair patch on vertical fin ground test article.
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TABLE I. - SUMMARY OF DOCUI4ENTS DESCRIBING FLAWS IN COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
Documents
Experimental
Ref Title Flaw Type Data Analysis Yethods Notes
7. "Structural Criteria for Advanced Voids, 1.52 cm Coupons None AS/3501-3
Composites," R.M. Verette and (0.6 in.) Diam. (0/_45o/0/+45)s
J.D. Labor, AFFDL-TR-76-142. Edge Delaminations, -
Scratches 3 and (02/+--45/02/90/0)s
8. "Effects of Manufacturing and 6 Plies Deep, FOD (0/+45/90)_s-
In-Service Defects on Composite Impact, Oversized
Tens. & Compr,Materials," R.M. Verette and 0.476 cm (3/16 in.)
Static & Fatigue
E. Demurs, Army Symposium on Fastener Holes,
Room Temp. Wet
Solid Mechanics, Cape Cod, Mass., Over-torqued
Sept. 1976. Proceedings published 0.476 cm (3/16 in.)
as A_RC MS 76-2, Army Materials Flush Fasteners
and Mechanics Research Center,
Watertown, Mass.
9. "Environmentally Controlled (Same as No. i Monolithic None AS/3501-5, with
Fatigue Tests of Box Beams with and 2 above) Panels, 50.8 cm (Used to verify Glass/Epoxy
Built-In Flaws," J.D. Labor and x 152.4 cm (20 in. applicability of buffer strips &
R.M. Verette, Journal of Aircraft, x 60 in.) coupon data to softening strips
May 1978, p. 257-263 (020/+454/904)T larger structure)
Tens. & Shear
Static & Fatigue
on 2 Multi-flawed
box beam skins
I0. "Uniaxial Failure of Composite 0.254 cm to 2.54 cm Coupons (0/90)4s Test data were Scotchply 1002
Laminates Containing Stress (0.i to 1.0 in.) used to correlate _lass/epoxy and
Concentrations," R.J. Nuismer diam. holes nad & (0/+45/90)°s--. with average T3_0/5208 Gr/Ep
and J.M. Whitney, ASTM STP 593, through slots Static Tension stress & point
1975, pp 117-142. Room Temp. Dry stress criteria
(See Ref. No. 16)
LO
_4
TABLE I. - Continued
Documents
Experimentn]
Ref. Title Flat: Type Data Analysls_!ethods Notes
11. "Evaluation of Flawed Composite 0.3175 cm - I..587 cm Coupons Fracturemechanics T300/934
Structure under Static and (1/8 to 5/5 in.) [(0/_45/0/90)s]2 procedures appl_ed *S-glass ply.
Cyclic Loading," T.R. Porter, diam. holes, _JD03/+80)2]s to test data. C-scan data.Boeing Aerospace Co. slots and counter- -- Proof loads
sunk holes _0/_30/0"/-30/ defined for
O)2]s qualification.
Tens. static
and Fatigue
12. "A Correlationfor the Fracture Up to 7.62 em (+_45/0)q Laminatestrength Boron/Aluminum
of Filamentary Composites," (3 in.) diam holes. _ _ir0t+45\_s with holes based and Cr/EpJ.W. M r and K.Y. Liu, M.I.T. -- on fracture
preprintof a note. (0/+__45/90)2s mechanics.
(01+_45190)s
(0/_45/90)3s
13. "Evaluationand Expansionof an Holes & slots Couponsof AnalyticalModel T300/5208
AnalyticalModel for Fatigueof severalorienta- includesinter- C-scan data
NotchedCompositeLaminates," tions. Tens & laminareffects
R.L. Ramkumar,S.V. Kulkarni, Compr. Static & near the hole.
and R.B. Piples, NASA CR-145308, Fatigue.
March 1978.
14. "Fatigueof NotchedFiber Com- 0.635 cm (0.25 in.) Couponsof AnalyticalModel 3M boron
positeLaminates,Part II: Ana- diam. holes, several8 ply based on "wearout" 0.010 em
lyticaland ExperimentalEvalua- orientations, of the laminate (0.004in.)
tion,"S.F. Kulkarni,P.V. Mc- Tens. Static & aroundthe hole. diam. and SP 296
Laughlin,Jr., and R.B. Pipes, Fatigue. Crack resin. C-scan
NASA CR-145039,April 1976. growth rate & data.
wearout curves.
TABLE I. - Continued
Documents
Experimental
Ref. Title Flaw Type Data AnalysisMethod Notes
15 "AdvancedCompositeService- 0.673 cm (0.265in.) 3.81 cm (1.5 in.) Strength pre- AS/3501-SA,
ability Program,"Rockwell dlam hole. 0.94 wide coupons dictedwith flaws T300/5208
Intern.Corporation,AFML x 0.94 cm (0.37 -_[(0/_45/90)2]s using various and Hybrid
ContractF33615-76-C-5344, x 0.37 in.) inclu- tl_J[(0/±'5/0)21s failure criteriaQuarterlyProgressReports slon & delaml ations, or tensionand
No. 1 through8. 2.54 cm (i.0 in.) _90/_45/90)_]s'- shear only.
long scratch, and
gaps in layup. Tens & Compr.Static& Fatigue
(Datanot yet
available)
16 "StressFractureCriteriafor 0.127 to 2.54 cm (0/_+45) Initialdescrip- Scotch ply
l,aminatedCompositesCon- (0.05to 1.0 in.) s
rainingStressConcentrations," diam. holes and (0/+45/90)s-- Stressti°nOfcrlterion,,"Avera_eT300/5208glass/epoxy "_
J.M. Whitney and R.J. Nuismer, J. slots. StaticTens. and "Point Stress Cr/Ep.
CompositeMaterials,Vol 8 Limited test Criterion"
(July 1974) p 253. data used to
verifyana-
lyticalmethod
17.!"The Determinationof Fracture 0.51 to 2.54 cm Range of orienta- Fracturemechanics T300/5208
Strengthin OrthotropicGraphite/ (0.2 to 1.0 in.) tions,Static approach. Criti-
Epoxy Laminates,"H.J. Konish, slots. Tens. cal strain energy
Jr. and T.A. Cruse,AFML Con- releaserate.
tract No. F33615-73-C-5505.
18. "TensileStrengthof Notched Circularhole (02/+45/02/-45)s Model for crack T300/5208
Composites,"T.A. Cruse,J. of and rectangular growth, fracture Primarilyan
Com. Materials,Vol. 7, notch. (0/+45)0s--_ toughness,erJti- analytical
April 1973. _ cal strain study.
energyrelease
rate.
_o
_D
....
~
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TABLE I. - Continued
Doeuments
E~:per iJ~ental
Ref. Title 1'lm·! Type !lata Analysis ~Iethods ~otes
19. "Compression Effects on the 0.051 cm (0.02 in. ) (0/+45/90) s-~ fatii'l\~ t'ata Roron/Epoxy
Fatigue of Notched Boron/Epoxy slot 1. 22 cm - s(+45/0/-45/90)Composites, " E.C. Durchlaub and (0.5 in. ) diam. s
R.B. Freeman, presented at the hole R = 10 anci
Second Conf. on Fibrous Com- \{ = -2 constant
posites in Flight Vehicle Design, amplitude
22-24 Hay 1974, Dayton, Ohio. fatigue
20. "Impact Damage Characteristics Impact 1. 5875 cm Coupons, mono- Fracture mechanics AS/1501-5, hy-
of Graphite/Epoxy Lamintes, " (0.625 in.) diam. , lithi.c and sand- model, crack size brids ,~ith
N.H. Bhatia, Northrop Corp. steel) I~ich panels, vs. i~pact ener~y E-glass and
NOR-76-186, June 1977 • rr/4 orientation, Kev1ar-49.
tens, s ta t ic and Design curves
fatip.ue for damage
size vs. impact
energy, strength
vs. impact energy.
21. "Service/Haintainability of Impact 1. 5875 cm ~lono Ii thic ~one AS/3501-5,
Advanced Composite Structures, " (0.625 in. ) diam. (R-32 ply) (limited Boron/Ep, andcorre-
J.D. Labor, AFFDL-TR-155 , spherical, plus Sandldch lation or impact hybrids. Instru-
November 1978. "sharp" 1.5875 and (4-8 ply) test data ,~ith mented impact
0.9525 crn (0.625 (0/±.45/90) Impact analytical pre- data.
and 0.375 in. ) energy vs. damage diction methods)
in. diam. level data.
Strength data
being obtained.
TABLE I. - Continued
Documents
Experimental
Ref. Title Flaw Type Data Analysis Methods Notes
22. "Investigation of Damage Tolerance Impact 0.635 to Stiffened Panel
-
AS/350l-5. Plots
of Graphite/Epoxy Structures and 2.54 cm (0.25 to (-r45/0/+45) s of damage vs.
Related Design Implications." 1.0 in.) diam •• Sandwich panel impact energy.N.R. Adsit and J.P. Waszczak. steel. (0/+45/0) Residual s~rengthNADC-76387-30. December 1976. FOD less than
- s vs. impact energy.
0.635 cm (0.25 in. ) Tens. & Compr.
diam. stone Static & Fatigue.
23. "Impact Fracture of Composite FOD 1.27 cm (0.5 in.) Sandwich panel
-
Type "A'! & T300
Sandwich Structures." M.D. Rhodes. diam. Al sphere. 4 to l2-ply Gr/Ep.
AIAA paper 75-748. 170.8 - 722.6 m/sec. (0/90) Kevlar-49/Ep
(52 to 220 fps) Tens. & Compr. hybrids
static
24. "Low Velocity Transverse Normal Impact 0.51 cm lVide beam Hodal solution Gr/Ep, theory-
Impact of Gr/Ep Composite Lami- (0.2 in.) diam (±45/0/+45) s for transient experimental
nates," E.J. HcQuillen, sphere and rod Short beam response of correlationL.W. Gause. and R.E. Llorens, Jol.
shear static beam. shown to be good.
of Composite Haterials, Vol. 10,
pp. 79-91. January 1976.
25. "Effect of Low Velocity Impact FOD 1. 27 cm ~linimum weight - T300/5208
Damage on the Compressive Strength (0.5 in.) diam. hat stiffened, Strength reduc-
of Graphite/Epoxy Hat-Stiffened Al sphere, (±52/+52) 2s tion up to 50i;
Panels," H.D. Rhodes. 54.8 m/sec (180 fps) (±45/+45)2s observed.J.G. Williams, and J.H. Starnes, Hole 1.27 cm
Jr., t\ASA TIIX-73988, Dec. 1976. (0.5 in.) diam. Compr. static,
buckling
strength
..-
~
N
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Documents
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Ref. Title Fla\,' Type Data Analysis ~ethods :\otes
26. "Evaluation of Ballistic Damage Ballistic Impact Panels, sevp.ral Fracture mechanics T50S/5206,
Resistance and Failure Nechanisms (30 & 50 caliber orientations, approach to pre- Boron/Ep,
of Composite Haterials, " projectiles) Tens. , Static, dict residual S90l/Glass/5209,
E.F. Olster and H.A. h'oodbury, fracture tough- strength. Al 606l-T6.
AFHL-TR-72-79, 1972. ness. Residual High speed
strength of pre- photos of crack
loaded panels. gro\~th.
27. "Evaluation of Fracture in Idealized holes :\one Tension strenr-th Computer program
Notched Composite Laminates, " and slots. (Data from other prediction model. "LACA" for
S.V. Kulkarni and B.W. Rosen, sources used) strength
Materials Sciences Corporation prediction.
Report No. MSC/TFR/606/l03l,
October 1976.
28. "Some Observations on Fracture Idealized ,,"one Tension strength Theory-
Behavior of Advanced Fiber scratch and slot (nata from other for scr'1tch, experimental
Reinforced Laminates," sources u~ed) fracture tough- correlation
G.P. Sendeckyj, Proc. of 12 ness vs. slot ShO\ffi to be
Annual Meeting of Society of size. good.
Engineering Science, Austin,
Texas, 20-22 October 1975.
29. "Investigation of Fail ure }Iech- Scratch (l-pl~' Xone :'Iodel cons id er s [90/0] under
anism in Fiber Composite Lami- deep across inter laminar s
nates," P.V. NcLaughlin, entire \ddth) stresses in tension,[+45] underHaterials Sciences Corporation, region of fla\,' - s
TFR/7508, Final Report on ~ADC ann stress con- tension,
Contract N62269-74-C-0662, 1975. centration in [0/+45] under
adjacent plies t~ - sbiaxial tensionpredict ultimate
and shear.failure.
".
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30. "Characterization of Composites No specific Some wearout Wearout Good overview,
for the Purpose of Reliability type. and open hole procedure provides overall
Evaluation," J.C. Halpin, data. philosophy for
K.L. Jerina, and LA. Johnson, design.
ASTH STP 521, 1973.
31. "Fatigue of Notched Composites," Idealized slots. None A procedure for Axial, trans-
P.V. McLaughlin, Jr. , S.V. Kul- predicting static verse and off-
karni, S.N. Huang, and B.\~. Rosen, and fatigue axis
Third Conference on Fibrous Com- strength outlined. failure stresses
posites in Fli~ht Vehicle Design, are computed to
NASA nl X-3377. predict laminate
failure.
32. "Fracture Nechanics and Composite Slots
- Discussion of Primarily a
Haterials: A Critical Analysis, " several hypo- survey and frac-
C. Z\~eben, ASTII STP 521, 1973. theses for ture mechanics
fracture model develop-
ment effort.
33. "Residual Strength Characteri- FOD 0.45 cm and Coupons Fracture mechan- Several GrIEp
zation of Laminated Composites 0.61 crn (0.177 in. l2-ply (0/90) ics based model and GllEp sys-
-Subjected to Impact Loading, II <' 0.24 in. ) diam. orientations. to predict terns. Appl1ca-
G.E. Husman, J.H. Whitney, and steel pro;ectile, Tens., static residual strength. tion of analysis
J.C. Halpin, ASDI SIP 568. 45. i to 304.8 rnlsec. strength. BO\~ie solution procedure limited
1975, pp. 92-113. (150 to 1000 fps) used for laminate to damage con-
\~ith hole. siderably less
than through
penetration.
TABLE I. - Continued
Documents
Exper ir..entnl
Ref. Title Flal·: Type lJat<l .\nal~'sis ~!ethods :\otes
34. "Investigation of Brittle Frac- FOD 3.8 cm (1. 5 in. ) Panels 0.168, Theon' to relate Several (;r/Ep
tures in Graphite-Epoxy Con- diam. steel sphere, 0.353, and impac t velocity systems and
posites Subj ect to Impact, " velocities up to 0.660 cm (0.066, and energy to hvbrid
L.B. Greszczuk and H. Chao, 91.4 m/sec (300 fps.) 0.139, and damage zone. :\0 laminates.
USAAHRDL-TR-7 5-15, ~lny 1975. Damage varied from 0.260 in.). strength
none to 7.6 crn Cylinders 7.6 prediction.
(3 in. ) lonr. crad:s. and 15.2 cm
(3 and 6 in.
size), (0/90)
orientation.
Threshold energy
level to cause
initial damage.
35. "Structural Integrity Require- Ballistic Damage - Design methodology Composite and
ments for Projectile Impact (Ivide range of for damage toler- metal
Damage - An Overviel:, " sizes) ance including structures.
J.G. Avery, ToR. Porter, and fatigue and fail-
R.H. Lauzze, AGARD Conf. Proc. safe criteria.
No. 186, Specialists Meeting
on Impact Damage Tolerance of
Structures, Oct. 1975.
36. "Impact Behavior of Polymeric Fon (Celatin, Cantilevl?r plate One-degree-of- AS!3501 Fan
Hatrix r.omposite Materials, " Al and steel [ (0/45/0/-45)6/ freedom impact blade
Peichichon and R. Hortimer, projectiles) . n I model, finite- applications.
AFHL-TR-76-242, nec. 1976. s Jifference model.
37. "Hard Object Impact Damage of FaD 0.45 cr.: Cantilever beam, Crack si;:(' and B/.\l and Borsic/
~letal ~[atrix Composites, " (0.177 in. ) diam. 6 to 8 ply. residual strcn?th Ti, rhotomicro-
J. AHerbuch and H.T. Hahn, steel. Velocities Tens. , st3tic \'S. i~:)act C'n cr~~~·. '~raphs of inpact
J. of Compo ~laterials, Vol. 10, from 15.2 to residual stren~th. ,br::l:"ed
July 1976. 274.3 m/sec (50 cross-sections.
to 900 fps).
TABLE I. - Continued
Documents
Experimental
Ref. Title Flat,' Type Data Analysis !""ethods ~otes
38. "Impact Behavior of Graphite/ FOD (spherical Cantilever Beam, - Hodmor II/286
Epox}' Simulated Fan Blades, " projectiles) - diamond shaped Gr/Ep, fan
T.S. Cook and J.L. Preston, Jr. , 1.27 cm (0.5 in.) cross-section, blade application
Paper Submitted to the AIAA diam. gelatin and level of damage
Journal of Aircraft (Paper ice, 0.635 cm determined.
Xo. 77-365) • (0.25 in. ) diam.
steel)
39. t1}iai.:erial Variables Affecting FOD 1.27 cm Cantilever beam, Xone Several Gr, Boron,
the Impact Resistanee of (;raph- (0.5 in. ) tliam. diamond shape, S-glass, and
ite and Boron Composites, " gelatin pro- (+45/0/+45) Kevlar 49 fibers
R.C. Novak, AF:U.-TR-74-l96, j ectiles, veloc- ply orientation. in polysulfone
June 1975. ities from Tens. static, and epoxy matrix.
30.5 to 274.3 m/ bending, charpy Fan blade.
sec (loa to and ballistic
900 fps) impact tests.
40. "A Scannin~; Electron :Ucro- :~otch Xotched and Xone Rigidite 5206
scopic Study of Hybrid Com- unnotched ch.upv Gr/Ep, hybrids ,,'ith
posite Impact Response, " specimens, lIni- glass, Kevlar 49
D.L Ad ar,ls, ./. of. !'Iaterials directional and and nylon fibers.
Science, \'01. la, (0/:=.45/90) ~acrophotographs
!Jp. 1591-1602, 1975. orientations. of fai111r,' zones
Instrumented provided.
impact test~.
41. "Dynamic Response of ,\nisu- Impact :~one :10<1411 response -
tropic l.ar.1inated Plates unLleT solution, Hertz
Initial ~) tress to Impact of a contact force.
Hass, " C.T. Sun and
S. Chattopadhyay, Anll.-n:-
74-258, Harch 1976.
.'
Documents
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42. "Lar~e Area Composite Structure
Repair," .\.1. SCOl~ and R.\{. Kiger,
AFFDL-TR-77-5, First Interim
Report, }lay 1977, Xorthrop Corp.
43. "Large Area COr.lposite Structure
Repair," R.H. Kiger and
S.H. Hyhre, AFFDL-TR-77-l2l,
Second Interir.l Report,
Xovember 1977, Northrop Corp.
44. "Advanced Development of Con-
ceptual Hardware Horizontal
Stabilizer," (~rumr.tan Aerospace
Corp •• Af}lL contract.
n.m: Type
::one
Xone
Voids 1. 27
x 1.27 cm (0.5
x 0.5 in). Spread
tows less than
0.635 cm (0.25 in.).
Gap 7.6 cm
(3 in.) long.
Scratch (2-ply
deep). Fillet
radius void
0.127 cm x 20.3 cn
(0.05 x 8 in.).
Fiber breakout
(drillinr-), and
thick bondline.
Experimental
Data
Lar joint5 and
scarf joint5 in
monolithic and
sand\dch panels.
Tens. static,
exposed to fuel,
moisture, and
hydraulic fluid
at rOOM temn.
and l100C (~fi50F).
Fla\·:s incor!'o-
rated in test
elements of
stabilizer torque
box.
Failure loads
shOl,'n to exc eed
design ultinate
load.
Analysis :Iethods
Bonded joint de-
sign lIsing rela-
tive ad herend
stiffness of
each ply.
::one
::otes
I Prinarily reportsI development of
repair r.lethods
rathpr than
effect of defects
,\S/3501-5 and
Gr-Boron Hyhrid
'\
o.
TABLE I. - Concluded
DOl:uments
[xpprinental
Rei. Titl~ Flm: Type nata Analysis :Iethods ~otes
~S. "}lac roscopic Fracture ~Iechanics of lIoles 0.15 to 7.6 cr.: [0/+45J Analytical model Graphite/ epoxy
Advanced Conposite ::a terials, " (0.06 tl~ J.n in) - 2s based linearon
:I.E. l{addoups, J.R. Eisenmann, and diam. slots elastic fracture
B.Eo Kaminski, Journal of Cor-posit!.' mechanics applied
:laterials, \'01 5, 1971, to holes & slcts.
pp. 446-'='5!t •
~6. "Fatigue Characteristics of Holes 0.635 C:l. [0/2:~5)sJ 3 :\armco 5209Graphite/Epoxy Laminates l"nder (0.25 o in.) diaM. and AS/350l-6
Co~pression Loading, " compression Graphite/Epoxy
:1.5. Rosenfeld and S.L. Huang, fatir.ue S-:\
AL\A J. Aircraft, \'01. 15, :\0. 5, data
~Iay 1978.
-
~7. "SoMe Ooservations on Fracture Scratches Xone Analytical model Graphite/Epoxy
iJeha\'ior of Advanced Fiber- based on net
Reinforced Laninates, " Senut:>ck;"j, section strength
1;.1'. , Proceedings of tht:> 12th including bending
Annual :!cetint: of the Society of effects.
En};ineerin~' Science, rniversity
of Te::as at Austin Press" 1975,
P:~ . 62.:·-63~ •
,,
TABLE II. - RESIDUAL STRENGTH OF GRAPHITE/EPOXY LAMINATES WITH FLAWS (From Ref. 1)
% of tinflawed % of Unflawed
StrenRth (Tension) Strength (Compression)
Flaw Size (3)
Laminate (1)
2 LT T(4) C(5) 2 LT T(4) LT C(5)Flaw Type Type Static 2 LT Static 2
Through Slots 450 A 53 - - - - -
0.9525 em (0.370 in), 90
0 A 44 _.
- - - -
450 B 51
- - -
- -
900 B 47 - - - - -
Surface Scratch, 2.54 cm (1.0 in), 3-p1y A 69 69 69 103 92 100
Center B 55 63 ·62 103 90 942.54 cm (1.0 in), 6-p1y B 50 53 54 . 88 84 81
Fastener Holes, (2) Two 0.476 cm (3/16 in) A 48 49 51 82 75 79
Countersunk Two 0.476 cm (3/16 in) B 52 56 58 91 83 81
Two 0.635 cm (1/4") B 53 55 - 94 - 86
Surface Scratch, 2.54 cm (1.0 in), 3-p1y B 53 58 59 104 96 96
Edge 1.27 cm (0.5 in), 3-p1y B 64 70 67 100 93 94
Low Pressure 206.8kPa (30 psi) A 110 112 98 88 78 93
Cure 206.8kPa (30 psi) B 97 102 99 88 85 73
344.65kPa (50 psi) B 101 94 106 106 104 99
Edge Delamination 1.524 cm (0.6 in), radius A 91 103
-
81
-
101
B 99 107 - 91 - 98
0.762 cm (0.3 in) radius A 95 106 - 92 - 101
NOTES: Material AS/3501-5 Graphite/Epoxy (Room temperature, Wet)
Cure Condition: 1270 C (350F) for 30 minutes at 689.3K Pa (100 psi) pressure (Postcured 1880 C (370F) for 4 hours)
(1) Laminate Types: A- 16-p1y (02, ±45, O2 90, O)s
B- 16-p1y (0, ±45, '90)2s
(2) Test runs with fasteners installed.
(3) All specimens 5.1 cm (2 inches) wide.
(4) 2 LT T a 2 lifetimes of tension dominated fatigue, F-5E wing.
(5) 2 LT C a' 2 lifetimes of compression dominated fatigue, F-5E wing.
"
TABLE III. SUMMARY OF AIRLINE DAMAGE EXPERIENCE
!,
~'lnl;; likins
''':ing stiC!encr
elements
Defect Type
Cracks
Corrosl..>n
effects
lr.!pact
dar.:ase
Cracks
Probable Cause
of OaJjage
Fatigue
Stress
corrosio:'l
Tire treads
Cround
equipment
Fatigue
Stress
Corrosion
Typ ieal Defee t
Siz..: 1.:::1. tin.)
1.17 - 3.8
(0.5-11.5)
0.15 - 41
(0.06-16)
1.5~ - 12.7
(1-5)
~.54 - 7.6
(1-3)
-1.2:-1.3':'
(0.5-1)
:.5:' (1) dia.
7.6- 152
(3-60)
0.635 - 30.5
(l/4-1:!)
i.6 x 15"~
(3 x 6)
:lin~s S.l (2)
deep
t::plcal Location of
Defect on Component
to",-er Skin
Spar areas; fear
spar
I..o....·er sk.in around
access holes
I.o\o-cr skin
. [d~es I around
(asteMfS
lo"'-cr skin, fvd.
edge
r-~'?er and lo"'"e r
sUns
Lower skin
to",-er skin
l.o",·er sk in
~!a.intenance
Action ~eCiulrec
~fa.lnt. base - std. repair
or En~r. disposi tlon
:-Ialot. basI! - En~r.
dlsposl ticn
~talnt. base - std. repair
~lalnt. base - std. repair
or [."1gr. disposition.
tint!' stat len C'r
nt!'~l1~tbl-..
,.taint. base - Ens:r •
d1s?oslt1on
"!alot. base - std. rll!palr
~:alntenance base repairs:
70"· s td. repai rs. 30~;
En~r. disposi tioned
repairs
~taint. base - :Hd. repair
or Enl=r. disposition
~taint. base - [ngr.
disposi tion
\"aries fror.: negligible
to line station repair
to r.taint. base rerairs
Line statlon repairs.
also maint. base repairs.
both std. and [ngr.
dispositioned
Airline Code,
Retlarks &
c
J.
E (Fairly infrequent);
\.. • ('l Slzes given,
H (large do;!fecU -
infrequent occurrence)
E (Fairly low
frec;uenc;.")
Corrosion
eCfects
Fatigue
~l1cro-organisms
5.1 - 10.1 ~t~lnger5
(1-4)
~.5~ - l~. 7 Stringers
(1-5)
Z.54
-
7.6 Stringers.
0-3) lo","er skin
5.1 (1) typo Radii
0.635 - 7.6 Spars. webs
(1/4-3)
Fuel tanks
Haint. base - std. repair
~1aint. base - std. repair C
~taintenance base rerairs:
70~. std. repairs, 30~
[ngr. disposl tioned
repairs
Line station or oaint.
base repairs
Stress
corrosion
Surface area ~~in t" baBe - Engr. repai r B (infrequent)
-V1o
TABLE III. - Continued
Defect Type
l'r",'ha~l~ c,J.U:i1.! 0:"
iJa:::.lg,-'
'rypiCi11 Deicct
~iz,,· .':n llll. 1
'~":rlc31 l.ocatio:.l of
Oe({'ct on Co~pone!'lt
~talntcnan.:~
Ac tion F:eq uired
Al rline Code.
Re:narks &.
~·~b,.; l ...·;JJia;~
c,~ ): ....~
:~.9 l': 30.5
(9 x l~) .
teoa.1 for. cdgC's ~:alnt. bas,' - st~. repair,
aecas. 11n('o st3tion
r. (occurr~nce in
~.o<.lerate freq.)
5.1 x 1:.;-
(: x 5)
t.<>aJln~ cJ~e ~!a.lnt. Lils ..• - std. repair
~. 5.. - l~.;
(1-5)
Leadlnr, (Odee ~ la ts Line station rerair D
~.5':' - 1~.-:
(1-;)
X~hUp,ibl~ ,-'r l1n~ sta,
r ...·;l.t1r
C (erosion Major cause)
Une repair; maint. base C
std. and En~r. repair
H
A
A
A
F
F
G
D
E
D
Part replacement
Line Itation repair;
replace part
~taint. base - std. rcralr
Maint. base - std. and
Engr. repai r
Line repair
Line repair
Line repair; :r.aint. base
repa.ir, std. and Engr.;
part replacement
~t.3int. base - std. repair
,.taint. base - [ngr. repair
,.1ainL base - std. repair
:-taint. l·asc - I::l~gr.
repair
}taint. base - Engr. repair
:-taint. base - std. repair
L'pper inboard
area
Tra iUng edge
member
Lo",oer caps oC
trailing edge
Panel center
Trailin~ edge
Member
Spoiler alon& wings
attach fitting
Trailing edge Claps.
leading edge slats
FlY-cd lcadln~ cdr.e
around access
Joors
TraiUng edge
member
Trailing edge
member
40.6 x .. o.()
(16 x 16) t'·'p.
j.l C:) ltyi',)
i.O (~-3!4)
t~·p.
l':-n :""l J
7.6 - 10.2
(3-4)
2.54 - 17.8
(1-7)
,
25.81 1.'0- -
2580 '::0 2
(4 in~-
400 in:!)
2.5.. - 12.7
(1-5)
2.5.. - 11.i
(1-5)
7.6 - 76.~
(3-30)
'.. ll' ~. ' ;
Variable
::.9 - V:-.5
(9-lZl
10.2 - 15.~
(4-6)
r.':"ll'r .•
1'.:1t1.;I1..·
nishCl:1Js Fa:..;,;I.l\.'
~ln;..; trail in~ Cracp;.s Po..,r, h:)I\Ji ni:.
edt; ..·:; l,:~c..:ssh·~
rl:dl!lt·:
of cIJrc
Inp.:lct
Fati~ue
Fatlgu~
Delamina tions. Poor bondlns,
disbands
Imract.
corrosion,
11gh toing,
....ear
Fatigue
Impact (tire
recaps) • wear
Tin." impact
Impact,
lightning
Wing control Cracks Fa ti!tue.
surfaces corrosion
Fatigue
Fretting Fatigue
I,
TABLE III. - Continued
....·1:1.: ":0ntrl.>]
surt.:J.:- ...·s
ll",lllt .. )
!h: f ...·1o: l 1:0;'1..
I~;"l~·t Jil~I-"; ..•
Dt!'la:o.inati,,}:\s.
disbo:lJs
"r,,:q!,lo! (:01 US ",' (1~'
D.:r:an ..•
i!a' ~ (f":- .I(,··~:.
':~:~:.,.. .:t~1 ,)':":':'
T::pl{";tl !:k':-i'r[
:' ii', ,';:: lin. I
...J 0_ x 15.:
(I,): (,) tyro.
tp tn Y)" ('I;'
aTC' ...
11.': (:.) ..!la.
t::ro·
j·..~f".1.1 I.ocatlon 0:'
ne'Cect O~ Col':'ljlO:'lr:c::t
'"raill!':.' ('Gt:c i101:",
lC'[lc{:l:; ....J!-'C's
Tralling edge area!"
~~a!:'l t~:1a:h·..·
:u:tiIJ:t F~r.ulrl!c
~:a!nt. :,.1.s...• - ;o;tJ. r~jlalr;
lin~ stat;,o:l
::e~l1~~:':'.:': ~~~'"... To!:,alr;
~alnt. ::ws.... :'"~:·.d.r -
stc:!. 3:'1.C !:ngT.
~~aint. :>as..· - ... td. r ..··'air;
Interir.: lin, rt?:,airs
.-\1rline Code
'!te:-:arks &
11
:.5~ - :0.3 5;-10
(1-8)
~:alnt. ;,,3:....• - st.! .•'!'
Engr. r.:l?ai r.
Extcnsi\'~
,:j,c "'r.:2 -
~),..,(l ~r.:':
(~ In: -
~00 10:)
l"i'i'cr and lO\o.'t"T
s~in,.;
Rando~ ~!.3int. bas~ - E~gr. T";i'air 1 r
I
t
.....
V1
.....
Wing sub-
structure
Corrosion
effects
Cracks
Poor i.lctory hCIOJ
Imract
Ir.l?act (tir.~_;);
""ear; corrOz~o:l
Fatigue
'·ariable
i.6-10.:
(J-~) dl••
5.1 - 15.~
(:-6)
30.5 (l~) tyro
311.5 (12) typo
5.1 - 15.:
(1-6)
3.8 - 7.6
0-1/: - 3)
5.1 - 15.2
(1-6)
:.5.. - 7.6
0-3)
0.635 - :0.3
0/ .. - s)
!rallinh edge flaps
Flaps
Panel center
Panel ~entt"r
Flaps
Flange radii
Sp.:lrs. rib
S!'ar lo...·er chore!
Part replace;';\!:lt
X~gligib1e: l1n~ rc!r.1irs:
naint. base stc. r",pairs
Line repairs: :::ai:lt. bas~
s td. repairs
Line repairs; r.taint. base
std. arod Engr. repairs
Xe~1igtb1e; line repa! u;
:nain t. base s tc!. and
Engr. re;>al rs
Lino! repairs: naint. base
std. aad [ngr. rc!pairs
Line repairs; :::aint. base
:J td. repai r
~talnt. ha.se - std. repair
~~l~ntenance has"" rejl.:iir.
3"':· std. repal:"s. ;or:
r.nr,r. dlspositlo:\~d
repairs
H
G
E (:,odo.?rate
fro!c;u~:~c:.. )
-VIN
TABLE III. - Continued
Probable Cause of Typical Defect Typical Location of ~ta In tenanc: e Airline Code
Component Type Defect Type Damage She em (1n.) Defect on Component Action Required Remarks &
Wing 5ub- Cracks Fatigue and Maint. base - std. and C
structure (cont.) corrosion Engr. repair
(cant.)
Corrosion Coating Surface Maint. base - Engr. repair B
breakdown
Wing fairings Cracks Fatigue, Xegliglble; line repair; C
corrosion maint. base repairs - std.
and Engr.
Impact 5.1 - 30.5 Maint. base - std. repair D
(2-12)
Aerodynamic Up to 1,5 Maint. base - std. repair H
vibration loads meters or part replacement
(5 feet)
0.16 - 2.54 Skin Negligible. Repair not I
(1/16 - 1) required
Delam.lnatlons, Corrosion l:egligible; line repairs; C
disbands maint. base - std. and
Engr. repa! rs
Impact 5.1 - 30.5 Maint. base - std. repair D
(2-12)
Aerodynamic Up to 3.65 Maint. base - ltd. repair H
vibration loads meters or part replacement
(12 feet)
Wear; Fastener Design problems Negligible; line repair; C
hole maint. base - std. and
elongation Engr. repairs
Wear Vibration 0.16 - 2.54 Skin Negligible. Repair not I
(1/16 - 1) required
Impact Tire 22.9 x 61,0 tILe hinge strut Maint. base - std. repair A
(9 x 24) door
Wing - fuselage Cracks Corrosion effects Varies Attachment holes tine repair. Maint. base Jjoint inltating fas- std. repair
tener peel.
Wear.
Fatigue, 2.54 - 20.3 Drag angle upper ~laint. base - std. repair K
resulting from (1-8) wing; fuselage -
poor design to wing center
Corrosion 5.1 - 15.2 Fuselage j oln t ~laint. base - Engl'. repair D
effects (2-6)
Stress corrosion Attach TEE Maint. base - Engl'. repair B
or part replacement
Wing, Hinge Wear 61.0 (24) Hinges Maint. base - engr. repair D
and ac tuator length
joints
Horizontal Cracks Fatigue, stress 0.15 - 40.6 Maint. base - std. and C
stabilIzer corrosion; (0.06-16) Engr. repairs
altins impact
Fatigue 2.54 - 12.7 Spar skin area Maint. base - std. repair D
(1-5)
'\ ,I
TABLE III. - Continued
;:•.1r1 zontal
stabll izer
skins (ctJ:1l.)
Def~ct 'iype
I::':;'3Ct 03:7'.a .,; ..
(pun ..:turd
rr,"';-,ahl~ Cau:-,c (l:"
Da::la&t~
::I.C stn;.:t cOl.'r
lost In :·l1-.;;lt
1\·t'lcal De:"cct
S·i~ ..· ,"71 (in.'
T·.'?lcal t.ocatlo~ 0:
~fect on Co::::",,:-:.cnt
I:..'r iz"::ta:
";[..J.~ilfzcr ....':,,;\::r
~ur;·.I ... e
~~alnt~;1a:l..:e
Actl"r: Rer.ulr~";'
.Ur:lne. Code
~~ari;.s .&
A
ll..'riz<>ntal
stablliur
st!ffe:1cr
ell;;'!::Ients
Cral."~S Strain
ciJrr"s!"n
ratigu,," 3.1 - It').:
(~-~)
L:; - :.5':-
IQ.5-1)
Strln&~rs
Stl!ienC'rs
St1ffe~~r~
~~ln to base
-
std. an~ C
En):r. repair
~:.:J.lnt. ~ase
-
std. r~J"lalr
j Disbom!s Fatigue
! Horizontal Ir.lpact danag~'
stabilizer (cracks.
leading edges dents.
pun..:tures)
Hail; soale
LHlS;1I1,!
Bird inpact
\o,"ear
Rain. sand
Horizontal Cracks Fa tigue
stabUizer
trailing
edges
Impact
Corrosion
effects
Delaminatlons,
disbands
5.1 - IQ.~
(:-~)
~~.9 x J".:)
('I x I:)
;:.5 ..
-
I~. ;
(1-5)
~. j.~
- ~O. 3
(1-8)
'!.j":'
-
10 • .!
(I-~)
:!.j~
-
~O.J
(1-8)
:::.54 - l:!.i
(1-5)
7.6 x:!.:;"
(3 x 1) typo
:::.54 - 25.4
(1-10)
1.27 - ~.54
(1/~ - 1)
5.1 - 15.2
(2-6)
Strin~er$
Leadin:-:, ~d&~
I....·adlni: edce :-;i\.ins
Panel "decs
l.eaJlnc edec
Trailing edge
Btl ffenen
Inboard closure
rib, aft end
Panel edges and
center
Trailing edges
Trailing edges
~~lnt. bas~ - stc. r ..'?~lir
~:alnt. !,aso.! - litd. r ..·pair:
o.:cas lanaI 11ne ret'31 r
Une r'-'!piJ,lr
Xegliglble; !.i:~c repair:
maint. base stt!. repairs
~talnt. base - std. repair
trh"eteJ, ~lul"1:)
~gli&lble; line rl!rair;
maint. base - std. repairs
:-talnt:. ba"c. Engr. reratr
or part _replacE'ment
Line repairs
:-talnt. base - std. repair
~egl1g1ble; line repair;
maint. base - std. repair
:-taint. base - std. repair
:-taint. base - Engr. repair
I: (:::o.:!erately
ffl'ljl!ent occurrence)
D
Co
Co
B (continuous
rroble:n)
D
A
c
(roodoerate frequency)
.....
I..n
w
Horizontal
stabilizer
control
surfaces
Cracks.
punctures
Cracks
Impact damage
Ughtn1ng
Fatigue;
corrosion
Irnpact
Ground equipment
Ground e<;,uipment
5.1 x 15.2
(2 x 6)
2.54 - 50.8
(1-20)
5.1 ~ ~1.7
(~ x 5)
Trailing edge
Edges
Elevator trailing
edge
~1aint. base - Engr. repa ir
Line repairs; maint. base
ltd and £ngr. repairs
~egUgible; line repairs:
maint. base - std. repairs
~egl1l;ible; line repair:
maint. bas ... std and Engr.
repaiu •
~taint. base - std. repair
c
c
A
.- TABLE III. ContinuedV1 -
-l::'-
l'['ob.1bl~ Caus.:> of l'y?lcal Ocoi~..:t Tyrical tocDotlo:1. of :·:aL'l~:-.arh·~ ,ud in~ CJdco,
Comp",n"nt Iypt: D~i ...·"t TYlh. 001:::.80 .... :';l7.\.' ,"m. tin.) DeLC'Cl 0:1 r.o~!"ont.·nt ,\ctioa R\.!Cjuire,j R..·:-:arks &
Hor izont31 l:::';'~Ht Ja.-::.:1~~~ t:roJunJ \":\1 Ip::tcr. t 1:.7 x 17.~ rh'vntor ur!, ...~r skin ~~ab t. bast:' - [n~r. r,,:pair
"scahil1zer (c\.lnt.) (..:oat.) C> x ;)
('!Jolr",l
surfaces DE'lsr:')irl."ltlo:1s, Poor i;1C' tt,ry ~:.9 C'r.~: - ~·~lr.t • bas\.! - l:nl~r • r-:palr
(c~...nt. ) dlsbClnds bClllJs :5.5 ~~::
corrosion (:! 10- - 4 tn2)
10.2 (.\) dia. Trailing edges fulnt. base - std. repair (MOderate f rl!quC'nc~')
~talnt. base - std. and
Engr. repa! rs
5.1 - 15.2 All area,;
(2-6)
2.54 - 50.8 Edges ~cgUglblt·: line rcrain: G
0-20) maine. bas..' std. repal rs
5.1 - 15.2 Itonc;.rcomb area Mainl. base - std. repair D
(.2-6)
Horizontal Cracks Fatigue 3.8 - 7.6 Flange radii !-taint. basc - titd. rcpair t: (r:lOdcra te frequency)
stabUizer (1-112 - 3)
eub-s true ture
S.l - 12.7 Spars 0
(2-5)
Fatigue; corro- !-taint. base - std. and
sian (general Engr. repai rs
corrosion
effects)
Stress corrosion 3.8-7.6 Spars !-taint. base - [ngr. repair
(1-1/2 - 3)
Horizontal Fatigue; Negligible; line repairs; C
stabilizer corrosion maint. base std. and Engr.
fairings repairs •
Impact 7.6 x 30.5 All areas Maint. base - std. repair 0
(3 x 12)
Oelaminations. Wear; lightning; Negligible; line repairs; C
disbonds corrosion maint. base std. and Engr.
repairs
Poor factory Lower face. upper Part replacement H
bond traUlng edge panel
Wear Leading and trail- ~taint. base - std. repair K
ing edges
Horizontal Cracks Corrosion Attachment holes Un. repairs; maint. base J
stabilizer - std. repairs
fuselage Wear Attachment holes
joint
Corrosion Condensation 5.1 - l5.:! Bolted joint area !-taint. base - std. repair 0
effects (2-6)
Elongated Wear Un. rcpair; maint. base -
holes std. repair ; part
replacement
't
TABLE III. - Continued
i1"rl;:.ontal
scahill;:...:r -
hlng~
actuator
joints
\'ertlcal
st<lbllizer -
skins
Ul:'Icct Type
",-'ar
Cracks; elon-
~at~J hch's
Cracks
PrlJbab l~ Cause 0:"
IJar-.agl:'
:~car
ratll;uC; str\.'ss
corrosion
Fati:;uc; Ir.:pact
TYi,! ...·al D"fcct
slz ...· ,'::1 (ill.)
0.15 - ~0.6
(0.0(,-15)
5.1 - 15.:
(:-6)
1.54 - 7.6
(1-3)
~.3" - ~Q. J
(1-8)
T\'r£' Loc3tlon o~·
Defect on CO:!lponc:lt
Entire !!lUn area
Center
~1alntc"'nanc~
Act!,;)n Required
!'taint. base - Engr. repair
Un~ repairs; !!laint. base
std. repairs
~1alnt. base - std. or
Engr. rc"'palr
~!alnt. base - std. repair
I.1ne repair: r.1.aint. base
std. repair
Airline Code.
Re:nakrs .&:
o
D (occurs ver:-' sc"'ldor.:)
11: (stlf(nes~/frt,·CH:~!h·\·
probleT:) '.
G
\'ertical
stabilizer -
stiffener
elements
Vertical
stabilizer -
leading
edges
Vertical
stabilizer -
traillng
edges
Cracks
Cracks
Wear
Cracks
Fa tigut';
corrosIlJn
Fatigue
Fati&u..~
Impact
Impact (bird
strike)
Rain/sand
Erosion
FatiGue
5.1 - 15.: Sti :fencrs
(:-6)
1.5~ - ,').1 I.ead ing cJge
(1-:)
2.54 - ~0.3 Leading edge
(1-8)
:.5~ - 10.: Leading edge
(1-4)
~ose
2.54 - 20.3 Leading edges
(1-8)
2.54 - 10.2 Trailing edge
(1-4)
~laint. base - std. or
Engr. repair
~taint. base - std. repair
line rl,!pair
~;egligible; line repair
~taint. base - std. repair
:-taint. base - [ngr. repair;
part replacement
~egligible; line repair
Maint. base - std. repair
G
D (occurs very seldom)
D (occurs ver~' seldom)
G
K (flush. ri\'eteJ
patch)
G
o
Vertical
stabilizer -
control
surfaces
Cracks
Corrosion
effects
Impac t damage
Delaminations,
disbands
Fa tigue;
corrosion
Impact; fatigue
Cround equipment
Corrosion
2.54 - 25.4
(1-10)
10.2 (4) dla.
5.1 - :5.4
(1-10)
Center area,
rudder
TralUnf; ed~~s
Hone)'cotm
Un. repair; maint. base C
std. and [ngr. repair
Line repair; maint. base G
std. repair
Negllglble; line repair. C
maint. base std. and
[ngr. repa! r
~egUglb1.: line repair. C
maint. base std. and
Engr. repair
:-taint. base - std. repair (moderate frequency)
~aint. base - std. and C
Engr. repairs
Maint. base - std. repair 0
.....
V1
'"
TABLE III. - Continued
Probable Cause of Typical Defect Typical Location of l'taintenance Airline Code,
Con\lonen t Type Defect Type Damge Siz~ em (in.) Defect on Component Action Required Remarks Lt.
Vertical Delaminatlens, Corrosion (cont.) 5.1 - 15.~ All areas Maint. base - std. and B
stabilizer - disbands (2-6) [ngr. repairs
control (cont. )
surf ac~s
(cont.)
\'er tical Cracks Fa tigue 3.8 - 7.6 Flange radii Maint. base - std. repair E (}Ioderate frequenc~')
stabilizer - (l-1/~- 3)
sub-s tructure
5.1 - 15.~ Spars Maint. base - std. repair 0 (very seldom)
(~-6)
15.2 (6) typo Ribs, doublers ~talnt. base - [ngr. repair B
Corrosion; Maint. base - std. and C
fatigue [ogre repair
\Oertical Crac:~s Fatigue; ~egl1~lble; line repair; C
stabilizer - corrosion maint. base - std and
fairings Eogr. repairs
Fatigue 10.2 - 30.5 Trailing edge I <op l-:aint. base - Engr. repair B
(4-12) (Part rebuilt)
Wear 5.1 - ~5.4 Entire area Une repair 0
(2-10)
Wear, elon- Poor design ~egl1gib1e; line repair; C
gated maint. base - std. and
f as tener holes Engr. repair
Delamina tions I Corrosion ~egl1gib1e; line repair; C
disbonds maint. base - std and
Engr. repairs
Fa tigue 1D.~ - 30.5 Trailing edge, top !'taint. base - Engr. repair B
(4-12)
Corrosion ~egligib1e; line repairs; C
effects maint. base - std. and
Engr. repairs •
Ver tical Corrosion Joint l'taint. base - std. repai r 0
stabilizer -
fuselage Cracks Fatigue 10.2 (4) Radius 0 f attach Maint. base - Engr. repair B (minor problem)
joint angle
Vertical Cracks Fatigue 5.1 - 15.2 Fittings Maint. base - std. repair 0
stabilizer - (2-6)
hinge
actuator
joints
Fuselage Impact Cround equipment Around doors Line repair; maint. base J
skins std. and Engr. repairs
10.2 x 30.5 Ext~rior Main t. base - Er.gr. E (low frequency)
(4 x 12) repair; oecas. line
5 tation repair
5.1 - 61.0 Xear doors Line repai r; maint. base 0
(2-~4) std. repairs
'! 'I
TABLE III. - Continued
Probable Cause of Typical Defect T~"plc81 Location of Na,lntenance Airline Code,
Componen t Type Det ec t T)'pe Damage Size em (1n.) Defect on Companen t Actior. Required Remarks .1l.
Fuselage Impact Ground equipment 2.54 - 17.8 Below cabin floors Xegl1g1ble; line repair; G
skins (cant. ) (cont.) (CO:lt. ) (1-7) o.alnt. base
-
std. repair
(occas. un to
91.4) n~)
5.1 - 190.5 RH lower arca, }lalnt. base - £ogr. repair (frequent)
(2-75) car~o. service· areas
0.159 - 10.: All skin areas SO~ line rera lrs; 30~
(1/16 - 4) malntcnanc~ ha::>I..' stll.
reral rs
Corros Ion 1:.:lt t -r, fluids 7.6 - l'i. 2 Filyt~ !'>lIrf.'lCt~s ~L,lnt. bas,"'
-
stJ. fl'rair J: U",lrl\" hll;h
effects cul1('clin,: (] x 6) (rc'lu.... nc\')
Around JonfS I.lllt' r..'palr:ol: mo11nt. h;tSt~
std. and [ogre rqlalrs
~.I - 1.1.0 )ii If-',": I.ilw r"'1
'
011r; malnt. b.1S"· Il
(2-2/1) std. repair
:!.54 - Ii .8 1k-20...• ,,'abin floor :\('J~U~fhl('; 11m' rep"i r; Co(1-1) maint. hnsc std. rep;]! r
2.J4 - ::0.'1 "'11:'" ~L:t Int. b;lHl' h\,~r. n'pair (fr,'qll,,'':]t)
(1-8)
I..lp He8ms Unl.' n'palr
C1ntl.·r~r.anul':&r
l"orrosion)
Cracks Fati.;u,,· ~.~4
- 211.: Sides.: aveNin,; area ~taint~ base ,- J-:ngr. rl'pair I: (rnr.,. rl.·s~1 2 t:;
(1-4) from har\1 1;,mdings)
0.159
-
20.2 All IOkln .lh'i.IS ::SO:. 11n..: rel'·lir~. J~ .• U1.lin-
(1/16- .o) tcnancc h.IS ...·, std. rCjl •.drs
Corrosion l..ower lobe Maint. bas",
-
std. rel'air K (poor drainage)
(moisture, . fluids)
Corrosion Along stringer I.im· repairs II
(lntergranular) rivet Hne
Fuselage Cracks Fatigue 7.6 - 10.2 Flange r.3dii t-:.:J.int. base
-
std. repair E (fairl\' hiSh
frames (3-4) frequency)
5.1 - 10.2 Complete area Line repair; maint. base D
(~-4) std. repair
].8 (1-1/2) Brace at lower end ~taint. base
-
Engr. repair A
Corrosion 5.1 - 10.2 Upper and lower Line repair; maint. base D
(2-4) areas Std. repair
2.54 - ]0.5 Radl1 t-:alnt. base
-
Engr. repair G (str('ss
(1-12) (All areas on 7079 corrosion)
alloys 7:7; other
Ale 1n lavator~'
areas)
2.54
-
]0.5 Ove",'in~ Iee :-talnt. base
-
[ngr. repair B (s trass corrosion)
Cl-I~)
t-' fuselage Cracks Impact I.ine repair; mair.t. base J
U1 .tringers Std. and [ngr. repairs
'-I
Impact daDage ]0.5 (12) ~lalnt. bast! - titd. repairs: (r.1irl~· 1m.' irE'quency)
lJr.e station rcrair on
rare occasions
TABLE III. - Continued
- n --. ---,
.....
\J1
00
C"r.:pon..:nt Type Defect TYre
rro:.>ablc Cause of
Di.U!lagc
1\'p1(:41 Defpct
Sh~ em (In.)
1\""lcal LoeR-tion of
Oe(t.~ct on Co::lronent
:·'.:Il1~l.:-nanCIl?
Action r.,~quircd
.Urline CC'~l!1
Remarks &.
Fuselag"
strinsers
(cont. )
Impact ..Jar.\.3.~~~
(cont. )
Corrosion
7.6 - 30.5
(:1-12)
C:1Clr.hoisc location ~tair.t. has~ - [ngr. repair
Une r('pa1-rs; r.:.air.t. base
std. and [ogre repairs
roor insulation tprcr anJ. lo...·er
area!=l
Line r<'flairs; malnt. bas~
std. repairs
o
Cracks ratl!:,ue 5.1 - 10.:
(:-4)
Completf' .ar,"a Line [('pair; nair-t. bas,"
!ttd rep.11rs
Fusel.3.ge
bulkheads
Cracks j.1 - 15 •..!
C:-(l)
COl:'rJet~ ar~a I.1ne repair; ::laint. bas"
std. repairs
o
ratih\U.~: ir:lract
,"0 rf(~s ion
7.h - 30.5
(l-l:)
Around door~ ~blnt. base - I-:ngr. repair
Corrosion
t~!il"cts
13.~ - :iO.8
(6-:0)
LO'oo· ..'r section ='laint. ba~e - l:ngr. r ..'rair
Fuselage doors Cro1cks 3.8- 7.1.
(l-l/~- ])
Fl.:ll1&C radU ~taint. base - std. r~palr [ (r.o.irl~ low frt>quency)
5.1 - 61.0
(1-1~)
Outer (ramI:! ,', tine repair; T:l.aint. bas..,
'Std. repair
G
5.1 - ':0.3
(~-8)
Pan ~taint. base - tngr. repair
Impact Une repair; T:l.aint. base
std. repair
Impac t damage Ground handling S.1-15.~
(~-6)
Complete' area }laint. base.- std. repair;
Part replacement
o
5.1 - 61.0
(2-24)
Outer Crame line repair; maint. base -
std. repair
G
0.159 (1/16)
up to 20.3 x
20.~ (8 x 8)
area
Skin and frame 10: line repairs; 30;:
Engr. base T:l.aint. repair
Wear tine repair; maint. base -
std. repair
Corrosion
effects UncI.
cracks)
Full panel t-laint. base Engr. repair
Complete area }taint. base - Engr. and
std. repairs
FatiguecracksFloor beams
and posts
f-------f------t-------+---------
5.1 - 15.~
(2-6)
2.54- 15.1
(1-6)
l-.'eb ~taint. base - Engr. repair (mnor problem)
i Beam web line repair; maint: base -std. repair H
1 Corrosion
i
~.54 - 5.1
(1-~)
Cnder galleys at
entrance
}taint. base - std. repair
:
K (poor sealing,
galvanic action steel
fasteners to aluminum)
Wear; corro-
sion effects
2.54 - 15.2
(1-6)
i ~taint. base - [ngr. repair a (ainor problem)
, I
TABLE III. - Continued
Com;>onen t Type
Floor panels
Fuselagt!
fairings
Dehct T~'pe
I:npact
Corrosion
effects;
cracks
Delaminations.
.~ ~ Sbll:U.!:i
Impact; \.,>ear
Probable Cause of
Damage
::ormal service;
also ""ear
effects
Ground handling
:':ornal service
~aste water
leakage
:';ornal service
Corrosion
Cround vehicle
External forces
T~'pica1 Defect
Siz..: t.:r.t On.)
30.5 (12) dia.
=5.4 x 30.5
(10 x 12)
15.2 - 61.0
(6-2~)
Full pan('!
Entire part
15 •.:!-61.0
(6-2~)
:.54 - l5.Z
(1-6)
15.~ - 61.0
(6-2.)
2.54 x 15.2
(1 x 6)
~. 54 - 15.2
(1-6)
T>'plcal Location of
Defect on Cor.'lponent
Calley and lavator>'
.areas
Cargo compartment
Cabin floor support
hat
Calley arid lavatory
areas
Upper face
Entire panel
Center
Adjacent to doors
Xear galley service
door
Entire area
~~intenance
Action Required
Part replacenent
Part replacet:l.ent
~lalnt. base - 'std. repair
Part replacct'lent
Part replacement
~!aint. base - std. repair
Part replacer.lt'!:nt
Part replacement
Part replacement
Part replaceMent
XegUgible: line repair;
part· replacement
Xaint. base - std. repair;
part replacement
~[aint. base - std. repair
~laint. base - [ngr. repair
Xegl1gible; Hne repair
Airline Code
Remarks .&
E (fatr1>" high frequenc:' I
J
A
D
A
D
II
G
G
A
II
Delaminations,
dhbnnds
f- +_3_0_._5_{_1_2_)_d_l_a_._f- +_l_la_l_n_t_. base - std. repalr (fairly low frequenc;..")
Cracks
Elongated
f as tener holes
Poor land ins
Impact, fatigue
Air loads
Fatigue
15.2 - 61.0
(6-24)
25.8 en2 -
0.74 m2
(.4 in2 -
8 rt~)
2.54 - 15.2
(1-6)
Adjacent to door
Panel center
Entire area
Attach points,
supports
Entire area
:-talnt. base - std. repair;
part replacement
~taint. base - Engr. repair
:-laint. base - Engr. repair
Line repairs
XegUglble; line repair;
part replacement
~taint. base - [ngr. repair
D
F
II
G
B· (r.dnor problem)
....
a-
o
TABLE III. Continued
C"mponent Type Defect Type
Probable cause ot
Dar:lase
Typical Defect
Sil..· \.·m (in.)
Typical LocatIo" of
Defect on Ccm.ponent
~:a Ir. tenanee
Action Required
Airl1:l.e Code
Renarks &
Radornes Delaminatlans.
d i .,.".. I.~
\"3 ter i;~ ~'est ion 15. ~ .. 61.0
(6-~")
Entire area ~!aint. base" std. repair;
part replacement
D
1r.Ipact 2.54 - 17.8
(1-7)
Center ~egligible; part
rerlacement
c
~Ioisture 15.2 (6) ::ose ~talnt. base - Engr. repair
lmpac t danahe 15.2 - 61.0
(6-24)
Entire area ~talnt. base .. std. r~pair;
rart rcplacel':l.ent
.._--_._-_..- --------j
Xegl1gible; part I' Co
replacement
::esligible; part
rer1ace:nent
Center
Center
~. 5~ - 17.8
(1-7)
:::.5.. - 17.S
(1-7)
110111, bird strike
U&htnin~
Cracks Hail I moisture ~1aint. base - std. repair
Engine
cowling,
support
structure
Cracks H~at 25.8 em2 -
O. 7.. ~:
(4 in- -
8 ft2)
Center of panel ~1aint. base - [ngr. repair
IO.:! .. 15.2
(4-6)
Back-up structure 1 Maine. base - [ngr. repair
Impact, wear Une repair; maint. base -
std. repair
Fatigue 5.1 - 30.5
(2-12)
Comple te area line repair; maine. base -
std. repair
D
7.6 (3) ! ~ose cowl aft
t bulkhead stiffeners
!-talnt. base - std. repair A
Engine
cowling,
support
structure
Impact
Ground vehicle
5.1 - 30.5
(2-12)
35.6 (14) Tear
Complete area
Outer skin
Line repair, maint. base
scd. repair
~falnt. base - std. repair
D
A
I Hangar collision 91.~ (36) Center engine nose
cowl lip
l'1alnt. base - Engr. repair A
Disbor:rls Heat 25.8 em2 -
0.74 m2
(4 ln2 -
8 ft 2)
Center of panel Maine. base - Engr. repair F
Wear Interference with
eng! ne components
Line repair H
Elongated
fastener holes
Fatigue ~int. base - [ogre repair
Landing gear Cracks Corrosion !'taint. base - [ngr. rep:lir
llydrC'r('n
p.nhrlttlf'T!lE'nt
2.54 (1) ~tain landing gear
Fatigue 5.1 - 30.5
(2-12)
Doors Line repair; rr:aint. base
s td. repair
D
....
0\
....
TABLE III. - Concluded
Probable Cause of Typical Defect Typical Location of Haintenance Airline Code,
Component Type Defect Type Damage Size cm (in.) Defect on Component Action Required Remarks &
Landing gear Corrosion MLG logic pivot pin - Maint. base - Engr. repair A
(cont. ) effects entire part
1.27 - 10.2 Trunnion and struts Maint. base - Engr. repair B
(1/2-4)
Delamination 5.1 - 30.5 Doors Line repair; rnaint. base - D
(2-12) std. repair
""ear Maint. base- Engr. repair J
Elongated i 1. 27 - 10.2 Trunnion and struts Haint. base - Engr. repair Bfas tener
!
(1/2-4)
holes
i
,
Pylon Cracks \,'ear Skin Line repair; maint. base : J
std. and Engr. repairs I,
I
Fatigue 5.1 - 30.5 Skin and stringers Line repair; maint. base , D
(2-12) std. repair \
5.1 - 50.8 I{ing pylon glove ~laint. base - std. repair; I Ai! , (2-20) fairing
!
1.27 - 5.1 Spar Maint. base Engr. repair; B
i (1/2 - 2) part replacement
I 3.8 - 7.6 Lower spar web Une repair H
I (1-1/2 - 3)
I 2.54 - 20.3 Af t engine mount Line repair H
(1-8) support rib
Delamination i Heat 90% of area lUng pylon trailing ~~int. base - std. repair A
edge fairing
I,ear lUnd 2.54 - 12.7 Access door leading Maint. base - std. repair A
(1-5) edge
Elongated Wear Skins Line repair: rnaint. base J
fastener std. and Engr. repair
holes
~ Participating airlines were randomly coded by the letters A through K
.....
0'\
N
TABLE IV. SUMMARY OF AIRLINE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR PROCEDURES
Airline Responses &.
Questions
3) Impact: 80% 3) Disbands:
line, \'isual 0:: line.
CoIn tap
2) Delamina-
tions: :0:':
line
3) Disbonds:
10: Une
1) Cracks:
30;' line
1) Cracks:
30% line. XDI,
Some \'1l1ual
3) Disbonds:
10~ line. '
\'isual. XDI
3) Impact: :S~~
line, \'isual
1) CUl:ks:
15~; line.
\'isual. XCI
3) Impact:
SO:: line.
\'isual
1) Cral:ks:
0::: line.
Visual
1) Cracks: :!:O:
line. Visual
XCI
3) Impact:
iO~ line.
\'isual
3) \o,'eu;
S~ line
1) Cracks:
:0: line
3) Impact:
90% line.
Visual
1) Cracks:
10i, line.
Visual. NDt
.) ('Ii all
d..,iects at
line:
.25.: at tr,ainte-I-----+----_j~-----+-----_+------+-----_j-----_t
nance base. .2) Delamlna- 2) Dhbonds: :) Delamina- :) Delamina- 2) Delar.lina- ::) Deolamina-
93:, of detl?c- tions: lOt 2'.: line tions: :!O~ tions; 0:: tions. dh- tions: :O~
tions are line, Visual line, \'!sual line. Visual bOnds: 10~; line. \'bual
visual; ~"DI line, \'1&ual
5~, xnt
3) lr:lpact: 90~
line. \'lsua1
2) Oelamlna-
tions. dis-
bands <lO~
line, \'lsual
1) Cracks:
10": Hne.
Visual, ~"DI
1) Cracks:
.20~ line,
\'15ual, XDI
.2) Delamlna-
tions: 15~
line, Visual
~1)1
1) Cracks: )0::
11~ \'tsud
2) Disbond~:
15:': line,
Visual & ~"DI
for various types of damage.
indicate percentage detected
at line station and at the
maintenance base. Is detec-
tion visual or by ~l)l~
4) Corrosion;
10;: line.
\'isual
5) Erosion:
30% line.
Visual
4) Impact:
90:: line,
Visual
S) Corrosion;
10~ line.
Visual. ~-ol
4) Corrosion:
<lO~ Hoe.
Visual
4) Corrosion:
10~ line.
\r'1sual
4) Corrosion
30~~ line.
\'isual. ~'DI
S) ""ear: 40~
line, Visual
4) Corrosion.
30~; line.
Visual. XDI
5) ~ear: 0%
Une, Visual
4) Corrosion.
S:; line.
Visual. ~"DI
5) Wear: S~
line. \'bual
.:.) Impact:
80:: line.
Visual
S) Corrosion:
~O:':' hne.
Visual. some
XCI
4) Impacts
90;: Une
S) Corrosion
lS:: Une
6) "'ear: 30;;
line. Visual
6) Lightning:
SO: line.
Visual
6) Lightning:
95% line,
Visual
6) Lightning:
80~ !ine,
Visual
6) ~ear
:O~ line
7) Lightning:
90:: line.
Visual
7) Elonga ted
holes: :0:
line. Yisual
7) Elongated
holes: 20~
line. Visual
7) Uonga ted
holes: l~
line. Visual
7) Lightning:
25: line
8) Elongated
holes: 20%
line. Visual
What is the relative
frequency of the
following maintenance
actions?
- ~egligible damage, 10: 10%
- Permanent line 5%
station repair.
- Permanent mainte- 55% :!st
nance base repair
using standard
repair.
- Permanent mainte- 25% 55%
nance base repair
requiring
Engineering
disposition.
- Not repairable. Part 5% 10%
replacement required.
~o respor-se No response So response 25%
10%
30%
20~
15~
90%
8%
Xo response , XO response 10%
Infrequent
60%
30%
Questions A
TABLE IV. - Continued
Airline Responses &
I
How often do the following
Ii tuations occur!
1 Temporary repairs at
Hne stations followed
by non-revenue ferry
flight.
2 Permanent repairs at
line stations using
persome1 or eq uipm.ent
frOlll maintenance base
1-2
per
~'ear
4-6
per
~'ear
15
per
year
1 every
:! years
2 per
year
la-I:!
pO!r year
la-I:!
per ~'ear
I - 10peryear
1 per
~.. ear
:-5
per
year
'::-5
per
year
I, 5-6
per
I ~'ear
3-6
per
~'oi!ar
.:: per
year
What percentage of pennanent 25%
repairs are flush, aero-
dynamics repairs rather than
external patches!
Where are flush repairs Engine inlet
mandatory? duct
80~
Static port,
wing LE.,
passenger
entry door
area.
50-60:
Leading
edges, con-
trol sur-
faces. fair-
ings, radome.
high drag
areas of
,dng,
fuselage
Leading
edges, f""d
fuselage,
engine
inlets.
Fairings
10~,
Control sur-
faces. (slid-
i ng sur faces
onl~'), Itatic
port areas.
15~
Aerod\'-
na.-:1ical1v
cd tical"
areas only.
5-::'S';
Leac!bg edges
:0'; :5~
r ...·c!. fuse-
lage, lead-
ing edges.
Under what circumstances
snd in what locations are
external repairs
penllitted?
Are on-airer&! t repairs
"ever made on components
which can be removed
for repair. such .s
control ItUrf.ces?
All other
areas where
flush repair
not
practical
Minor re-
pairs on-
aircraft.
balance cal-
culated.
Parts re-
.oved for
.ajor
repairs.
Where access1-
bili t}· limi ts
flush repairs.
Aha in belly.
ca rgo loading
side.
Kearly always
removed and
replaced
before
repair.
~"here compli-
cated a truc-
tures make
flush re-
pairs
unfeasible.
Generallv
removed •.
Trailing ""ing lcn.'er
edges. low surf ace
drag areas of
wing, fuse-
lage. l.'here
access1bllit~·
is problem.
~t1nor repairs Removed
made on-
aircraft if
balance data
permits.
Major damage
repaired
after
removal.
Fuselage aft All other
of ,dng. aft areas.
portion of
\o:"iog surface.
Generally 75:: are re-
removed. moved for
repair
All other
~st re-
pairs made
on aircraft.
All ot!ter
areas.
Xo response
All otr.er .\11 other
areas. no~critical
aeroc:!yna."1ic
areas.
lh'u 80:. are rsuaUy
removed "-'hen rer:loved.
repaiced ciurin~
a I:lsintenance
base check.
Indicate the relative
percentage of damage
due to:
Impact
Corrosion
Fatigue
10% ~
65%
25%
30:
50%
20:
20%
70%
10%
50%
25%
25%
15% Xo response
1/3
1/3
747
35:
60%
5%
707
20:
20:
60:
Xo response
80:
lot
TABLE IV. - Concluded
Airline Responseo&'
Questions A B C D E F C H I J K
Which of the following
equipment are available
at the maintenance base
and line stations?
Au toct.ve - Maint. base Y N N Y N N Y :; :( :( ~
Line Station ~ N N ~ :( N N :; :(. :( ~
Large Oven - Maint. base Y Y Y Y N N Y Y :( Y Y
Une Station N N N ~ N N Y N N :( ~
Vacuum - Maint. base Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y N Y Y
Pumps
&Line Station N N :; Y N :( Y ~ N N :(
Heat Lamps - Mainr'. base Y Y y. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Heater blankets
& It:,.Line Sta tiOD N N N Y N Y Y N N N N
Freezers - Maine. base Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Une Station N N N ~ N Y It:,. Y N N N N
Are maintenance people y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y y Y
familiar and proficient
with standard wet lay-up
fiberglass or cold
bonding repair techniques?
With structural bonded Y Y & N Y N :; Y N N N ~
repairs,
vacuum or autoclave cured?
Would you consider the use N Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y Y
of portable repair kits
for on-aircraft repairs at
the malntenanc~ baseT
At line stations? N Y &, N Y &, N Y N N Y N Y
What 1s the elapsed time 12 hours 4 Days No response 16 Hours 12 Hours 48 Hours 24 Uours lZ Hours 24-48 5-14 Days 3 Da~.. s
available for bonded Hours
repairs during periodic
maintenance lie" checks?
NOTES: & Participating airUnes randomly coded by the letters A through K.
~. For all responses. the remainder of the detections occur at the maintenance base.
&. Ranking of frequency: I-highest. 5 lowest
&. This response assumed all parts could be repaired after replacement by a spare in
the. maintenance. base using standard procedures •
.& All repairs taking place at Une stations are made by maintenance base personnel.
and are considered maintenance base repairs.
&. Baaed on L-IOll only
fA Available to a limited degree
. .& Just beginning to develop capabilities
~ For use by maintenance base personnel
"
'I
Impact .&.
TABLE V. - DEFECT CATEGORIZATION MATRIX
Damage Experience in Metallic Structure Effect of Damage on Corresponding Composite Parts
Estimated Estimated Strength of
Major Design Type and Size Damaged Composite Potential Maintenance
Component Requirements Cause of Defect of Damage in for Growth of Action
Type of Components Defect Type & Size ~ Composite~ Tension Compression Defect Required
Wing Skins- Tensile Strength, Tire Treads Impact Damage:
}
Delaminations 40 - 60% 40 - 60% Low Structural
Shear Stiffness, 7.6 x 15.2 cm. Matrix Cracks: Repairs
Lower Skin Aerodynamic (3 x 6 in.) 12.7 x 20.3 cm.
Pressure, (5x8in.)
Environmental Indentation:
Sealing, 5.1 cm.
Fatigue Loading, (2 in. ) deep
Fuel contain-
ment, pressure
Wing Leading Aerodynamic Impact Cracks: Broken Fibers:
Edges - Smoothness, 22.'9"i" 3O. 5 cm.
Pressure (9 x 12 in.) Same as o - 60% o - 60~; Low Flush Repairs
Loading, Metal (for pressure loading)
Shear 5.lx12.7cm.
Stiffness (2 x 5 in. )
2.54 to 12.7 cm.
(1 to 5 in. )
Wing Trail- Aerodynamic Impact Cracks: Broken Fibers: o - 40% o - 40% Low Structural
ing Edges- Smoothness, 22.9 to 30 em. 22.9 to 30.5 cm. Repairs
All Areas Stiffness (9 to 12 in. ) (9 to 12 in.)
Delamination~, De1aminations,
Disbonds: Matrh: Cracks: 40 - 100% 40 - 60% High
7.6 to 76.2 cm. 7.6 to 76.2 cm.
(3 to 30 in.) (3 to 30 in.)
Panel Center Tire Recap 2.54 to 17.8 cm. 7.6 to 22.9 cm. 40 - 60% 40 - 60% LOI'
(1 to 7 in. ) (3 to 9 in. )
Upper Tire 40.6 x 40.6 em. 45.7x45.7cm. o - 40% o - 40~; Low
Inboard (16 x 16 in.) typo (18 x 18 in.)
Area
.....
'"
'"
Impact &
TABLE V. - Continued
Damage Experience in Metallic Structure Effect of Damage on Corresponding Composite Parts.
Estimated Estimated Strength of
Major Design Type and Size Damaged Composite Potential Maintenance
Component Requirements Cause of Defect of Damage in for Growth of Action
Type of Components Defect Type [, Size ~ Composite~ Tension Compression Defect Required
'.
lling Control Stiffness,
Surfaces - Smoothness,
I'eight and Ground Ir.tpact Danage:
Honeycomb Balance to Equipment SI'ZeNot"G'rVen Possible o - 60% o - 60 Low Cut out and
Areas Prevent Flutter Delaminations, Replace Core
~Iatrix Cracks and Patch
Hail Impact Danage: or Fiber Skins
Size NotG1Ven ~
Delamina tions, Delaminations, Flush Patches
Disbonds: Disbonds: Required on
All Nose Portions
Honeycomb Impact 7.6 to 15.2 cm. 12.7 to 20.3 cm. 40 - 60% 40 - 60;, Low
Areas (3 to 6 in.) diam. (5 to 8 in. )
diam.
Flaps Impact 5.1 to 15.2 Cm. 10.2 to 20.3 cm. 40 - 60% 40 - 60;: Low
(2 to 6 in.) (4 to 8 in.)
Panel Center lires 30.5 cm. 35.6 cm. o - 40% o - 40;; LOI'(12 in.) typo (14 in. ) typo
"ing Fairings- Aerodynamic Impact Cracks, Broken Fibers, o - 40% o - 60'; Low Flush Patch
Smoothness Delaminations Delaminations,
ill1£! Disbonds: and Disbonds:
5.1 to 30.5 cm. 10.2 to 35.6 cm.
(2 to 12 in.) (4 to 14 in. )
Tire Impact Damage: Delamination and o - 40% o - 40% Low
22.9 x 61.0 cm. }htrix Cracks-:-
(9 x 24 in.) 27. 9 x 66":"OCm.
(11 x 26 in.)
'I
Impact &
TABLE V. - Continued
Damage Experience in Metallic Structure Effect 0' Damage on Corresponding Composite Parts
Estimated Estimated Strength of
Major Design Type and Size Damaged Composite Potential Maintenance
Component Requirements Cause of Defect of Damage in for Growth of Action
Type of Components Defect Type & Size k. Composite k. Tension Compression Defect Required
Horizontal Torsional and Cracks, Dents. Broken Fibers &
Stabilizer - Bending Stiffness Punctures: Delaminations:
with Strength
Lower Surface Requirements HLG Strut Size Not Not Defined
- - -
Flush Patches
Skin Towards Root. Door Lost Available Required on
in Flight Nose Portions
Leading Edge Balance on Unknown 22.9x 30.5 cm. 27.9 x 35.6 cm. o - 40% o - 60% Low
Hoveable (9 x 12 in.) (11 x 14 in.)
Surfaces
Bird 2.54 x 10.2 7.6 to 15.2 cm. o - 40% o - 60% Low
Strike (1 to 4 in. ) (3 tJ 6 in.)
Leading Edge Unknown 2.54 to 12.7 cm. 7.6 to 17.8 cm. o - 40% o - 60i: Low
Skin Panel (1 to 5 in. ) -(3 to 7 in. )
Edges
Hail 2.54 to 20.3 cm. 7.6 to 25.4 cm., o - 40% o - 60% Low
(1 to 8 in. ) (3 to 10 in.)
Trailing Impact Impact 2.54 to 25.4 cm. 7.6 to 30.5 cm. o - 40% o - 60i: Low
Edges - Resistance (1 to 10 in.) (3 to 12 in. )
Panel Edges
and Center
Control Surface . Aerodynamic Smooth- Impact 2.54 to 50.8 cm. 7.6 to 55.9 cm. o - 40i~ o - 60i; Low
Edges ness Balance (1 to 20 in.) (3 to 22 in.)
Control Ground 5.1 x 12.7 cm. 10.2 x 17.8 cm. o - 40% o - 60% Low
Surface - Equipment (2 x 5 in.) (4 x 7 in. )
Elevator Trail-
ing Edge
Control Ground 12.7 x 17.8 cm. 17.8 x 22.9 cm. o - 40% o - 60% Low
Surface- Equipment (5 x 7 in. ) (7 x 9 in.)
Elevator
Upper Skin
Fairings Impact 7.6 x 30.5 cm. 12.7 x 35.6 cm. 0-405: o - 60% Low
(3 x 12 in. ) (5 x 14 in. )
• Impact
TABLE V. - Continued
Damage Experience in Hetallie Structure Effect of ~amage on Corresponding Composite Parts
Estimated Estimated Strength of
Major Design Type and Size Damaged Composite Potential ~laintenanee
Component Requirements Cause of Defect of Damage in for Growth of Action
Type of Components Defect Type (, Size ~ Composite ~ Tension Compression Defect Required
Vertical Torsional and Cracks: Broken Fibers: Flush Patches
Stabilizer - Bending Stiff- Required on
ness with :-lose Portions
Skin Center Strength Impact 2.54 to 20.3 cm. 7.6 to 25.4 em. o - 40% o - 60% Low
Requirements (1 to 8 in.) (3 to 10 in.)
Predominant
Leading Edge for T-tail lmpact 2.54 to 20.3 em. 7.6 to 25.4 em. o - 40i~ o - 6m: Low
Configurations. (l to 8 in. ) (3 to 10 in.)
Leading Edge Bird Strike 2.54 to 10.2 em. 7.6 to 15.2 cm. o - 40;, o - 60;; Low
(1 to 4 in. ) (3 to 6 in.)
Control Sur- Balance on
-
2.54 to 25.4 em. 7.6 to 30.5 cm. o - 40;, o - 6m: Low
face - Center Hoveable (1 to 10 in.) ( 3 to 12 in.)
Area Rudders Surfaces
Fuselage Fatigue (Cabin Ground Impact Damage: Possible - - Structural
~- Pressure) Equipment Delaminations Repairs
Strength Around Matrix Cracks, ~ Around Doors
Doors and £E.~~
Towards Center
Section .
Exterior 10.2 x 30.5 em. 15.2 to 35.6 cm. o - 40% o - 40i~ Low
(4 x 12 in.) (6 to 14 in.)
Near Doors 5.1 to 61.0 cm. 10.2 cm. to o - 60% o - 60;, Low
(2 to 24 in.) 66.0 em.
(4 to 26 in.)
Below Cabin 2.54 to 17.8 em. 7.6 em. to o - 60:: o - 60% Low
Floor (1: to 7 in.) - 22.9 em.
Oeeassionally up (3 to 9 in.)
to 91.4 em.
(36 in.)
RH Lower
1
5.1 to 190.5 em. 10.2 to 195.6 em o - 40% o - 60;: Low
Areas, Cargo (2 to 75 in.) (4 to 77 in. )
Service Areas
'J
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TABLE V. - Continued
Dama~e Experience in Hetallic Structure Effect of Damage on Corresponding Composite Parts
Estimated Estimated Strength of
Hajor Design Type and Size Damaged Composite Potential Maintenance
Component Requirements Cause of Defect ~ of Damage in For Growth of ActionType of Components Defect Type & Size Composite ~ Tension Compression Defect Required
Fuselage Strength and Impact ~, Impact Broken Fibers: Structural
------Stringers - Compressive Damage: Repair
Stability 30.5 cm. 35.6 cm. 0-40;; o - 40? Low
(12 in.) dia. (14 in. ) dia.
7.6 to 30.5 cm. 12.7 to 35.6 cm. o - 60? o - 60? Low
(3 to 12 in.) (5 to 14 in.)
Fuselage Strength and Ground Impact Damage: Delaminations, Structural
~- Sealing Handling Hatrix Cracks Repair
2! Fiber Failure:
Complete Area 5.1 to 15.2 cm. 10.2 to 20.3 cm. o - 60? o - 60? Low
(2 to 6 in.) (4 to 8 in. )
Outer Frame 5.1 to 61.0 cm. 10.2 to 66.0 cm. o - 60? o - 60? Low
(2 to 24 in. ) (4 to 26 in.)
Floor Panels- Point Loads on Impact Damage: Delaminations, Nonstructural
Surface, Crash ~Cracks 2! Repair
Shear Loading Fiber Failure:
All Areas Normal 30.~ cm. 35.6 cm. o - 40? o - 40? Low
Service (12 in.) diam. (14 in. ) diam.
15.2 to 61.0 cm. 20.3 to 66.0 cm. o - 60? o - 60? Low
(6 to 24 in.) (8 to 26 in.)
Galley and Normal No Sizes - - - -
Lavatory Service; Given
Areas Also I~ear
Effects
cargo Ground 25.4 x 30.5 cm. 30.5 x 35.6 em. o - 407- o - 407- Low
Compartment Handling (10 x 12 in. ) (12 x 14 in. )
....
-..J
o Impact ill
TABLE V. - Continued
Damage Experience in Metallic Structure Effect of Damage on Corresponding Composite Parts
Estimated Estimated Strength of
Major Design Type and Size Damaged Composite Potential Maintenance
Component Requirements Cause of Defect of Damage in for Growth of Action
Type of Components Defect Type £. Size A Composite A Tension ompression Defect Required
Fuselage Aerodynamic Impact Impact Damage, Delaminations, Flush Patch
Fairings - Smoothness Cracks:--- ~ Cracks,
£! Fiber Failure:
Center
2.54 to 15.2 cm. 7.6 to 20.3 cm. o - 60' o - 607- Low
(1 to 6 in. ) (3 to 8 in.)
Adjacent to 15.2 to 61. 0 cm. 20.3 to 66.0 cm. o - 40' o - 40~: Low
Doors (6 to 24 in. ) (8 to 26 in. )
Near Galley Ground 2.54 x 15.2 cm. 7.6 x 20.3 cm. o - 60' o - 60~: Low
Service Doors Vehicle (1 x 6 in. ) (3 x 8 in. )
Entire Impact Delaminations, 7.6 to 20.3 cm. o - 60' o - 607- Low
Area Damage Disbonds (3 to 8 in.)
2.54 to 15.2 cm.
(l to 6 in.)
Radomes - Aerodynamic Impact: Delaminations, Not Applicable for praphite/Epoxy Flush Patch
Smoothness, and Disbonds: Composites
System
Center Requirements 2.54 to 17.8 cm.
(l to 7 in.)
Hail, 2.54 to 17.8 cm.
Bird (l to 7 in.)
Strike
Entire Area Impact Damage:
15.2 to"""'6l."Ocm.
(6 to 24 in. )
Engine Cowl- Aerodynamic Smooth- Impact Damage: Delaminations, Flush Patches
ing. Support ness on Inlet Areas, ~ Cracks,
.2! on Inlet Areas
Structure - Sonic Fatigue ~ Failure:
Complete Area Impact 5.1 to 30.5 cm. 10.2 to 35.6 cm. o - 60% o - 607- Low ..
(2 to 12 in.) (4 to 14 in. )
Outer Skin Ground 35.6 cm 40.6 cm. LowVehicle (14 in. ) Tear (16 in.) Tear o - 407- o - 40r.
Center Engine Hangar 91. 4 cm 91. 4 cm. o - 40r. o - 40r. Low
Nose Cone Lip Collision (3 ft.) (3 ft.)
"
Cracks Caused by Fatigue ~
TABLE V. - Continued
Damage Experience in Metallic Structure Effect of Damage on Corresponding Composite Parts
Estimated Estimated Strength of
Major Design Type and Size Damaged Composite Potential Maintenance
Component Requirements Cause of of Damage in for Growth of Action
Type of Components Defect Defect Size~ Composite~ Tension Compression Defect Required
Wing Skins- Tensile Strength, Fatigue 0.152 - 40.6 em.
Lower Skin Shear Stiffness, (0.06 - 16 in.)
Spar Areas; Aerodynamic
and Rear Spar. Pressure,
Lower Skin Environmental
Around Access Sealing and
Holes Fatigue Loading
Wing Stiffener Strength and 'Fatigue 2.54 - 2.7 em. Fatigue Cracks: The type of damage typical of
Elements- Compressive (1 - 5 in. ) fatigue cracks in metallic
Stringers, Stability structures does not occur to
Radii the same degree in multidirec-
tional fibrous composite materials. -
Wing Leading Aerodynamic Fatigue 5.1 em. Fatigue cycling does not appear to
~-FIXeQ" Smoothness, (2 in.) Typ. be a significant initial cause of
Leading Edge Pressure Loading; composite damage, and fatigue
Around Access Shear Stiffness cycling does not result in signi-
Doors ficant propagation of damage.
Wing Trailing Aerodynamic Poor
Edges Smoothness, Bonding,
Stiffness, Rigidity of
Strength Core
Trailing Edge
Member Fatigue 2.54 - 12.7 em.
(1 - 5 in.)
Lower Caps Fatigue Size not given
of Trailing
Edge
Wing Control Stiffness, Smooth- Fatigue 10.2 - 15.2 em.
Surfaces=-- ness, Weight and Fretting (4 - 6 in. )
Balance to Prevent
Flaps and slats, Flutter
Spoiler Along
Hinge Attach •
Fitting
y
.
.....
......
-...J
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Cracks Caused by Fatigue ~
TABLE V. - Continued
Damage Experience in ~letallic Structure Effect of Damage on Corresponding Composite Parts
Estimated Estimated Strength of
Hajor Design Type and Size Damaged Composite Potential ~la intenance
Component ReCjuirements Cause of of Damage in for Growth of Action
Type of Components Defect : Defect Size~ Composite~ Tension Compression Defect Required
Wing Sub- Strength Fatigue 3.8 - 15.2 cm.
structure - (1 1/2 - 6 iro.)
Flange Radii,
Spars, Ribs,
Spar Lower
Chord.
1-
IHng Fairings - Aerodynamic Fatigue 152.4 em. Fatigue Cracks: The type of damage typical of
Smoothness Aerodynamic (rp to 5 feet) fatigue cracks in metallic
\'ibration structures does not occur to
Loads the same degree in multidirec-
tional fibrous composite
-
Wing - Strength materials. Fatigue cycling
FUSelage does not appear to be a signi-
Joint- Heant initial cause of compo-
site damage, and fatigue
Drag Angle Fatigue 2.54 - 20.3 em. cycling does not" result in
L"pper I,'ing; Resulting (1 - 8 in.) significant propagation of
Fuselage-to- from Poor da;'iiige.
Wing Center Design
Horizontal Torsional and Fatigue 2.54 - 12.7 cm.
Stabilizer Bending Stiff- (1 to 5 in.)
~-Spar ness and Strength
Skin Area
Horizontal Strength and Fatigue 1. 27 - 10.2 cm.
Stabilizer Stability (0.5 - 4 in. )
Stiffener
Elements -
Stringers
Stiffeners
Horizontal Strength Fatigue 2.54 - 12.7 em.
Stabilizer (1 - 5 in. )
Trailing
Edge,; -
lnboard
Closure Rib,
Aft End
II .j
Cracks Caused by Fatigue ~
TABLE V. - Continued
....
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Damage Experience in ~letallic Structure Effect of Damage on Corresponding Composite Parts
Estimated Estimated Strength of
~Iajor Design Type and Size Damaged Composite Potential !1aintenance
Component Requirements Cause of of Damage in for Growth of Action
Type of Components Defect Defect SizeL21. Composi te L2I. Tension Compression Defect Required
-_.
Horizontal Strength
Stabilizer
Sub-Structure -
I
3.8 - 12.7 em.
Flange Radii. Fatigue (1 1/2 - 5 in. )
Spars Fatigue
Vertical Strength :
Stabilizer and
Skins - Stiffness
Entire Skin Fatigue (2.54 - 15.2 em. )
Area C1 - 6 in. ) l'nti~ue Cracks: The type of damage typical
of fatigue cr.~~ks in metalli c
Vertical Strength structures does not occur to
Stabilizer and the same degree in mu1tidirec-
Stiffener Stability Fatigue 5.1 - 15.2 em. tiona1 fibrous composite
Elements - (2 - 6 in.) materials. Fatigue cyclinG
Stiffeners does not appear to be a sig-
nificant initial cause of
Vertical Aerodynamic composite damage, and fatigue
Stabilizer - Smoothness cycling does not result in
significant propagation of
Leading Fatigue 2.54 - 5.1 em. damage.
Edges (1 - 2 in. )
Vertical Impact Fatigue 2.54 - 10.2 em.
Stabilizer - Resistance C1 - 4 in. )
Trailing
Edges
Vertical Strength
StabilizE;[" and
Sub-Structure - Stability 3.8 - 7.6 em.
Hange Radii Fatigue (1 1/2 - 3 in. )
..-
.....
~ Cracks Caused by Fatigue ~
TABLE V. - Continued
Damage Experience in Metallic Structure Effect of Damage on Corresponding Composite Parts
Estimated Estimated Strength of
Major Design Type and Size Damaged Composite Potential Xaintenance
Component Requirements Cause of of Damage in for Growth of Action
Type of Components Defect Defect Size& Composite& Tension Compression Defect Required
Vertical Strength Fatigue
Stabilizer Stability
Sub-Structure 5.1 - 15.2 em.
(Cont) - (2 - 6 in.)
Spars, Fatigue
Ribs,
Doublers. Fatigue Cracks: The type of damage typical
Vertical Aerodynamic
of fatigue cracks in me~allic
structures does not occur to
Stabilizers Smoothness 10.2 - 30.5 em. the same degree in multidirec-
Fairings - Fatigue (4 - 12 in.) tional fibrous composite materials.
Trailing Fatigue cycling does not appear to
Edge, Top. be a significant initial cause of
composite damage, and fatigue
Vertical Strength cycling does not result in sig-
Stabilizer nificant propagation of damage.
Fuselage
IJoint- 5.1 - 15.2 em.
Radii of' Fatigue (2 - 6 in.)
IAttach Angle.
,
Vertical Strength :
Stabilizer 5.1 - 15.2 em. ~
Hinge Actu- Fatigue (2 - 6 in.)
atarJoints -
TItti~ ,
Fuselage Fatigue
Skins- (Cabin 2.54 - 10.2 em.
mes, Over- Pressure) Fatigue (1-4in.)
wing Area.
Fuselage Strength Fatigue 3.8 - 10.2 em.
Frames - and (1 1/2 - 4 in. )
Flange Radii, Stability
Brace at
Lower End.
, J
Cracks Caused bv Fatigue ~
TABLE V. - Continued
Damage Experience in Hetallic Structure Effect of Damage on Corresponding Composite Parts
Estimated Estimated Strength of
Major Design Type and Size Damaged Composite Potential ~Iaintenance
Component Requirements Cause of of Damage in for Growth of Action
Type of Components Defect Defect Size'&' C.oreposite .&, Tension Compression Defect Required
Fuselage Strength and
Stringers - Stability 5.1 - 10.2 em.
Complete Fatigue (2 - 4 in. )
Area
Fuselage Pressure Loads
Bulkheads - 5.1 - 15.2 em.
Complete Fatigue (2 - 6 in. ) Fatigue Cracks: The type of damage typical
Area of fatigue cracks in metallic
struc~ur~s does not occur to
Fuselage Strength and 3.8 - 61.0 em. the same dep;ree in multidirec-
Doors - Sealing (1 1/2 - 24 in. ) tional fibrous composite
Flange Radii, Fatigue materials. Fatigue cycling
Outer Frame, does not appear to be a signi-
ficant initial cause of com-
Center Area posite damage, and fatigue
cycling does not result in
Floor, Beams Strength and 2.54 - 15.2 em. significant propa~ation of
and Pos t"S='""" Stability (1 - 6 in. ) damage.
Complete Fatigue ,
Area,
Web,
Beam Heb
Fuselage Aerodynamic
Fairinr,s - Smoothness Airloads Size ~ot
Attach Pts. Available
and
Supports
----
..... TABLE V. - Continued
-...J
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Cracks Caused by Fatigue ~
Damage Experience in Hetallic Structure Effect of Damage on Corresponding Composite Parts
Estimated Estimated Strength of
Major Design Type and Size Damaged Composite Potential Maintenance
Component Requirements Cause of of Damage in for Growth of Action
Type of Components Defect Defect Size£ Composite'&' Tension Compression Defect Required
Engine Cowl- Aerodynamic
ing Support Smoothness
25.8 cm2-7430 Cm2sttu~ Inlet Areas,
Center of Sonic Fatigue Heat (4 in2 - 8 ft. 2)
Panel,
Back-up Heat 10.2 - 15.2 cm.
Structure (4 - 6 in. )
Engine ~- Aerodynamic Fatigue Cracks: The type of damage typical
of fatigue cracks in metallic~ Support Smoothness
structures does not occur toStructure - Inlet Areas, 5.1 - 30.5 cm. the same degree in multidirec-Complete Sonic Fatigue Fatigue (2 - 12 in.)
Area, tional fibrous composite
Nose Cowl materials. Fatigue cycling
Aft Bulkhead does not appear to be a sig-
Stiffener nificanr initial cause of
composite damage, and fatigue
---
Landing Gear- Aerodynamic cycling does not result in
Main Landing Pressure and significant propagation of
Gear, Actuator Loading Hydrogen damage.Embrittle-Doors
ment, 5.1 - 30.5 cm.
Fatigue (2 - 12 in.)
Pylon - Wear Sizes not given
Skins
Skin and Fatigue 5.1 - 30.5 cm.
Stringers (2 - 12 in.)
lnng Pylon Fatigue 5.1 - 50.8 cm.Glove, Fairing (2 - 20 in.)
Spar Fatigue 1. 27 - 5.1 cm.
(1/2 - 2 in.)
Lower Spar Fatigue 3.8 - 7.6 cm.
l-leb (l 1/2 - 3 in.)
Aft Engine Fatigue 2.54 - 20.3 cm.
Mount Sup- (1 - 8 in.)
port Rib
II
. I Ii
TABLE V. - Continued
Disbonds &
Damage Experience in Metallic Structure Effect of Damage on Corresponding Composite Parts
Estimated Strength of
Damaged Composite
Component
Type
Hajor Design
Requirements
of Components
Cause of
Defect Defect Size Li
Estimated
Type and Size
of Damage in
Composite Li Tension Compression
}Iaintenance
Action
Required
Wing Leading
Edges-----
Aerodynamic
Smoothness,
Pressure Loading,
Sheer Stiffness
Fatigue 80% of Area
Disbonds: In general, disbonding of adhesive
attachments which have occurred for
metallic structure would be similar for
graphite/epoxy composite structure
since the point of failure is in the
adhesive rather than the adherend.
From the limited information available,
the specific cause of the disbond
cannot be determined. In most cases,
the repair would be similar for either
metallic or composite parts.
Variable
2 225.8 cm -2580 q~
(4 in2 - 400 in )
2.54 - 32.3 cm.
(1 - 5 in.)
25.8 rm2-2580 cm2
(4 in2 - 400 in2)
Poor
Bonding
Poor
Bonding
Fatigue
Aerodynamic Up to 3.65 cm.
Vibration (12 ft.)
Loads
Poor
Bonding
Aerodynamic
Smoothness,
Stiffness
Aerodynamic
Smoothness
Wing Fairings
Wing Trailing
Edges
Wing Cont rol
Stitia~
All areas
Stiffness,
Smoothness,
Weight and
Balance to~T~r-a-i~li~n-g~~~d~g-e---4prevent
Flaps Flutter
Horizontal
Stabilizer Stif-
fener Eleme~­
Stringers
Strength
and
Stability Fatigue
5.1 - 10.2 cm
(2 - 4 in.)
Horizontal
Stabilizer
Trailing Edges
Impact 5.1 - 15.2 cm
(2 - 6 in.)
Horizontal Impact
Stabilizer Con-
trol Surfaces--
Trailing
Edges
Poor
Bonding
12.0 - 25.8 cm2
(2 in2 - 4 in2)
....
-...J
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Disbonds &
TABLE V. - Continued
Damage Experience in ~letallic Structure Effect of Damage on Corresponding Composite Parts
Estimated Estimated Strength of
Hajor Design Type and Size Damaged Composite Potential ~aintenance
Component Requirements Cause of of Damage in for Growth of Action
Type of Components Defect Defect Size~ Composite~ Tension Compression Defect Required
_0_-
------ -- .- --
.. ---- - .-
Horizontal Impact
Stabilizer
Fairings-Lower Lightning
Face, l'pper Poor
Trailing Edge Bonding
Panel
Vertical Aerodynamic 10.2 - 30.5 cm. Disbonds: In general, disbonding of adhesive
Stabilizer Fair- Smoothness Fatigue (4 - 12 in.) attachments which have occurred for
ings-Traili~ metallic structure would be similar for
Ea"ge, Top graphite/epoxy composite structure
since the point of failure is in the -
Floor Panels - Point Loads ~ormal adhesive rather than the adherend.
Galley7n'Cl" on Surface, Service From the limited information available,
Lavatory Areas, Crash Shear ~ormal the specific cause of the disbond
Upper Face Loading Service cannot be determined. In most cases,
the repair would be similar for either -
Fuselap:e Aerodynamic 30.5 Cm. metallic or composite parts.
Fairings - Smoothness (12 in. ) Diam.
Adjacent to 15.2 - 61.0 Cm.
Door, (6 in. - 2 ft.)
Panel Center Poor 25.8 - 7430 cm2
Bonding (4 in2 - 8 ft 2)
Radomes - Transmission Water 15.2 - 61.0 cm.
Entire Area, Eff iciency. Ingestion (6 in. - 2 ft.)
Nose Impact, Hoisture 15.2 Cm.
Aerodynamic (6 in.)
Smoothness,
Rain Erosion
Engine Cowl- Aerodynamic
ing Support Smoothness
25.S - 7430 cm2 IStru~ Inlet Area,
Center Sonic Fatigue Heat (4 in2 - 8 ft 2)
Landing Gear Aerodynamic 5.1 - 30.5 cm.
Doors Pressure and (2 - 12 in. )
Actuator
LoadinS!:
Pylon - Aerodynamic Heat 90% (Area) !
Wing Pylon Smoothness
Trailing Edge
Fairing
II ,,
"Miscellaneous Damage ~
TABLE V. - Continued
Damage Experience in Xetallic Structure Effect of Damage on Corresponding Composite Parts
Estimated Estimated Strength of
Major Design Type and Size Damaged Composite Potential Xaintenance
Component Requirements Cause of of Damage in for Growth of Action
Type of Components Defect Defect Size ~ Composite .&. Tension Compression Defect Required
Wing Aerodynamic Design
Fairings - Smoothness Problems
Wear;
Fastener
Hole Elon-
. gat ion
Wing, Hinge Strength, ~liscellaneous Damage:
and -- Wear I~ear 61. 0 cm.
Actuator Resistance (2 ft.) Lightning - Specific lightning protection
Joints - systems are used with graphite/epoxy
composites. Damage may still occur,
Horizontal Balance on especially to surface plies, but damage
Stabilizer Moveable to graphite/epoxy will not be as severe
Leading Edges-" Surfaces as to fiberglass/epoxy.
Panel Edges, Wear 2.54 - 20.3 cm.
:;ose (1 - 8 in. ) Fastener Hole Wear - Particularly forfrequently removed and reinstalled
Horizontal Impact Lightning 5.1 - 15.2 cm. faOlteners, hole wear can occur in
Stabilizer Resistance (2x6in.) graphite/epoxy. Use of metal grommets
Trailing Edges Cracks, in the holes prevents damage.
Punctures Surface Wear or Abrasion - This type of
Horizontal Aerodynamic damage which occurs on exposed leading
Stabilizer Smoothness Wear edge surfaces can be prevented by a
Fairings - sacrificial layer on graphite parts.
Leading and
Trailing Edge
Wing~ Stiffness Lightning 7.6 - 10.2 cm.
Surfaces "- Smoothness, (3 - 4 in. Dia.)
Honeycomb Balance to
Prevent
Flutter
....
co
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Miscellaneous Damage ~
TABLE V. - Continued
Damage Experience in Metallic Structure Effect of Damage on Corresponding Composite Parts
Estimated Estimated Strength of
Major Design Type and Size Damaged Composite Potential Maintenance
Component Requirements Cause of of Damage in for Growth of Action
Type of Components Defect Defect Size e:. Composite e:. Tension Compression Defect Required
Horizontal Strength \~ear
Stabilizer
Fuselage Elongated
Joint - Holes
Horizontal Strength \~ear 61.0 em.
Stabilizer (2 ft. Typ. )
Hinge
Actuator Cracks:
Joints - Elongated Miscellaneous Damage:
Hinge' Holes
Lightning - Specific lightning protection
Vertical Aerodynamic 2.54 - 20.3 em. systems are used with graphite/epoxy
Stabilizer Smoothness, Erosion (l x 8 in. ) composites. Damage may still occur,
Leading Impact especially to surface plies, but damage
Edges - Resistance to graphite/epoxy will not be as severe
Nose Rain/Sand as to fiberglass/epoxy.
Vertical Aerodynamic Poor I Fastener Hole Wear - Particularly forStabilizer Smoothness Design frequently removed and reinstalled
Fairings~ Elongated , fasteners, hole wear can occur in
Fastener graphite/epoxy. Use of metal grommets
Holes in the holes prevents damage.
Fuselage Strength Wear Surface Wear or Abrasion - This type of
Doors-· and damage which occurs on exposed leading
Sealing edge surfaces can be prevented by a
sacrificial layer on graphite parts.
Fuselage Aerodynamic Fatigue : ,
Fairings - Smoothness ! I
Entire Elongated I
Area Fastener
Holes
•
Radomes - Transmission 2.54 - 17.8 em. I
c;nterArea Efficiency, Lightning (l - 7 in. ) I
Aerodynamic
ISmoothness,Rain Erosion I
I
Miscellaneous Damage ~
TABLE V. - Concluded
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Damage Experience in Metallic Structure Effect of Damage on Corresponding Composite Parts
Estimated Estimated Strength of
~Iajor Design Type and Size Damaged Composite Potential ~Iaintenance
Component Requirements Cause of of Dama~e in for Growth of Action
Type of Components Defect Defect Size ~ Composite ~ Tension Compression Defect Required
Engine Aerodynamic Fatigue-
COWITiig Smoothness in
Support Inlet Area, Elongated
Structure-- Sonic Fastener
Fatigue Holes
Tnterfer- Miscellaneous Damage:
ence With
Engine Lightning - Specific lightnin~ protection
Components systems are used with graphite/epoxy
Wear composites. Damage may still occur.
especially to surface plies, but damage
Landing Strength to graphite/epoxy will not be as severe
~- Elongated 1.27 - 10.2 cm. as to fiberglass/epoxy.
Trunnion Fastener (l/2 - 4 in.)
and Struts Holes Fastener Hole Wear - Particularly for
frequently removed and reinstalled
Pylon - Wear, Wind fasteners, hole wear can occur in
ACCeSs Door, Fatigue I,ear graphite/epoxy. Use or metal grommets
Leading Edge Elongated in the holes prevents damage.
Skins Fastener
Holes Surface Wear or Abrasi0n - This type of
damage which occurs on exposed leading
edge surfaces can be prevented by a
Wing Trail- Impact Lightning 7.6 - 76.2 cm. sacrificial layer on graphite parts.
ing Edges- Resistance and (3 - 30 in.)
\olear
NOTE: &. The Table is divided into four segments according to the general cause of defect: 1) Impact: 2) Cracks caused
by fatigue: 3) Disbonds; 4) Miscellaneous damage. Corrosion damage has not been included as discussed.
~ Damage types are underlined in this column, and refer to all items listed underneath until a different damage
Itype is indicated •
.....
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TABLE VI. - STATIC TEST RESULTS OF REPAIR ~PECIMENS
16 PLY FACED SANDWICH BEAMS ~
Failure Failure
.
Average
Test Load & Strain Joint .& ,&Patch Description and Codes Test Temperature kN/m (lb/in.) fJ- m/m Efficiency Failure Mode
Undamaged Control 1900 (10848) 10981 Laminate failure
(Type C-16) RT 2166 (12365) 12285 -
Avg. - 2033 (11607) Avg. = 11633
Tension
1899 (l0841) 11442 Laminate failure
82°C (l80°F) 1811 (l0338) 10889 -
Avg. = 1855 (l0590) Avg. = 11156
2171 (l2395) 16918 Laminate failure
RT I 2221 (l2679) 17225 -
: Avg. = 2196 ( 12537) Avg. - 17072
Compression
! 1900 (10848) 13848 Laminate failure
82°C (l80°F) , 1833 (10468) 14455 -
Avg. = 1867 ( 10658) Avg. = 14152
1989 (11356) 11080 Laminate failure
I Fatigue RT IAvg. 1807 (10316) 96iO -= 1898 (l0836) Avg. - 10345
I
Cure-in-place flush graphite Tension 82°C (l80°F) ~ 611 ( 3487) 3330 .327 I Patch delamination
patch (vacuum cured, 350°F)
I (Type 1) i 414 ( 2363) I 2166 .221 IPatch delaminationIcompression: 82°C (l80°F) 413 ( 2357) 2906 ,I Avg. = 413 ( 2360) . Avg. = 2536 I
,
I
: ( 6235) iCure-in-place external I (1l30°F) :
1092 6312 IPatch delamination
graphite tape patch Tension I 82°C 1099 ( 6272) 6439 .591
I (vacuum cured, 350°F) I . Avg. = 1095 ( 6254) Avg. = 6376I -
I (Type VI-T) I I
(-67°F) I iCohesive patch bond
I 970 ( 5538) 5544 failureI
-54°C 1144 ( 6531) 6557 .481I I Avg. = 1057 ( 6035) Avg. = 6051 i
Compression' ,
I RT I 1179 ( 6731) 7443 .631 I Disbond and patch delamination
I I ; I
I ! 609 ( 3474) 3790 IDisbond and patch delmaination ;I ,
82°C (180°F) . 483 ( 2759) 2810 .292 ! I
! IAvg. = 546 ( 3117) Avg. = 3200 I i
i I Fatigue RT 1375 ( 7851) 7264 .724 Patch delaminationI
Cure-in-place external graphite I I
(180°F) I 754 ( 4303) : 4112 i Disbond extending from patch edgefabric patch (vacuum cured Tension 82°C 768 ( 4382) 4285 .410 Ito filler
350°F) Avg. = 761 ( 4343) Avg. = 4199 I(Type VI-F) IDisbond extending482 ( 2754) 2865 from patch edge I
Compression 82°C (180°Y) 597 ( 3400) 3450 .289 Ito filler
Avg. = 539 ( 3077) Avg. - 3158
Fatigue RT 921 ( 5256) 6397 .485 iDelamination in ply of parent
laminate adjacent to patch
.....
(Xl
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TABLE VI. - Concluded
Failure Failure Average
Test Load &. Strain Joint .&. Failure }lode &Patch Description and Codes Test Temperature kN/m (lb/in.) f-l m/m Ef ficienc)'
Pre-cured bonded external 608 ( 3471) 3212 Disbond from patch edge to filler
graphite tape patch (bonded) Tension 82°C (180°F) 730 ( 4165) 3918 .360
with vacuum pressure. 350°F) Avg•• 669 ( 3818) Avg. = 3565
(Type VII)
1318 ( 7524) 8005 Shear failure in patch layer
I -54°C (-67°F) 1193 ( 6813) 7242 .572 adjacent to parent
Avg. = 1256 ( 7169) Avg. = 7624 :Compression
1151 ( 6571) 6861 Disbond plus interlaminar failure
RT 1093 ( 6241) 7080 .511 in patch
Avg. = 1122 ( 6406) Avg. = 6971
,
665 ( 3795) 4179 IDisbond plus interlaminar failure
82°C (180°F) 694 ( 3963) 4365 I .364 in patch
Avg. = 680 ( 3879) Avg. = 4272 I
Pre-cured bonded external 124 ( 706) 630 IPatch disbond
graphite tape patch (cold Compression 82°C (180°F) 159 ( 909) 870 .076
bonded with RT adhesives. Avg. = 142 ( 808) A\·g. = 750
contact pressure)
(Type IX)
,
Wet lay up graphite fabric. 117 ( 670) 638 Cohesive bond line failure between
patch using RT curing epoxy Compression 82°C (180°F) 122 ( 698) 713 .064 patch and laminate
(cured under contact pressure) Avg. = 120 ( 684) Avg. = 676 ,
(Type X) i
t-
External mechanically attached j 426 ( :2429) 2350 Fasteners pulled through patch
titanium patch Tension 82°C (180°F) IAvg•• 331 ( 1890) 1937 .204 and laminate(Type XI) 378 ( 2160) Avg. = 2144
351 ( 2002) 1970 Bearing failure in laminate
Compression 82°C (180°F) 413 ( 2359) 2451 .205
Avg. = 382 ( 2181) Avg. - 2211
External mechanically attached 587 ( 3350) 3295 Fasteners pulled through at
aluminum patch Tension 82°C (180°F) I 644 ( 3674) 3715 .332 one end of patch
(Type XII) I Avg.
-
615 ( 3512) Avg. = 3505
(180°F) I 585 ( 3337) 3299 1) Bearing failure in laminateCompression 82°C 621 ( 3543) 3567 .323 2) Stability failure of metal plate
Avg.
-
603 ( 3440) Avg. = 3433
NOTES:&Parent laminate 16 ply (~45. O. ~452' O)s
~ Values given are laminate loads.
~ Required average failure load as a fraction of undamaged control average failure load.
~ Complete failure descriptions are given in Appendix B
--_._- .._-- -_._-
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TABLE VII. - STATIC TEST RESULTS OF REPAIR SPECIMENS 50 PLY FACED SANDWICH BEAMS ~
--------- ---~l ~--Failure Failure i Average
Test Load 2 Strain Joint &.
Failure ~lode &Patch Description and Codes Test ~~era~~~~/m (1b/in.) ~ _ ____"m/m Efficiency
-_..
- - - ---
-- --
______ .n
Undamaged Control 3126 (17905) 9860 Interlaminar failure of laminate ,
(Type C-50) RT 2153 (12294) I 6425 - near core at 0" ply, top 3 plies
Avg. = 2645 (15100) I Avg. = 8143 separated in one specimen.
Tension
1912 (10919) 5420 1) Interlaminar failure with I
82°C (180°F) I 3210 (18330) 9496 partial disbond I
Avg. = 2561 (14625) Avg. = 7458 2) Fiber crushing through lam.
I - thickness at one core splice. i
I
I
!
Top 3 plies separated at 90°
I ply. ,
I I 2827 (16142) 9463 Interlaminar shear failure in i:
, RT 3211 (18333) 11350
-
laminate
II Avg. = 3019 (17238) Avg. = 10407t Compression I I
i - ! 1939 (11071) : 6313 ICombined interlaminar failure of !I 82°C (180°F) 2810 (16044) ; 9597 - i plies near core, plus steel and
I_
I
: Avg. = 2375 (13558) , Avg. = 7955 i composi te disbonds ;
, i I
Fatigue I RT 3366 (19217) t 11152 - : Laminate failure
Cure-in-place flush I ; 2043 (11664) 4517 . Cohesive bond line failure
graphite patch (vacuum
!
Tension . 82°C (180°F) 2211 (12623) : 3405 .830 I propagated into delamination of
cured at 350°F) i Avg. = 2127 (12144) , Avg. = 3961 i patch at core end of scarf joint II(Type II)
I 1985 (11332) I 4955 ~ Same as tensile failure ICompression 82°C (180°F) 1622 ( 9259) 4317 .759 i
IAvg. = 1803 (10296) . Avg. = 4636 I
;
Pre-cured bonded graphite
!82°C
2252 (12859) I 6365 : Failed along scarfed bond line and
flush patch, (bonded under Tension (180°F) ; 2163 (12349) I 5379 .862 Ipropagated as delaminaion into
vacuum pressure 350°F) i Avg. = 2207 (12604) ! Avg. = 6122 parent laminate
(Type III)
2036 (11627) : 5840 I Interlaminar failure initiated at
Compression 82°C (180°F) : 2225 (12704) . 7330 .897 ! bond line in parent laminate
I Avg. = 2131 (12166) . Avg. = 6585I ;
I
!Adhesive failure in patch bond-Fatigue RT 2396 (13677) 7702 .712
: : line with ply fracture at end of!scarf
Cure-in-place flush graphite I 1787 (10203) I 4280 !I Disbond of patch combined withpatch (vacuum cured, 350°F) Tension 82°C (180°F) I 1816 gg~~~~ ! Avg. 3230 : .703 Iparent laminate delaminationof partial through damage I Avg. = 1801 = 3755(Type IV) I! I1543 ~ ~~~~~ i 3105 !Delamination failure in patchCompression 82°C (180°F) ; 1530 2227 .647
i Avg. = 1536 ( 8773) ; Avg. = 2668
I
( 9309) IFatigue RT 1631 5218 .484 Interlaminar tensile failure of
parent laminate at maximum patch
i depth
'.'
I'
TABLE VII. - Concluded
Failure Failure , Average
Test Load & Strain Joint &. Failure ~lode &Patch Description and Codes Test Temperature kN/m· (lb/in.) f!m/m I Efficiency
!
Cure-in-place flush graphite 1818 (10377) 5099 . 1) Shear failure in bond line with
patch (vacuum cured, 350°F) Tension 82°C (180°F) 1110 ( 6335) 3193 ! .571 fracture of cover plies at
with precured bonded internal Avg. = 1464 ( 8356) Avg. = 4136 I joint termination
doubler 2) Failure initiated at area of
(Type V) ply waviness in patch laminate,
then propagated as interlaminar
failure of patch
1879 (10725) 6184 ~ 1) Shear failure in bond line with
Compression 82°C (l80°r) 1393 ( 7951) 4376 ! .689 fiber breakage and delamination
Avg. = 1636 ( 9338) Avg. = 5280 I in patch
I
2) Failure initiated at area of
ply waviness in patch laminate,
then propagated as inter laminar
failure of patch
Precured bonded external 767 ( 4380) 2135 Failure initiated at bond line edge
graphite patch (vacuum Tension 82°C (180°F) 596 ( 3405) 1707 .266 and propagated as interlaminar
cured 350°F) with supple- Avg. = 682 ( 3892) Avg. = 1921 failure at patch
mental fasteners
(Type VIII) 460 ( 2627) 1622 Bond line !ailure extending from
Compression 82°C (180°F) 453 ( 2584) 1607 .192 edge to filler
Avg. = 456 ( 2606) Avg. = 1615
& Parent laminate 50 ply (36% 0°, 56% !45°, 8% 90°)
& Values given are laminate loads
&. Repaired average failure load as a fraction of undamaged control averaRe failure load
& Complete failure descriptions are given in Appendix B.
.. -
....~ TABLE VIII. - STATIC TEST RESULTS OF TABBED COUPON SPECIMENS
Average Average
Parent Test Failure Load Failure Strain Repair
Laminate Patch Description Test Temperature kN/m Ob/in) J1 in/in Efficiencies Failure Mode
16 ply Undamaged Control Tension RT 6085 (34,750) 9,650 - Fiber break and
(±45, 0,±452, O)S (C-U) 82°C 11800F)
±45° splitting
5848 (33,400) 9,175
Damaged, Unrepaired Tension RT 2676 (15,280) 4,050 - 45° fiber split-
I Control ting through
(C-D) B20C 11800F) 2758 (15,750) 4,065 - hole
Cure-in-place graphite Tension RT 3520 (20,100) 5,775 .578 Cohesive through
flush patch (vacuum scarf joint in area
cured, 3500F)(XIIIl &. B20C 11800 F) 3695 (21,100) 5,665 .632 closest to tabs
Cure-in-pla ce fI ush Tension RT 4955 (28,300) 8588 .814 Cohesive through
patch (vacuum cured& scarf joint in
350°F) (XIII Al area closest to
tabs
Pre-cured, bonded external Tension RT 3187118,200) 4,705 .524 Corner patch
graphite patch (cured delamination
under vacuum, 350°F) B20C 11800 F) 4360 (24,900) 6,875 .746 pro pagating into
(XIV) patch adhesive
failure
& Cured without use of bleeder
& Cured with addition of bleeder
, \
".
TABLE IX. -- LAMINATE CHARACTERIZATION DATA
Resin Fiber
Pan~ Dimensio,& Specime& Density Content % Volume % Voids Thickness PerNo. 1 cmUn.l Type ggfc by Wt. (Calc.) % (CalcJ Ply mm(mils)
1WG1428 35.6x30.5 ND I standard 1.585 27.1 66.4 -0.36 0.132(5.2)(50 ply) (14x12)
1WG1449 139.7x66.0 Type C-50 1.574 29.2 63.3 0.35 0.137(5.4)
(50 ply) (55x26)
2WG1445 81.3x35.6 Type II 1.582 27.9 64.8 0.30 0.132(5.2)(50 ply) (32x14)
1WN1482 81.3x35.6 Type III 1.591 25.6 67.2 0.60 0.127(5.0)(50 ply) (32x14)
2WN1482 81.3x35.6 Type III 1.587 26.9 66.0 0.36 0.127(5.01(50 ply) (32x14)
1WN1486 139.7x35.6 Type IV 1.579 27.9 65.6 0.53 0.124(4.9)(50 ply) (55x14)
1WG1445 81.3x35.6 Type V 1.578 29.1 63.6 0.13 0.32(5.2)(50 ply) (32x14)
1WN1469 45.7x76.2 Type VIII 1.571 29.2 63.3 0.03 0.124(4.9)(50 ply) (18x30)
1WN1470 45.7x76.2 Type VIII 1.597 26.9 66.4 0.24 0.119(4.7)(50 ply) (18x30)
1WN1488 139.7x35.6 Spare A 1.582 27.9 64.8 0.31 0.127(5.0)(50 ply) (55x14)
1WN1490 139.7x35.6 Spare B 1.582 28.4 64.4 0.42 0.127(5.01(50 ply) (55x14)
1WN1504 30.5x35.6 NDI standard 1.579 28.7 64.0 0.75 0.137(5.4)(16 ply) (12x14)
1WN1510 78.7x40.6 Type C-16 1.581 27.4 65.2 0.56 0.135(5.3)(16 ply) (31x16)
2WN1510 48.3x25.4 Type I 1.580 27.5 65.2 0.61 0.130(5.11(16 ply) (19x10)
1WX1539 91.4x81.3 Type VI-T,IX, 1.576 28.6 64.0 0.45 0.130(5.1)(16 ply) (36x32) and X
1WN1523 91.4x50.8 Type VI-F, 1.575 28.4 64.1 0.58 0.130(5.1)(16 ply) (36x20) XI
2WN1523 91.4x71.1 Type VII, 1.581 27.7 65.0 0.48 0.135(5.3)(16 ply) (36x28) XII
1WX1526 127x96.5 Type C-U, 1.570 29.7 62.8 0.42 0.135(5.3) .(16 ply) (50x38) and CoD
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TABLE IX. - Concluded
Resin Fiber
pan1 Dimens& specimen& Density Content % Volume % Thickness Per
No.1 cmlin.l Type glee. byWt. (Calc.) %(Calc.) Ply mm(mils)
1WX1528 63.5x96.5 Type XIII 1.569 29.3 63.0 0.62 0.137(5.4)
(16 ply) (25x38)
2WX1539 127.0x96.5 Type XIV 1.570 29.4 63.1 0.57 0.130(5.11
(16 ply) (50x38)
1WX1531 63.5x96.5 Spare 1.567 30.6 61.9 0.31 0.135(5.3)
(16 ply) (25x38)
1WN1520 91.4x81.3 Spare 1.570 28.0 64.2 1.06 0.130(5.1)
(16 ply) (36x32)
.& Four digit number is autoclave run number;
WG is Narmco 5208, Batch 1313;
WN is Narmco 5208, Batch 1353;
WX is Narmco 5208, Batch 1357.
& First dimension is 00 direction.
& See Tables VI, VII, VIII for description of repairs by code number.
TABLE X. - LAMINATE CHARACTERIZATION DATA - 4 PLY PATCH LAMINATES
laminate Identification Resin Content Specific Gravity Fiber Volume (calc.) Voids (calc.)
%byWt. % %
1WZ 1549 27.8 1.588 65.2 0.03
2WZ 1549 27.4 1.588 65.5 0.09
1WZ 1550 27.0 1.583 65.7 0.59
2WZ 1550 27.1 1.587 65.7 0.30
1WX1560 28.8 1.585 64.1 .{I.14
2WX1560 28.8 1.584 64.2 .{I.09
1 WZ 1560 27.6 1.584 64.5 0.27
2WZ1560 29.2 1.582 63.6 .{I.12
1WX 1561 30.2 1.583 62.9 .{I.53
2WX 1561 29.9 1.580 63.1 .{I.23
3WX 1561 28.9 1.581 63.9 0.08
4WX 1561 30.5 1.568 62.0 0.31
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TABLE XI. - PROCESS DEVELOPMENT PANEL FABRICATION PARAMETERS
Panel Cure Cycle Parameters orientation
No. Pressure Dwell During Cure Bleed Plies
1 Vacuum None Horizontal None
2 I Vertical l3 Horizontal 1 ply Style 120 glass cloth
4 45 min @1350 C(275F) Horizontal None
5 .~ Vertical
6 689.4 kPa None Horizontal
(100 psi)
7 l 45 min@ 1350 C(275F) Horizontal
TABLE XII. - CURE CYCLES FOR PROCESS DEVELOPMENT PANELS
Vacuum· No Dwell
1. Apply full vacuum
2. Heat to 1770 C(3500 F) at 1.1 • 3.30 C(2-60 F) /minute
3 Cure at 1770 C±5.5 (3500 F±10) for 60 minutes
4. Cool to 82.20 C(1800 F) under full vacuum.
Vacuum -With Dwell
1. Apply full vacuum
2. Heat to 1350 C±2.8 (2750 F±5) at 1.1 - 2.20 C(2-4°F)/minute
3. Dwell at 1350 C±2.8 (2750 F ±5) for 45 minutes [starting at 129.40 C(2650 F) I
4. Heat to 179.40 C±2.8 (3550 F±5) at 1.1 - 2.20 C(2-4°F)/minute
5. Cure at 179.40 C±2.8 (3550 F±5) for 120 ~1O minutes
6. Cool to 79.4°C (1750 F) under vacuum.
689.4 kPa (100 psi) . No Dwell
1. Apply full vacuum and 586 kPa (95 psi) autoclave pressure
2. Heat to 1770 C(3500 F) at 1.1 • 3.30 C(2-60 F/minute)
3. Cure at 1770 C±5.5 (3500 F±10) for 60 minutes
4. Cool to 82.20 C(1800 F) under pressure.
689.4 kPa (100 psi) -With Dwell
1. Apply full vacuum
2. Heat to 1350 C±2.8 (2750 F±5) at 1.1 -2.20 C(2-4°F)/minute
3. Dwell at 1350 C±2.8 (2750 F ±5) for 45 minutes [starting at 129.40 C(2650 F) I
4. Apply 689.4 ±34.5 kPa (100 ±5 psi), venting vacuum at 138 kPa (20 psi)
5. Heat to 179.4 ±2.80 C(355 ±50 F) at 1.1 •2.20 C(2-4°F)/minute
6. Cure at 179.4 ±2.80 C(355 ±50 F) for 120~ 0 minutes
7. Cool to 79.40 C(1750 F) under pressure.
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TABLE XIII. - SUMMARY OF DATA ON PROCESS DEVELOPMENT PANELS
fi> C J>. Short~m MeasuredResin ompresslOn Thickness
Panel Voids, Fiber Volume Content Strength Shear Strength for 16 Plies,
No. Cure Cycle Specific Gr. Percent Percent Percent MPa (ksi) MPa (ksi) cm lin.}
1 Vacuum/No Dwell & - -
(Horizontal) 4 - - . . -
2 Vacuum/No Dwell & - - - - - - -
(Vertical 4
3 Vacuum/No Dwell 1.557 1.557 63.25 28.49 483.8(70.17) 35.96(5.215} .213(.084}
(Horizontal with 1
Bleeder Ply)
4 Vacuum/With Dwell 1.520 1.416 55.6 35.63 551.8(80.04} 41.78(6.06} .246(.097}
(Horizontal)
5. Vacuum/With Dwell 1.521 1.423 55.8 35.46 567.4(82.3} 43.44(6.3} .244(.096}
(Vertical
6. 689.4 kPa (100 psi}/No 1.582 -0- 62.93 29.98 647.8(93.96) 61.50(8.92} .221 (.087)
Dwell (Horizontal)
7. 689.4 kPa (100 psi}/With 1.549 .(1- 56.81 35.44 668.0(96.88) 59.43(8.62} .241 (.095)
Dwell (Horizontal)
8. Vacuum/No Dwell 1.528 1.6 57.5 33.6 598.5(86.81 } 47.7l(6.92} .244(.088}
(Horizontal)
9. Vacuum/With Dwell 1.549 1.23 60.9 30.8 628.2(91.11} 48.13(6.98} .221 (,087)
(Horizontal)
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Prepreg for Panel No. 1-7 from Roll 6 Batch 7313, mfg, date 12121n8, 34.5% resin content, 145.3 gm/m2
fiber weight. Prepreg for Panel No.8 and 9 from Roll 35, Batch 1356,35% resin content, 142 gm/m2
fiber weight.
Stresses based on nominal thicknesses of .015 cm (0.006 in.}/ply. Cured thicknesses varied from
0.013 to 0.015 centimeters (0.0052 to 0.0061 inches) per ply.
Panel orientation ~±45/0/90}2]S
Panels delaminated during handling.
TABLE XIV. - REDUCED TEMPERATURE COUPON TEST RESULTS
Cure Stress at Percent of
Specimen Temp Cycle Failure Strength for
No. °C(OF) Time MPa (ksil Normal Cure
Longitudinal Compression
LC1·1 149(300) 1 434(62.9)
LC2·1 l l 454(65.8)Avg. 444(64.3) 76
LC1·2 149(300) 2 486(70.4)
LC2·2 l I 491(71.2)Avg. 488(70.8) 84
LC1·3 149(300) 3 571(82.7)
LC2·3 I I 502(72.7)Avg. 536(77.7) 92
LC1·4 177(350) 1 569(82.4)
LC2-4 l I 594(86.1)Avg. 581(84.2) 100
Longitudinal Tension
LTl·1 149(300) 1 369(53.5)
LT2·1 , ~ 474(68.7)Avg. 422(61.1) 87
LTl·2 149(300) 2 561(81.3)
LT2·2 I J 515(74.6)Avg. 538(77.9) 111
LTl·3 149(300) 3 493(71.4)
LT2·3 J l 542(78.6)Avg. 517(75.01 107
LTl-4 177(350) 1 464(67.3)
LT2·4 I ~ 503(72.9)Avg. 484(70.1) 100
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TABLE XV. - REDUCED CURE TEMPERATURE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Resin Fiber Void
Content Specific Volume Content
Cure Cycle % Gravity % %
1 1490C(3000F) for 1 hour 28.0 1.55 63.7 1.55
2 1490C(3000F) for 2 hours 28.6 1.56 63.3 1.30
3 1490C(3000F) for 3 hours 31.8 1.54 59.8 1.11
4 1770C(3500F) for 1 hour 28.9 1.54 62.5 1.98
fABLE XVI. - GLASS TRANSITION TEMPERATURE (Tg) BY TMA AND DMA TESTS
Cure Conditions TMA DMA
1 hr@300oF 60°C 50-60°C sharp
2 hr@300oF 60°C BOoC sharp
3 hr@300oF 130°C 120-140oC broad
1 hr @350oF 175°C 150·180oC broad
1 hr@300oF
3 hr @350°F PC 200°C· (S)
2 hr@300oF
3 hr @350°F PC 200°C
3 hr@300oF
3 hr @3500F PC 205°C
3 hr@300oF
3 hr @300°F PC 175°C 140·160oC
3 hr@300oF
6 hr @3000F PC 175°C 140·160oC
1 hr @350°F 190·220oC
3 hr @3500F PC 250°C 190-220oC
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PC =post cure
S = softening
TMA = thermo-mechanical analysis
DMA =dynamic flexure
'.
TABLE XVII. - FATIGUE LOADING SPECTRA - 50 PLY SPECIMENS
Definition of flight types and number of load cycles within each flight
Amplitude level No. and magnitude (S/Sm)
TotalNumber of VII VIII IX Xflights in one I II III IV V VI number
Flight block of (1.60) (1.50) (1.30) (1.15) 10.9951 10.841 (0.6851 10.531 10.3751 (0.2221 of cycles
Type 4000 flights Number of cycles per f1iaht per flight
A 1 1 1 1 4 8 18 64 112 391 0 600
B r 1 1 2 5 11 39 76 385 0 520
C 3 1 1 2 7 22 61 286 0 380
0 9 1 1 2 14 44 208 0 270
E 24 1 1 6 24 168 0 200
F 60 1 3 19 107 0 130
G 181 1 7 72 0 80
H 420 1 16 23 40
I 1090 1 4 5
J 2211 2 2
Total Number of cycles
34800 18422per block of 4000 1 2 5 18 52 152 800 4170
flights
Cumulative number of
load cycles per block of 1 3 8 26 78 230 1 030 5200 40000 58422
4000 flights.
TABLE XVIII. - FATIGURE LOADING SPECTRA - 16 PLY SPECIMENS
360 Flight Cruise Spectrum* 360 Flight Climb and Descent Spectrum*
% Cycles Cycles Cycles Cycles Cycles Cycles in Cycles in Cycles
Reference inA2 in B2 in G2 in 36,000 Al and A3 Bl and B3 Cl and C3 in 36,000
Stress Block Block Block Flights Block Block Block Flights
100 1 4 3 24
90 2 8 1 1 40
78 1 1 20 3 4 128
67 4 6 88 1 7 5 424
56 3 3 5 308 7 10 13 1,544
44 19 19 22 1,912 47 49 51 9,496
33 96 99 99 9,660 232 230 233 46,344
22 240 240 240 24,000 820 820 820 164,000
11 240 240 240 24,000 240 240 240 48,000
Cycles/Block 598 606 616 1,347 1,360 1,370
Blocks/lifetime 80 16 4 160 32 8
Cycles/lifetime 47,840 9,696 2,464 60,000 215,520 43,520 10,960 270,000
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TABLE XIX. - PHASE 3 TEST MATRIX
NO. OF SPECIMENS
SPECIMEN LOAO TEST
TYPE DESCRIPTION REPAIRED UNDAMAGED SENSE CONDITION
Hat-stiffened 1 Compression Static room
I fin Cover temperature,
segment 1 Compression Wet
Hat-stiffened 1 Compression
II wing cover
segment 1 Compression
"T" section 1 Tension
III vertical fin
spar segment 1 Tension
.
TABLE XX. - PHASE 3 TEST RESULTS
FAILURE STRAIN (f.J.m/m)
GAGE NUMBER STRENGTH
SPECIMEN FAILURE LOAD (FIGURES 26 THROUGH 28) RESTORATION
TYPE kN (LBS) 1 2 3 4 (PERCENT)
I Control -160.1 (-36,000) -5272 -6125
Repair -146.3 (-32,9001 -3838 -2050 -5058 91.4
II Control -398.5 (-89,6001 -4434 -4111
Repair -314.9 (-70,800) -2298 -1656 -3258 79.0
III Control +182.4 (+41,0001 +5215 +6415
.
Repair +168.1 (+37,800) +823 +2852 +790 +4358 92.2
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TABLE XXI. - INCORPORATION OF PHASE 4 ACTIVITIES INTO ACVF GROUND TEST PLAN~
1. Strain and Deflection Response
2. Static Tests - Design Ultimate Load
3. Damage Tolerance Evaluation (with small area damage)
4. Fail Safe Evaluation
a. Discrete Source Damage: impacting to obtain 12 by 4 in. delaminated area
followed by burn-through with electric arc
b. Application of two conditions of design limit loads
c. Inspection of damage
5. Residual Strength Test
a. Repair of discrete source damage using repairs selected from procedures
evaluated in the Phase 2 coupon tests of this program
b. Additional fatigue cycling for 1 lifetime. (This item is to be covered by
Phase 4 of this program).
c. Test to ultimate and failure
& Per the ACVF Ground Test Plan, LR 29583, January 1981, (reference 50)
TABLE XXII. - DAMAGE TOLERANCE EVALUATION FATIGUE SPECTRA
Flight
%Limit Load
Cond 59 (l) N ~N 1 36 360 1800 9000 18000 36000
15 166000 197020 4 22
23 24860 31020 24 8 3
31 4328 6160 4 3 1 2
38 1279 1832 1 2 3 4 1 1
46 328 553 3 1 2
54 134 225 1 1 3 1
62 43 91 2 1 1
69 28 48 1 2
77 9 20 2 1
81 3 11 1 1
85 3 8 1 1
88 3 5 1 1
92 1 2 1
100 & E.F. (2)(6%) 1 1 1
Count 4 51 17 12 15 6 8
Multiplier 36000 1000 100 20 4 2 1
(l) Loads defined in Table 5-2 of the Ground Test Plan (reference 41.
(2) Environmental factor applied to limit load only.
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